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Abstract

Neural probes are a promising tool in understanding the brain, alleviating symp-

toms of various diseases like Parkinson’s Disease and allowing for applications like

controlling prosthetics directly using the mind. However, current probes suffer from

deleterious glial tissue buildup, poor insulation and low electrode yield. In this work,

to improve upon current probes, ultra-compliant probes are fabricated and integrated

with biodissolvable needles. Mechanically compliant probes allow for reduction in the

body’s immune response chronically whereas biodissolvable needles provide sufficient

stiffness during insertion.

To achieve this, contributions are made in the categories of probe design concepts,

device level processes, and processes in support of final probe assembly. Major contri-

butions include incorporation of interleaved atomic layer deposited ceramics to create

hybrid materials that provide better insulation properties, reducing the distance be-

tween the electrode and the site-of-interest by developing a gray scale lithography

based technique to fabricate protruding electrodes and creating probes that improve

electrode yield by integrating liquid crystal polymers into the parylene-C probe struc-

ture, which allows the parylene-C probe to actuate.

To allow for integration of the biodissolvable needle with the probe, a peel-based

process is developed that controls the adhesion between parylene-C to Si using dif-

ferent HMDS conditions and a transfer based process is developed that enables high-

temperature annealing.

In addition, a generalized design of neural probes using meandering interconnect

structures is developed, allowing for rapid mechanical design of probes. This is key

for neural probes because of the application specific nature of neural probe design.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Neural probes and their applications

The nervous system is one of the least understood organ systems in the body. How-

ever, it is also one of the most important systems since it is involved in cognitive

function, emotion, vision, hearing, balance and consciousness among many other

functions. Furthermore, all organs in the body are controlled by nerves. Hence, by

understanding the nervous system, it is possible for us to treat various diseases and

symptoms, even those that might not be directly related to the nervous system. Apart

from informing new therapies, understanding the nervous system can also give rise to

better ways to interface with machines.

Great strides have been made in understanding the nervous system, such as the

work by Cajal [3], who established the neuron doctrine - that the neuron is an in-

dividual cell and is the unit of the nervous system; Sherrington who established the

concept of the synapse [4]; and Hodgkin and Huxley [5] who established the model of

an action potential. However, the interactions of neurons and their effects within the

brain and peripheral nervous system are far from fully understood.

Much of the progress in understanding the nervous system is due to the develop-

ment of tools. For example, the invention of the electron microscope and development

of better optical microscopes allowed for confirmation of certain aspects of the neuron

doctrine such as the physical presence of synapses[6]. Similarly, the development of
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various neuroimaging methods, in particular magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), led

to various advancements in the Human Connectome Project[7]. Different methods

to measure activity and interface to the brain have emerged including electroen-

cephalography (EEG), electrocorticography (ECoG) and penetrating neural probes,

allowing recording and stimulating at different time and spatial scales. In addition,

non-electrical methods of imaging such as calcium imaging and optogenetics have

emerged but require loading the neurons of interest with dyes[8], using transgenic

subjects[9] or genetically modifying the neurons[10].

Apart from understanding the brain, the development of these probes allows an

interface with the nervous system which opens up a host of new applications. Brain

machine interfaces have been demonstrated in research labs to allow tetraplegics to

control robotic arms[11], allow the blind to partially regain sight[12] and allow people

to control a computer cursor with their minds[13]. Deep brain stimulation has been

approved by the FDA as a treatment for essential tremor or Parkinson’s disease[14]

and is also used to treat dystonia and depression. Depending on the requirements of

the application, different types of probes are required.

1.2 Motivation

This thesis aims to realize neural probes a) with mechanical compliance using pat-

terned parylene-C shanks less than 10 µm-thick, b) protruding electrodes that are

at least flush with the insulation and c) with improved encapsulation compared with

parylene-C only probes through the use of ceramic materials. This is determined by

the ability to fabricate these probes with at least greater than 50% yield.

Despite the demonstration of a myriad of possibilities with the use of neural

probes, problems still exist which prevent large scale use of the neural probes. In

particular, chronic neural recordings tend to fail over longer periods because of both

biotic and abiotic mechanisms. Biotic mechanisms include gliosis, bleeding and abiotic

mechanisms include insulation degradation and delamination and mechanical damage

to the neural probes. These issues need to be resolved in order to achieve reliable
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neural probes that can be safely implanted for long-term use without the need for

excessive invasive implantations over the patient’s lifetime.

Gliosis has been identified as a major biotic cause of recording failure. Gliosis

occurs as a foreign body reaction to the inserted neural probes. A sheath of glial cells

(i.e. scar tissue) can form around the neural probes, which increases the distance

between the electrodes on the neural probe and the neurons of interest, hence resulting

in reduced signal-to-noise ratio of recordings. The mechanical mismatch between Si

(with Young’s modulus, E = 169 GPa) and neural tissue (E ∼ 10 kPa) has been shown

to be a factor in glial formation. Hence, by using softer materials such as parylene-

C (E ∼ 4 GPa) and appropriate designs, compliance can be achieved to reduce the

mechanical mismatch between the brain and the neural probe. For penetrating probes

that are inserted into the brain, glial scarring can form due to immune reaction of

the brain tissue to the implanted neural probes. This has been identified as a major

chronic failure mechanism [15]. It is suggested that the mechanical mismatch between

the neural probes and the brain tissue is an important driver for sustained immune

reaction [16].

Insulation degradation/delamination is another cause of recording failure. Degra-

dation of insulation results in loss of spatial selectivity because the interconnects are

essentially exposed. Neural probes are exposed to a variety of ions and water which

can often degrade the probe. In order to achieve longevity in neural probe recordings,

new encapsulation schemes that can still allow mechanical flexibility and also provide

improved encapsulation for the neural probes are important research areas.

The stochastic nature of the location of neurons in the brain results in electrodes

that are often located further away from neurons than desired. As a result, some

electrodes tend to not detect any neurons. Thus, having the ability to actuate the

neural probe to bring the electrodes closer to the neurons will result in improved

performance of the neural probes.
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1.3 Neural probes

The development of electrical neural probes is a key development in neuroscience.

Neural probes provide a direct way of detecting signals from neurons since they acquire

electrical signals and depending on architecture, allow for both detection of signals

and stimulation of neurons at different spatial scales.

For the brain, probes can either be placed on the scalp (electroencephalogram,

EEG), on the surface of the brain (electrocorticography, ECoG) or be inserted into

the brain (single-unit or field potential recording). There are different engineering

considerations for each of the different types of probes.

For EEG probes, the electrodes are typically large (radius on the order of cm)

because the signals are attenuated and spatially filtered by the skull. The electrodes

measure the synchronous activity of a large population of neurons[17] and can be

used for the study of epilepsy and sleep. Since EEG probes are often designed as a

wearable device, the probes have to be attached to the scalp in a comfortable way and

yet provide a low enough contact resistance which is typically achieved using gels[18].

ECoG probes are typically planar and sheet like with electrode radius in the order

of mm[19]. The mechanical compliance of ECoG probes is an important consideration

- compliance has to be high to ensure that the electrodes conform well to the surface

of the brain to ensure good contact[20]. The placement of the ECoG arrays on the

surface of the brain just above the dura (for a epidural ECoG) or below the dura

(subdural ECoG) results in better spatial localization compared to EEG since the

effect of signal attenuation and spatial filtering of the skull is eliminated. However,

the signal is still spatially averaged as the neurons are still separated by brain tissue,

the pia mater, cerebrospinal fluid, the arachnoid and for an epidural ECoG, the

dura[21]. Hence, ECoG arrays typically measure the local field potentials of the

cortical pyramidal cells which are located closer to the surface of the brain or stimulate

neurons along the surface of the brain.

For penetrating probes, the electrodes are typically small in size (radius in the

order of 10 µm). The proximity of the electrodes to the neurons means that single
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unit activity can be recorded, spatially specific stimulation can be achieved and very

high temporal resolution can be achieved[22] compared with EEG or ECoG. However,

since each recording site can only detect neuron firing events in a volume of radius

approximately 100 to 150 µm[22], the number of electrodes has to be large to collect

information on a large neuronal population.

Similarly, probes meant to connect to the peripheral nervous system, various types

of designs are meant to record or stimulate at different spatial scales. Cuff probes

are placed on the surface of the nerve and can be used to stimulate or record but are

less selective than penetrating electrodes. To ensure mechanically robust placement

and good contact, cuff probes are usually closed using sutures or other means of

applying a force between the nerve and the probe which can cause mechanical damage.

Penetrating probes cause damage during insertion and might break the fascicles since

they are aligned perpendicular to the probe. Sieve probes are one way of mitigating

this by allowing regrowth of the fascicles through the sieves.

Many applications require penetrating probes either because of the need for single-

unit recordings or the need to stimulate deep within the brain or nerve. The most

common penetrating neural probes that are in use are developed by the University of

Utah[23], the University of Michigan[24] and MicroProbes for Life Science[25]. These

probes are made of rigid materials like Si (166 GPa) or metal (168 GPa) which result

in large mechanical mismatch with neural tissue. Furthermore, evidence of mechanical

damage to rigid arrays explanted after in vivo experiments are performed suggests

that there are also a number of abiotic mechanisms causing poor reliability of current

neural probes[26][27].

The Utah probes are fabricated using a combination of dicing and isotropic etching

of Si using 5% HF and 95% nitric acid to create sharp needle arrays[23]. The Michigan

probes are fabricated using an aninsotropic EDP (an aqueous solution of ethylene

diamine and pyrocatechol) etch with highly boron doped Si as an etch stop to create

15 µm thick Si needles[24]. MicroProbes needle probes are made out of various metals

(tungsten, iridium, platinum/iridium, stainless steel, and nickel-chromium), insulated

with parylene-C and have tips that are sharpened electrochemically[25].
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1.3.1 Mechanically compliant neural probes

Compliant neural probes, which lower the mechanical mismatch between brain tissue

and the neural probe, are shown to reduce the brain tissue response[28]. Polymers

such as parylene-C and polyimide are usually used in neural probes as they are me-

chanically compliant (∼1 GPa), electrically insulating and biocompatible polymers.

Parylene-C and polyimide are also inert, making it easier to integrate the materials

with various processes although poor adhesion to most materials poses challenges.

In addition, fabrication of ultra-compliant neural probes poses important challenges

arising from difficulties in handling and manipulation of such probes after release.

Mechanical compliance for neural probes presents a problem for the failure-free

and precise implantation of neural probes into the brain as buckling can occur during

insertion with insufficient axial stiffness as seen from the Euler buckling equation for

a fixed-pinned beam:

𝑃𝑐𝑟 =
2𝜋2𝐸𝐼

𝐿2
(1.1)

where 𝑃𝑐𝑟 is the critical force above which the beam will buckle, 𝐸 is the Young’s

modulus of the material used in the beam, 𝐼 is the area moment of inertia of the

beam, and 𝐿 is the length of the beam.

In order to insert the neural probes into the brain successfully while preserving

mechanical compliance in the long term, temporary methods of stiffening are em-

ployed during the insertion process. This temporary rigidity can be achieved using a

wide range of novel methods are employed such as the use of shape memory polymers

that are rigid at room temperature and soften at body temperature[29], application of

biocompatible dissolvable materials such as extracellular matrix[30], polyethylene gly-

col (PEG)[31], maltose[32], tyrosine-derived terpolymer[33], chitosan[34] or silk[31],

temporarily attaching a stiff silicon needle to a compliant probe using PEG[35] or

filling microfluidic channels with PEG to stiffen a compliant probe[36]. The choice of

material is often limited by practical issues including softening time. The use of ma-

terials like carboxymethyl-cellulose (CMC) and PEG requires fast insertion because

of rapid dissolution times as opposed to the use of silk, which softens in the time scale
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of hours[37]. Another approach is to only have locally flexible regions[38][39], where

silicon is still used in the needle but certain regions of the needle are flexible or to

effectively shorten the probe during insertion by stiffening with dissolvable material

only the regions above the part that is inserted initially[40].

In this thesis, probes are embedded in blends of CMC and various sugars that

are molded as described in[41]. The dissolvable needle is either spin-coated onto the

probes on a Si substrate with an attached mold[41] or the needle is premolded before

being bonded onto the probe as will be described in chapter 3. This technique allows

a wide design space of possible needle geometries, which can affect insertion force[42].

Apart from the reduction of immune response in penetrating probes, mechanically

compliant neural probes are also important for applications which require conformal

coverage over the nerve (cuff electrodes) or brain (ECoG). Having stiff probes makes

it difficult to achieve the radius of curvatures necessary to conformally cover the tissue

and result in an increased distance between the electrode and the tissue.

1.3.2 Structure of nerves and neurons

The structure of a typical myelinated neuron is shown in Figure 1-1(d). It consists

of a number of dendrites, which carry signal towards the cell body or the soma.

The axon which is shown to be myelinated carries the signal away from the soma.

The myelin sheath around the axon is an electrical insulator that serves to increase

conduction speed[43]. The myelin sheath is formed by Schwann cells, which are a

type of glial cell. The small 1 µm-long breaks in the myelin sheath are known as the

nodes of Ranvier[44]. During electrical conduction, the signal jumps from one node

of Ranvier to the next. The exposed neuronal membranes at the nodes of Ranvier

allow for electrical sensing and stimulation at these points. In the brain, the spatial

distribution and orientation of the neurons are dependent on the area within the

brain.

The structure of a peripheral nerve is shown in Figure 1-1(c). It consists of a

number of fascicles(Figure 1-1(b)) embedded in connective tissue (the epineurium).

Blood vessels are also embedded in the connective tissue. Each fascicle consists of a
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number of axons bundled together as shown in (Figure 1-1(a).

1.3.3 Extracellular recording of action potentials

The main reason for recording failure due to gliosis is the formation of highly re-

sistive scar tissue between the neuron and the probe. The scar tissue increases the

distance between the neurons of interest and the electrodes. The effect of this can

be approximated by considering the models used for intracellular and extracellular

recording.

1.3.3.1 Generation of an action potential across a cell membrane

The Hodgkin and Huxley model shown in Figure 1-2 describes the generation of an

action potential[5]. The circuit models the membrane of a neuron. The bilipid layer

is represented by 𝐶𝑚, the capacitance due to the lipid bilayer, 𝑔𝑁𝑎 is the conductance

of the voltage gated sodium channels in the membrane of the neuron, 𝑔𝐾 is the

conductance of the voltage gated potassium channels in the membrane of the neuron,

𝑔𝑙 is the conductance of the leakage channel where chloride and other ions can pass.

Due to a difference in concentration of the various ions inside and outside of the

neuron, a potential is formed across the membrane. The contribution of each ion to

the potential across the membrane is represented by 𝑉𝑁𝑎, 𝑉𝐾 and 𝑉𝑙 for the sodium,

potassium and other ions respectively and is derived using the equation for the Nernst

potential which considers that at equilibrium, the drift and diffusion currents cancel:

𝑉 𝑛 =
𝑅𝑇

𝑧𝐹
ln

[𝑛𝑧+]𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒
[𝑛𝑧+]𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒

(1.2)

where 𝑛 is the relevant species, 𝑅 is the universal gas constant, 𝑇 is the absolute

temperature in Kelvin, 𝐹 is the Faraday constant, 𝑧 is the charge of the species,

[𝑛𝑧+]𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 and [𝑛𝑧+]𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 is the concentration of the species outside and inside of the

cell.

The Hodgkin and Huxley model further considers the change in 𝑔𝐾 and 𝑔𝑁𝑎 over

time and voltage by experimentally fitting the respective conductances to various dif-
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Figure 1-1: Structure of (a) myelinated nerve fiber, (b) fascicle, (c) nerve and (d)
myelinated neuron.

Figure 1-2: Hodgkin and Huxley model representing the membrane of a neuron.
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ferential equations representing the probability of the opening and closing of various

channels. The model predicts that if a stimulus results in a transmembrane volt-

age exceeding a threshold, an action potential is generated. The resulting voltage

potential waveform across the membrane and respective current in the Na+ and K+

branches of the model after a stimulus exceeding the threshold is shown in Figure 1-3.

The voltage outside the cell is taken to be zero.

1.3.3.2 Effect of distance between the neuron and the electrode on ex-

tracellular recordings

Using the theory of volume conduction, the relationship between the current across a

point on the membrane of a nerve and the potential at a point away from the nerve

is:

𝜑 =
𝜌𝐼

4𝜋𝑟
(1.3)

assuming purely ohmic conductivity which is shown to be valid for 1-3000 Hz[45]

where 𝜌 is the resistivity of the medium, I is the current, r is the distance from the

point on the membrane to the point of measurement and 𝜑 is the potential at that

point of measurement.

For the case of a myelinated nerve, each of the Nodes of Ranvier is represented

by a point source. Hence, the potential at a point is represented using the sum of

(1.3). For unmyelinated nerves, a line source approximation takes the form of the

line integral of (1.3):

𝜑 =
𝜌

4𝜋

∫︁ 0

−Δ𝑠

𝐼
𝑑𝑠

∆𝑠

√︀
𝑟2 + (ℎ− 𝑠)2 =

𝜌𝐼

4𝜋∆𝑠
log

⃒⃒⃒⃒
⃒
√
ℎ2 + 𝑟2 − ℎ√
𝑙2 + 𝑟2 − 𝑙

⃒⃒⃒⃒
⃒ (1.4)

where 𝑟 is the perpendicular distance from the line, ∆𝑠 is the length of the nerve

fiber, ℎ is the longitudinal distance from the end of the line and 𝑙 = ∆𝑠 + ℎ.

From (1.3) and (1.4), increasing distance reduces the signal amplitude rapidly.

For the line source approximation case, for large 𝑙 and ℎ, 𝑙 ≈ ℎ which makes the

potential zero. Similarly, if 𝑟 is large compared to ℎ and 𝑙, the potential approaches
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Figure 1-3: Waveform of (a) transmembrane voltage and (b) currents in the Na+ and
K+ branches during an action potential

zero. Hence, there is a small volume, dependent on the length of the nerve, where

the signal amplitude is sufficiently high for detection. In addition, the impedance of

the electrode at the extracellular site should be kept sufficiently low to ensure high

signal to noise ratio. This is discussed in chapter 2.

Based on simulations performed in [45] which are also corroborated with exper-

imental results, the measured signal amplitude drops by half approximately every

20 µm. Hence, it is important to keep the electrodes in close proximity to the neuron

to ensure good signal to noise ratio.

1.3.4 Stimulation of neurons

Given the electrochemical basis of nerve function, it is also possible to stimulate

a neuron to fire. When a stimulus current is applied, the potential across the cell

membrane increases as predicted by the model shown in Figure 1-2 until the threshold

voltage is reached. The required current to stimulate a nerve is also dependent on the

duration of the current pulse and on the type of neuron or nerve fiber that is intended

to be stimulated. This dependence is given by the strength-duration curve as shown

in Figure 1-4. At very long durations, the required current to stimulate the neuron

remains constant with time. The value of this current is known as the rheobase. The

time required to stimulate at two times the rheobase is known as the chronaxy.
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Figure 1-4: Typical strength-duration curve.

A commonly used experimentally derived equation for the strength-duration curve

is[46]:

𝐼𝑡ℎ =
𝐼𝑟ℎ

1 − 𝑒
− 𝑊

𝜏𝑀

(1.5)

where 𝐼𝑡ℎ is the current required to reach threshold, 𝐼𝑟ℎ is the rheobase, 𝑊 is the

stimulation time and 𝜏𝑀 is the membrane time constant.

Typically, the charge per phase required to stimulate the nerve is lower for smaller

pulse durations [47][48]. Hence, to minimize the charge injected, shorter pulse du-

rations should be used. The minimum pulse duration is limited by the maximum

allowable current (especially in battery operated devices) and other physiological

considerations such as the time constants of the opening and closing of the various

ion channels[48]. Other considerations for stimulation include the maximum charge

that can be transferred in a single pulse which is dependent on the electrode material

properties and electrode size which will be discussed in chapter 2.

In order to avoid corrosion and for safe stimulation, a biphasic stimulation wave-

form is usually used where the initial cathodal current pulse (the electrode acting as

a current sink) is followed by an anodic current pulse. The initial cathodal pulse ini-

tiates the action potential and the second pulse reverses the electrochemical reactions

that occur during the initial pulse[48]. It is important to ensure that the reactions

that occur during the initial cathodal current pulse are reversible.
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1.3.4.1 Effect of distance between the neuron and the electrode on stim-

ulation

For stimulation, a distributed model of the neuron as shown in Figure 1-5 is used

for analysis[49][50] to determine the effect of distance between the nerve and the

electrode on stimulation. If the fiber is myelinated, each node represents a Node of

Ranvier and 𝐺𝑎 is the internodal conductance. For unmyelinated fibers, each node

represents a small segment of the membrane and 𝐺𝑎 is the conductance between

two of these small segments. Each node, as shown in Figure 1-5, also contains a

membrane element represented by a voltage source, 𝑉𝑛, a variable conductance, 𝑔𝑛,

and a membrane capacitance, 𝐶𝑀 which is a condensed version of Figure 1-2. 𝑉𝑒,𝑛

and 𝑉𝑖,𝑛 are the voltages outside and inside the cell membrane respectively.

Using Kirchhoff’s current law and substituting the Hodgkin and Huxley model for

the ionic currents, it is shown in [50][51] that

𝐼𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝐶𝑚
𝜕𝑉𝑚

𝜕𝑡
− 1

𝑟𝑖

𝜕2𝑉𝑚

𝜕𝑥2
=

1

𝑟𝑖

𝜕2𝑉𝑒

𝜕𝑥2
(1.6)

where 𝐼𝑖𝑜𝑛 is the magnitude of ionic current, 𝑟𝑖 is the resistivity of the material inside

the fiber, 𝐶𝑚 is the membrane capacitance and 𝑉𝑚 is the transmembrane voltage.

Since the only term external to the nerve is 𝜕2𝑉𝑒

𝜕𝑥2 , this is defined as the activating

CM
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Vn-1
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VnGa
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Vn+1Ga

Vi,nVi,n-1 Vi,n+1

Ve,nVe,n-1
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Figure 1-5: Distributed model of a nerve fiber.
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function,

𝑆 =
𝜕2𝑉𝑒

𝜕𝑥2
(1.7)

and is responsible for the activation of the neuron during electrical stimulation.

When the neuronal membrane is at rest, 𝐼𝑖𝑜𝑛 and all the spatial derivatives of 𝑉𝑚

are zero[51] and hence, (1.6) reduces to:

𝐶𝑚
𝜕𝑉𝑚

𝜕𝑡
=

1

𝑟𝑖
𝑆 (1.8)

In order to depolarize a membrane beyond the threshold voltage to trigger an action

potential, 𝑉𝑚 should increase and hence, 𝑆 should be greater than zero. If 𝑆 is less

than 0, the membrane will be hyperpolarized. The actual value of 𝑆 required for

stimulation is dependent on the type of nerve and stimulation protocol such as the

duration of the cathodic pulse.

For a point source of current at a distance r away from an axon, the potential is

𝑉𝑒 = 𝜌𝑒
𝐼𝑒𝑙
4𝜋𝑟

= 𝜌𝑒
𝐼𝑒𝑙
4𝜋

(𝑧2 + 𝑥2)−
1
2 (1.9)

where 𝐼𝑒𝑙 is the magnitude of the current, 𝜌𝑒 is the resistivity of the extracellular

medium, 𝑧 is the perpendicular distance away from the neuron and 𝑥 is the longitu-

dinal distance between the point on the neuron and the point source of current. The

activating function is then,

𝑆 =
𝜕2𝑉𝑒

𝜕𝑥2
= 𝜌𝑒

𝐼𝑒𝑙
4𝜋

(𝑧2 + 𝑥2)−
5
2 (2𝑥2 − 𝑧2) (1.10)

A plot of 𝑆 against 𝑥 is shown in Figure 1-6. From (1.10), 𝐼𝑒𝑙 has to be negative (the

electrode has to be a current sink) in order to elicit a positive activating function at

𝑥 = 0. Stimulation occurs when S 𝑆 greater than zero; i.e., when

|𝑥| < 𝑧√
2
. (1.11)

Hence, having an electrode placed close to the neuron results in a more selective
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stimulation and, as seen from (1.10) requires a lower amplitude of current.

In another stimulation model, the relationship between threshold current, 𝐼𝑡ℎ and

distance of the neuron from the stimulating electrode, 𝑟 is proposed to be[52]:

𝐼𝑡ℎ = 𝐼𝑟 + 𝑘𝑟2 (1.12)

where 𝐼𝑟 is the minimum current required to stimulate the neuron and 𝑘 is an exper-

imentally determined constant. Requiring a larger current means requiring a larger

charge which possibly results in damage to the tissue if the safe charge injection limit

is reached.

This again highlights the importance of keeping the electrode close to the neuron

that is to be stimulated. Hence, for reliable stimulation, it is important to reduce

glial response to ensure minimal scar tissue formation between the neuron and the

electrode.
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Figure 1-6: 𝑆 against 𝑥 for a point source of current. 𝐼𝑒𝑙, 𝜌𝑒 and 𝑧 are set to 1 A,
1 Ωmm and 1 mm respectively. 𝑆 is in V/mm2 and 𝑥 is in mm.

1.4 Outline and contributions

This thesis focuses on the fabrication of mechanically compliant neural probes to

reduce the mechanical mismatch between the probe and the brain, and reduce the

distance between the neuron and the electrodes by using various fabrication tech-

niques to create flexible neural probes with various features as shown in Figure 1-7.

The transfer process removes the requirement of mechanical force to peel the probes

and manual handling, hence allowing for the fabrication of parylene-C neural probes

less than 10 µm-thick that are embedded in a biodissolvable needle. The biodissolv-

able needle allows for reliable insertion of the probe without compromising long-term

flexibility of the probe. Actuation and protruding electrodes reduce the distance be-

tween the neuron and the electrodes, which can help to track neurons for long term

recording stability. Nanolaminate ceramic sealing serves to improve the encapsulation

properties of parylene-C by introducing a ceramic material, which has better water

vapor transmission properties than a polymeric material like parylene-C. Given the
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wide range of applications for neural probes, the requirements for different appli-

cations are typically very different. To address the different requirements, different

aspects of fabrication are discussed in chapters 2 to 5. In chapter 6, devices fabri-

cated for various applications which integrate some of the aspects of neural probes

discussed in chapters 2 to 5 are discussed. Each chapter includes a short literature

review relevant to each topic.

In chapter 2, a fabrication flow is presented which focuses on key aspects of fab-

ricating parylene-C neural probes. In this chapter,

1) the adhesion between the Si substrate and the probe is engineered in order to

ensure that the flexible probe survives the fabrication process and can be peeled from

the substrate;

2) the surface chemistry of Pt electrodes in parylene-C probes is controlled; and

a process to develop IrO2 electrodes in parylene-C probes is developed. The surface

chemistry of Pt electrodes is found to affect the impedance of the electrode which is

important as it determines the signal to noise ratio of the acquired signal. The typical

process flow of using O2 plasma is etch the parylene-C to create electrode openings

is found to create a layer of PtO2 on the surface of the Pt electrode which degrades

performance of the electrode. Including an Ar+ etch step removes this layer of PtO2

and improves the performance of the electrode. Reactive sputtering of Ir in an O2

environment is used to create IrO2 electrodes. The use of IrO2 is expected to improve

the charge storage capacity (CSC) of the electrode because of the electrochemical

properties of the IrO2.

Chapter 3 describes a process to transfer the completed probe to a handle for

eventual assembly with a biodissolvable needle:

3) The fabrication flow presented in chapter 2 imposes constraints on the maxi-

mum temperature allowed as heating parylene-C beyond its melting point of 290∘C

increases adhesion between the Si substrate and the parylene-C such that the probe

cannot be removed from the wafer without inflicting damage. By performing the

transfer of the neural probe to a handle wafer with an adhesive, the requirement of

low adhesion between parylene-C and Si is removed. This development involves the
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investigation of different adhesives and solvents and appropriate choice of process pa-

rameters (i.e., adhesive thickness and appropriate choice of sacrificial silicon substrate

removal (e.g., SF6 reactive ion etching (RIE), XeF2, potassium hydroxide (KOH)) in

order to achieve a transfer that is compatible with the water soluble needles. It is

found that BGL7080, an isopropyl alcohol dissolvable backgrinding liquid wax has

suitable properties as an adhesion layer. In addition, the process of transferring the

probes onto an IPA dissolvable adhesive enables another transfer process to flip-chip

bond biodissolvable needles directly on probes which makes the process scalable and

is also found to improve the encapsulation properties of the probe.

Chapter 4 focuses on the electrical insulation of parylene-C neural probes:

4) Surface modifications of parylene-C are performed to investigate the effect

of surface hydrophobicity and various functional groups on the adhesion between

parylene-C layers in saline which mimics body fluid. It is found that of the different

plasma treatments used, O2 plasma improves the adhesion between parylene-C layers

the most. The lack of correlation between hydrophobicity and adhesion indicates that

the improvement in adhesion is likely to be due to the introduced functional groups

rather than surface hydrophobicity;

5) In addition, various atomic-layer-deposited ceramics (i.e., Al2O3, TiO2,

nanolaminates of Al2O3 and TiO2) are explored for sealing the Pt wiring, includ-

ing the development of etching techniques to process these ceramics. These ceramics

have a lower water vapor transmission ratio as opposed to polymers like parylene-C

and is expected to improve the encapsulation of the probes. It is found that ICP-

RIE Cl2 etch is much cleaner compared to buffered HF etch of nanolaminates, which

leaves surface residue. Test devices are fabricated to investigate the effect of various

ceramics on the insulation of the probe. It is found that Al2O3 corrodes in saline but

TiO2 does not corrode appreciably in saline and has low resistivity. Nanolaminates

of Al2O3 and TiO2 have high resistivity and do not corrode appreciably in saline.

The successful design of the best encapsulation scheme requires both electrical and

mechanical considerations. The conductivity of TiO2 requires analysis of electrical

crosstalk to explain a lower impedance seen for the bilayer Al2O3/TiO2 combination.
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The results suggest separation of the ceramic layer between electrode interconnect

is important for reduction of crosstalk. Mechanical analysis is also performed to

determine the maximum extent of flexion possible for flexible probes with ceramic

encapsulation.

In chapter 5, a process flow to fabricate protruding electrodes is developed:

6) Conventional thin-film fabrication techniques result in recessed electrodes that

increase the distance between the electrode and the neuron. The development of

protruding electrodes requires electrical connectivity between the top of the protru-

sion and the probe interconnect located at the bottom of the protrusion, which is

being achieved with the use of gently sloped parylene-C sidewalls to enable contin-

uous thin-film coverage. The gently sloped parylene-C sidewalls is developed using

gray-scale lithography followed by a controlled etch step that increases the electrode

roughness and hence, lowers the impedance of the electrode. This technique can also

be expanded to fabricate vias which allow for high electrode densities.

In chapter 6, tests of various devices are presented:

7) Probes attached to dissolvable needles and probes fabricated on Si are compared

in vivo. A process flow to fabricate parylene-C probes with Si as an insertion vehicle

is developed to emulate the encapsulation properties of parylene-C based compliant

probes. This is used as a means to help eliminate the causes for the lack of neural

recordings of parylene-C probes inserted with a dissolvable carboxy-methyl-cellulose

(CMC)/glucose needle. The CMC needle swells upon insertion and may create ex-

tensive damage at the insertion site. In vivo implantation and neural recordings are

performed to see if single-unit signals are detected without the effect of the dissolvable

needle;

8) In addition, preliminary work is presented on probes that can actuate which

reduces the distance between the electrode and the neuron by moving the electrode

near to the neuron.

A conclusion and proposals for future work is provided in chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Fabrication of parylene-C probes with

integration of dissolvable needles

Neural probes typically consist of three main components. The electrode region de-

tects currents or transfers charge depending on whether the electrode is meant for

recording or stimulation; the interconnect provides an electrical connection between

the electrode and the pads; and the insulation provides control of the spatial extent

of recording or stimulation by electrically isolating the interconnects. Depending on

the application, the requirements of the probes can be very different and hence, the

design and shape of the probes can vary significantly. For example, ECoG probes are

typically flat and planar and are made to be very mechanically compliant so as to con-

form to the shape of the brain. In this chapter, a fabrication flow for flexible probes

meant for insertion into the brain is developed. In order to overcome the insertion

forces, a biodissolvable needle is incorporated with the probe. An optical image of a

fabricated probe integrated with a biodissolvable needle is shown in Figure 2-1(a). A

probe assembled with connectors is shown in Figure 2-1(b).

In the literature, for the majority of flexible probes, fabrication is performed on

a rigid substrate, which is necessary to ensure ease of handling and compatibility

with fabrication equipment. Following fabrication on the rigid substrate, the probe

is then released either by peeling or by etching a sacrificial material. For probes

with a biodissolvable needle attached to the probe, using a sacrificial material is
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Figure 2-1: (a) Microscope image of a probe attached to a biodissolvable needle (b)
Assembled probe with connection to omnetics

not straightforward because of material compatibility problems. The biodissolvable

needles are often incompatible with numerous solvents and using a release material

that is compatible with mild solvents like isopropyl alcohol are not compatible with

the various processes and rigorous cleaning steps required in even the most basic of

fabrication flows. Hence, a peelable process flow is developed for this application.

This chapter describes the fabrication flow in three sections: The choice and

processing techniques of the insulation is discussed in Section 2.1, the control of

adhesion between the insulation and the substrate is described in Section 2.2 and the

choice of electrodes and processing techniques of the electrode is described in Section

2.3.

2.1 Insulation materials for flexible neural probes

For flexible neural probes, the insulating material usually forms the bulk of the probe.

Hence, the most important properties of the insulating material are biocompatability,
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high electrical resistance and high resistance to water penetration. In addition, a high

yield strength and low Young’s modulus are desired. Polymers such as parylene-C,

polyimide, SU-8[53] and PDMS are predominantly used for compliant neural probes

and will be evaluated in this section.

2.1.1 Biocompatibility

The biocompatibility of SU-8 is tested in the literature but the results are mixed.

The major concern for SU-8 is the leaching of antimony. In [54], SU-8 is shown to

be toxic for neurons with less than 10% neurons cultured on SU-8 2000 surviving

although the authors suggested coating the SU-8 with parylene-C to improve cell

viability. However, in [55], SU-8 is found to be biocompatible although the in vivo

experiments are not done on neurons but are performed subcutaneously. However,

devices are successfully fabricated using SU-8, implanted into a mouse model and

recorded neural activity for at least 4 months [53].

On the other hand, the other commonly used polymers (parylene-C, polyimide

and PDMS) are regarded as biocompatible. Parylene-C is classified as a USP Class

VI biocompatible material, is used for decades in medical devices and has also been

tested in the brain. In [56], no adverse effect on surrounding tissue was reported after

implanting microelectrodes coated with parylene-C in a monkey for 3 years. In [57],

parylene-C and a polyimide, Pyralin PI-2555 (DuPont, Wilmongton, DE) was found

to be biocompatible when implanted subdurally in a cat for 16 weeks. Moreover,

parylene-C was found to be chemically stable under physiological conditions for at

least 6 months in [58][59]. PDMS is also regarded to be biocompatible in various

studies [60][59] and is used in biomedical devices for decades. Polyimide is biocom-

patible in brain tissue[61]. Also, polyimide has good to excellent biocompatability as

defined by ISO 10933 depending on the type of polyimide used[62].
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2.1.2 Mechanical Properties

The values of Young’s modulus for parylene-C, polyimide and SU-8 are within the

same order as tabulated in Table 2.1. PDMS on the other hand is more flexible. In

addition, the tensile strength of the various materials are also tabulated in Table 2.1.

To determine the mechanical properties of parylene-C deposited at 35 mT using

a Labcoter 2 Parylene Deposition System (Specialty Coating Systems, Indianapolis,

IN), a tensile test is performed to obtain the elastic limit for the material. A load

versus extension curve is obtained for a parylene-C film of width 1 cm and thickness

6.5 µm using an Instron 5943 testing system. The film is cut using a plastic mold

made from a laser cutter and peeled from the Si substrate. The width of the film

is measured using a ruler and the thickness of the film is measured using a P-15

profilometer (KLA Tencor, Milpitas, CA). The load versus extension curve allows a

stress-strain relationship for the film of parylene-C to be obtained and the elastic

limit to be determined as seen in Figure 2-2. Based on the test data, the parylene-C

film has an elastic limit of 59 MPa, indicated by point A and a yield strength of 68

MPa, indicated by point B. The initial slope of the curve corresponds to a Young’s

modulus value of 4.2 GPa. These values are in agreement with values reported in the

literature.

2.1.3 Electrical Properties

Since the polymers are used as electrically insulating layers, the resistivity of the

polymers should be as high as possible and the dielectric constant should be as low as

possible to reduce resistive and capacitive coupling of noise. The electrical properties

of the various polymers are summarized in Table 2.2. The dielectric constants of the

various polymers are similar and the volume resistivities are high. Hence, all of these

polymers are electrically suitable to be encapsulation materials.
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Table 2.1: Mechanical properties of various polymers

Material Young’s Tensile Notes References
modulus strength (MPa)

Parylene-C 2.4 to 4.75 GPa 59 [63][64][65][66][67]
SU-8 2.0 to 4.1 GPa 49.4 to 74.1 Depends on [68][69][70][71]

processing conditions
e.g. whether a hard

bake step is performed
PDMS 0.1 to 3 MPa 3.9 to 10.8 Depends on processing [72][73]

conditions and
relative amount
of crosslinker

Polyimide 3.0 to 8.4 GPa 343 Depends on type [62][61]
of polyimide and

processing conditions

Figure 2-2: Experimental load versus extension for a 6.5 µm thick, 10 mm wide
sample of parylene-C.

Table 2.2: Electrical properties of various polymers

Material Resistivity (Ω cm) Dielectric constant References
Parylene-C 9×1016 2.95 [74]

SU-8 (1.8 to 2.8)×1016 3.2 to 4.1 [71]
PDMS 1×1014 2.5 to 3 [75] [76]

Polyimide 1.5×1017 2.7 to 3.1 [77]
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2.1.4 Processability

Another important consideration is the method of deposition and ease of processing of

the material. Parylene-C is deposited using Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) and

can be etched using O2 plasmas[78], making it a very versatile material. It is also very

inert [79] and does not swell appreciably in many solvents[80], which makes it a good

material for fabrication. SU-8, PDMS and polyimide are deposited by spin-coating,

which is a less conformal process compared to CVD. For the use of these materials

as barriers, a conformal process is desirable so as to ensure complete coverage of the

material across the entire device. This is especially important for devices with non-

planar features. SU-8 and certain polyimides are photosensitive and hence can be

easily patterned using photolithography. Fabrication on PDMS is difficult because it

swells in different solvents resulting in cracking of thin films deposited on it [81].

These materials can be etched in O2 plasmas, which can be generated in many

equipment in most cleanrooms; for example in the barrel plasma etcher, in a parallel

plate RIE system or in an ICP RIE system. The different systems allow for control

of the type of etching required. For example, using a barrel etcher or an ICP RIE

system without bias power will result in an isotropic etch whereas using a parallel

plate RIE will result in a anisotropic etch.

A summary of the properties of SU-8, parylene-C, polyimide and PDMS are found

in Table 2.3.

Given the processability, proven biocompatibility, electrical and mechanical prop-

erties of parylene-C, in this thesis, neural probes are fabricated predominantly using

parylene-C as the material.

2.1.5 Chemical properties of parylene-C

The structure of parylene-C is shown in Figure 2-3(c). It belongs to the class of

polymers known as parylenes that share a similar structure consisting of a benzene

ring and two methylene bridges. For parylene-C, one of the hydrogen atoms in the

benzene ring is substituted with Cl. Parylene-C is usually deposited using the stan-
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Table 2.3: Summary of properties of various polymers

Property Biocompatibility Processability References
Parylene-C Good Good, Deposition by CVD, [57][78] [80] [56] [58][59]

etching processes
well-characterized

SU-8 Result of studies Good, photosensitive [54]
are mixed to UV, spin-coated

PDMS Good Moderate, spin-coated, [81] [60][59]
swelling in solvents causes
cracking in other films

Polyimide Good Moderate, spin-coated [57] [61] [62]
requires high

temperature curing

(a) (b)

(c)

• •

Figure 2-3: (a) Chemical structure of dimer used to deposit parylene-C. (b) Chemical
structure of monomer used to deposit parylene-C. (c) Chemical structure of parylene-
C
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dard Gorham process[82]. The process involves three separate chambers (vaporizer,

pyrolizer and deposition chamber) that have different temperatures but are connected

in space. The process begins with sublimation of the dimer (Figure 2-3(a)) in the

vaporizer once a base pressure is reached (the base pressure is typically in the or-

der of mT) by raising the temperature of the vaporizer. The dimer gas is then fed

into a pyrolizer where the dimer gas is split into the monomer at a high tempera-

ture(Figure 2-3(b)). To ensure minimal contamination of the deposited parylene-C

with the dimer, it is essential that the pyrolizer reaches a stable, and high tempera-

ture (typically 690∘C) prior to the sublimation of the dimer so that all the dimer gas

is split into the corresponding monomer gas. A parylene-C film with a high amount

of dimer contaminant appears cloudy as opposed to pure parylene-C, which appears

clear. The monomer is fed into the deposition chamber where the polymer is formed

on the substrate and the chamber walls at room temperature. The deposition rate of

parylene-C decreases with temperature of the substrate[83]. A baffle rod distributes

the parylene-C evenly and controls the rate of deposition by controlling the flow rate

of the monomer gas. This process continues until all the dimer is used up, which is

determined when there is no increase in pressure when the temperature of the va-

porizer continues to increase. By controlling the weight of the dimer fed into the

machine, the thickness of the parylene-C can be controlled.

The most common adhesion promoter between parylene-C and silicon or silicon

oxide is 3-(Trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate (A174). A174 is a silane as shown

in Figure 2-4(a). The A174 is prepared by first mixing the chemical with isopropyl

alcohol (IPA) and deionized (DI) water (A174:IPA:DI water = 1:100:100 by volume)

and leaving the mixture overnight. This converts the A174 to the structure shown

in Figure 2-4(a) step 2. One component of A174 (The ‘R’ group indicated in Figure

2-4(a) reacts with the parylene-C whereas the -OH groups first form hydrogen bonds

with the surface -OH groups on silicon or silicon oxide before forming covalent bonds

as shown in Figure 2-4(a) steps 3-4. Hence, the A174 solution chemically adheres

parylene-C to silicon or silicon oxide.

However, the use of A174 results in too strong of an adhesion between parylene-C
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and silicon, which makes the devices unpeelable since the devices will break prior to

initiation of peeling. On the other hand, since there needs to be significant process-

ing to fabricate the parylene-C devices, the adhesion cannot be too poor since low

adhesion can result in delamination during processing. Hence, in this thesis, another

method of improving the adhesion force between silicon and parylene-C is investi-

gated. By using HMDS, the hydrophobicity of the surface of Si can be controlled

by substitution of the hydroxyl groups to methyl groups as shown in Figure 2-4(b)

steps 1-2. Hence, the use of HMDS is investigated as a means of modulating adhesion

between parylene-C and Si by controlling the coverage of -OH groups versus -CH3

groups on the wafer. Since the adhesion between parylene-C and the Si surface will

still be due to Van Der Waal’s forces, which are relatively weak, the adhesion will be

modulated within a range that allows for peelability.
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Figure 2-4: (a) Reaction between A174 and silicon or silicon oxide. (1) A174 and
H2O reaction. (2) Product of reaction between A174 and H2O. (3) Hydrogen bond
formation between silane and surface of Si. (4) Formation of covalent bonding between
adsorbed A174 and the surface of Si. (b) Reaction between HMDS and silicon or
silicon oxide surface. (1) unreacted HMDS and silicon surface. (2) Surface after
reaction between HMDS and silicon surface.
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2.2 Fabrication of peelable structures

Since the adhesion between the substrate and parylene-C is the critical parameter for

fabrication of peelable structures, an investigation is performed on the modulation

of adhesion between parylene-C and Si by modifying the HMDS treatment time. It

is hypothesized that by changing the HMDS vapor prime time, the surface coverage

of HMDS on Si will be modulated within a certain range before being saturated.

By leveraging on the change in the surface coverage of HMDS, the adhesion between

parylene-C and Si can be modulated through the change in surface coverage of HMDS.

In order to test this, contact angle measurements are used to determine the effect

of HMDS on the surface properties of Si and derive the surface energy of the surface-

modified Si. The peel force per unit width for parylene-C deposited on the various

HMDS treated Si leads to a determination of the relationship between surface energy

and peel force per unit width for parylene-C.

For the tests, HMDS (Shin-Etsu MicroSi, Phoenix, AZ) is applied either by vapor

prime or by spin coating. HMDS application by vapor prime is carried out using a

HMDS Vapor Prime Oven (Yield Engineering Systems, Livermore, CA) at 150∘C.

The wafers are first dehydrated in the HMDS Vapor Prime Oven at 150∘C for 5 min-

utes. Following that, HMDS is vaporized in the HMDS Vapor Prime Oven for the

desired vapor prime time. For the case of spin-coating of HMDS, the wafers are first

dehydrated using the HMDS Vapor Prime Oven at 150∘C for 5 min. Spin-coating

of HMDS is then carried out by manually spreading HMDS across the wafer using

a dropper and soaking the HMDS for approximately 10 s before spinning the wafer

at 3000 rpm for 60 s using a wafer spinner (Solitec, Milpitas, CA). Typically, A174

(Specialty Coating Systems, Indianapolis, IN) is applied either by vapor prime or by

immersing the substrate in a solution containing A174 [84]. In this chapter, A174 is

applied by immersing the substrate in a IPA:DI Water:A174 solution (1:100:100 ratio

by volume) and the treated substrate is air dried.

Small (25 mm-diameter) Si wafers were used as the substrate for the experiments

to allow for a larger number of samples to be loaded per parylene-C deposition run.
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The wafers are first cleaned with acetone followed by IPA and dried with nitrogen

gas. They are then heated at 120∘C for 10 minutes. Following that, the wafer surfaces

are given one of the treatments listed below:

1. Spun at 3000 rpm with HMDS,

2. Vapor primed with HMDS for 1 min, 2 min, 5 min or 10 min,

3. Not treated further; and

4. Immersed in A174 solution.

For the peel force measurements, 10 µm of parylene-C is deposited on each sub-

strate at 35 mT and room temperature using a Labcoter 2. The samples used for

substrate contact angle measurements are not coated with parylene-C. The sample

sizes for each peel test is listed in Table 2.4.

In addition, three neural probe structures are prepared to determine the peel force

per unit width in situ. 2 µm of parylene-C is first deposited using a Labcoter 2 on a

100 mm Si wafer primed with HMDS vapor for 1 minute. Following that, 510 nm of

Pt is deposited using a 6J Sputtering System (Perkin-Elmer, Waltham, MA). The Pt

is patterned using a MA6 contact aligner (Karl Süss, Garching, Germany) and etched

using an ion mill (Commonwealth Scientific, Wokingham, UK). Following this, 2 µm

of parylene-C is deposited using a Labcoter 2. The parylene-C is then patterned using

Table 2.4: Measured peel force per unit width in mN/cm for four different surface
treatments of Si over 3 parylene-C deposition runs

Treatment Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4
Dehydration Only 1 1 1 5
HMDS Spin Coat 1 1 1 5
1 min vapor prime 1 1 1 5
2 min vapor prime 1 1 1 5
5 min vapor prime - - - 5
10 min vapor prime - - - 5

A174 solution 2 - - -
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a MA6 contact aligner (Karl Süss, Garching, Germany) and etched using a Phantom

Reactive Ion Etch (RIE) System (Trion Technology, Tempe, AZ).

2.2.1 Contact angle measurements

The contact angle measurements on Si wafers treated with the various HMDS treat-

ments using a goniometer (Ramé-Hart, Succasunna, NJ) as shown in Figure 2-5.

Using a micropipette, 5 µL of DI water is placed on the surface to be characterized

(either treated Si or parylene-C) and the contact angle is measured on a computer

with DROPimage edge detection software (Ramé-Hart, Succasunna, NJ). Three drops

of DI water are placed at different points on the wafer and the average of the contact

angles were taken. This process is repeated for ethylene glycol. A representative

image generated by the edge detection software is shown in Figure 2-5(a) inset.

Figure 2-5(a) shows the contact angle results obtained for the various HMDS

primed substrates and untreated substrates. It is clear from Figure 2-5(a) that there

is an increase in the contact angle of the DI water and ethylene glycol with the

substrate as HMDS prime time increases. The measured contact angle of the DI

water and ethylene glycol with the substrate that is spun coated with HMDS is 62.7∘

and 43.8∘ respectively. Based on the data, the largest variation in contact angle is

over the first 2 minutes of HMDS prime time. The DI water contact angle varies from

46.3∘ to 74.9∘ indicating increased hydrophobicity, which is consistent with a change

from a surface dominated by -OH groups to a surface dominated by -CH3 groups [85].

2.2.2 Work of adhesion from contact angle measurements

Using thermodynamic considerations, the surface energy of a film is related to the

work of adhesion between the substrate and film 𝑊𝐴,𝑆𝐹 by the Dupré equation [86]:

𝑊𝐴,𝑆𝐹 = 𝛾𝑆𝐺 + 𝛾𝐹𝐺 − 𝛾𝑆𝐹 (2.1)

where 𝛾𝐹𝐺 is the surface energy of the film in a gas, 𝛾𝑆𝐺 is the surface energy of the

substrate in a gas and 𝛾𝑆𝐹 is the interfacial surface energy between the substrate and
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(b) 

Figure 2-5: (a) Contact angle of DI water and ethylene glycol. Inset: representative
result from one measurement using the Goniometer. (b) Setup for contact angle test
using the goniometer.
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the film.

These surface energies are determined using contact angles between liquids and

surfaces. This is done by placing small volumes of different liquids on each surface

and measuring the contact angles 𝜑𝑖 of the droplets with the surfaces.

For liquids on a substrate, Young’s equation [87] relates the interfacial energies of

the liquid to that of the solid substrate:

𝛾𝑆𝐺 = 𝛾𝑆𝐿 + 𝛾𝐿𝐺 cos𝜑 (2.2)

where 𝛾𝐿𝐺 is the surface energy of the liquid in air and 𝛾𝑆𝐿 is the interfacial surface

energy between the substrate and the liquid.

Each of the surface energies can be split into its dispersive and polar components.

For example,

𝛾𝐿𝐺 = 𝛾𝐷
𝐿𝐺 + 𝛾𝑃

𝐿𝐺 (2.3)

The dispersive component of surface energy arises due to Van Der Waals forces,

which are due to temporary fluctuations in the electron clouds of atoms that create

temporary dipoles. On the other hand, the polar component of surface energy arises

due to permanent dipoles present in the substance.

By combining the proposal by Owens and Wendt [88] that 𝑊𝐴,𝑆𝐿, the work of

adhesion between a solid and a liquid is the geometric mean of the respective surface

energy components of the solid and the liquid, the proposal by Fowkes [89] that

the dispersive (indicated by superscript D) and polar (indicated by superscript P)

components of the interfacial energies are additive and (2.1) leads to:

𝑊𝐴,𝑆𝐿 = 𝛾𝐿𝐺(1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑) = 2
√︁

𝛾𝐷
𝑆𝐺𝛾

𝐷
𝐿𝐺 + 2

√︁
𝛾𝑃
𝑆𝐺𝛾

𝑃
𝐿𝐺 (2.4)

Hence, if the contact angle test is performed using two liquids with known 𝛾𝑃
𝐿𝐺 and

𝛾𝐷
𝐿𝐺 on a solid’s surface, the polar and dispersive surface energies of the solid is

obtained by solving (2.4) for each of the two liquids simultaneously. Deionized (DI)

water and ethylene glycol are used for the contact angle test as the surface energies
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of these liquids have been characterized in air [1]. The dispersive component, polar

component and total surface energy of these liquids are tabulated in Table 2.5.

2.2.2.1 Work of adhesion between solids and films

The work of adhesion between a solid and a film is important in many cases such as in

the prediction of adhesive strength between parylene-C and Si. The work of adhesion

between solids and films can also be represented using (2.4) [90]. Hence, the work of

adhesion between parylene-C and Si is:

𝑊𝐴,𝑃𝑥𝑆𝑖 = 2
√︁

𝛾𝐷
𝑃𝑥,𝐺𝛾

𝐷
𝑆𝑖,𝐺 + 2

√︁
𝛾𝑃
𝑃𝑥,𝐺𝛾

𝑃
𝑆𝑖,𝐺 (2.5)

where 𝑊𝐴,𝑃𝑥𝑆𝑖 is the work of adhesion between parylene-C and Si, 𝛾𝐷
𝑃𝑥,𝐺 is the disper-

sive surface energy of parylene-C, 𝛾𝐷
𝑆𝑖,𝐺 is the dispersive surface energy of Si, 𝛾𝑃

𝑃𝑥,𝐺,

is the polar surface energy of parylene-C and 𝛾𝑃
𝑆𝑖,𝐺 is the polar surface energy of Si.

As discussed, the various components of the interface energy that are needed to

determine𝑊𝐴,𝑃𝑥𝑆𝑖 using (2.5) are found by performing the contact angle test with two

liquids for both the substrate (HMDS treated Si) and the film of interest (parylene-C).

2.2.2.2 Derivation of surface energies of parylene-C, HMDS treated Si

and A174 treated Si

The measured contact angles of DI water and ethylene glycol on parylene-C are 90.8∘

and 63.9∘ respectively. Solving (2.4) gives the values of dispersive surface energy, polar

surface energy, and total surface energy of parylene-C to be 25 mJ/m2, 3.1 mJ/m2

and 28.1 mJ/m2 respectively. The derived values are consistent with the dispersive

Table 2.5: Surface energy components of DI water and ethylene glycol [1]

Liquid Total Surface Dispersive Surface Polar Surface
Energy (mJ/m2) Energy (mJ/m2) Energy (mJ/m2)

DI Water 72.8 21.8 51.0
Ethylene Glycol 48.0 29.0 19.0
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nature of as-deposited parylene-C (𝛾𝐷
𝑃𝑥,𝐺 ≫ 𝛾𝑃

𝑃𝑥,𝐺). Hence, from (2.5) the work of

adhesion between parylene-C and the substrate is mainly determined by the dispersive

surface energy of the substrate. This means that parylene-C tends to adhere well to

substrates with a high dispersive surface energy. Nevertheless, for the analysis used

in this chapter, all components of the work of adhesion are considered.

Similar to parylene-C, the measured contact angle data is used to solve for the

dispersive and polar surface energies of HMDS treated Si using (2.4). The work

of adhesion between parylene-C and Si is calculated by substituting the measured

surface energies of parylene-C and Si into (2.5). The variation in the surface energies

and work of adhesion with HMDS prime time is shown in Figure 2-6.

A clear increase is observed in dispersive surface energy for surfaces vapor primed

with HMDS from 0 min to 2 min. The linear variation in surface energy with HMDS

prime time between 0 min to 2 min provides a process window for parylene-C/Si

adhesion control.

The contact angles measured on two 25 mm Si substrates treated with A174 are

58.6∘ and 48.9∘ with DI water and 41.9∘ and 36.8∘ with ethylene glycol. Based on

these measured contact angles, the dispersive, polar and total surface energies of

A174 treated Si substrates are 8.3 mJ/m2, 39.1 mJ/m2 and 47.4 mJ/m2, respectively.

Using the obtained values of the various surface energy components of as-deposited

parylene-C, the calculated work of adhesion between parylene-C and A174-treated Si

substrates is 50.7 mJ/m2.

2.2.3 Peel test analysis

Figure 2-7 illustrates the peeling of a film from a substrate. The peeling force 𝑃

is the force required to overcome the adhesion between the film being peeled and

the substrate, which is quantified by a thermodynamic work of adhesion 𝑊𝐴. It is

assumed that the application of the peeling force is always at the peeling front and

that the angle 𝜃 between the substrate and the peeling force is constant throughout

the peeling process. Since peeling is a dynamic process, statics do not apply. Hence,

peeling is modeled using energy methods as described in [91]. If ∆𝑥 of film is peeled
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Figure 2-6: Work of adhesion for parylene-C on Si, and the polar and dispersive
energies derived from measured contact angles versus HMDS vapor prime time

Δx 

Δx(1-cos(θ)) 

P’ 

Δx cos(θ) 

Figure 2-7: Schematic cross-section of a film being peeled from a substrate. The final
position of the applied force after ∆𝑥 of film is peeled is 𝑃 ′.
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as illustrated in Figure 2-7, by conservation of energy, the work done by the force 𝑃

is equal to the change in surface energy of the system or,

𝑃 2∆𝑥

𝐸𝑡𝑤
− 𝑃 2∆𝑥

2𝐸𝑡𝑤
+ 𝑃 (1 − cos 𝜃)∆𝑥 = 𝑅𝑤∆𝑥 (2.6)

where 𝑅 is the average adhesion force per unit structure width, 𝐸 is the Young’s

modulus of the film, 𝑤 is the width of the film, 𝑡 is the thickness of the film and

0 < 𝜃 ≤ 180∘. On the left-hand side, the first term is due to the elastic strain of

the newly released film, the second term is the recoverable strain energy of the newly

released film and the third term is the work done due to the movement of the point

of applied force during peeling as illustrated in Figure 2-7. The right-hand side of

(2.6) is the change in surface energy of the system, which is given by the product of

the peeled area and the peeling energy per unit area, 𝑅. 𝑅 is the actual peel energy

per unit area, which is measured from a peel test and is different from 𝑊𝐴, which is

defined from thermodynamic considerations. 𝑊𝐴, which is also commonly called the

reversible work of adhesion, is more idealistic and only considers the reversible bonds

between the two materials at the interface. 𝑅, on the other hand, is also commonly

known as adhesive fracture energy and is usually much larger than 𝑊𝐴 as it includes

irreversible processes such as plastic deformation[92]. Nevertheless, it is possible to

use 𝑊𝐴 to predict 𝑅 since they are proportional to each other[92][93].

Simplifying (2.6) gives

(︁𝑃
𝑤

)︁2 1

2𝐸𝑡
+

𝑃

𝑤
(1 − cos 𝜃) −𝑅 = 0 (2.7)

For many cases, including the experiments done in this thesis, the first term is neg-

ligible because the stress is usually much lower than 𝐸[94]. Hence, the peeling force

per unit width is:
𝑃

𝑤
=

𝑅

(1 − cos 𝜃)
(2.8)

The action of peeling also stresses the structure being peeled, which can lead to

plastic deformation of the structure. To avoid plastic deformation, the elastic limit
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of the film is used to define the maximum axial force allowed in the structure, since

the force is transmitted throughout the film. Assuming the film is peeled normal to

the surface, i.e. 𝜃 = 90∘, the peeling force is 𝑃 = 𝑅𝑤. If the limit of the stress of the

peeled material is given by 𝜎𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡, the maximum allowable average peeling energy per

unit area for a given structure thickness 𝑡 is

𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝜎𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡 (2.9)

This relation assumes that the stress due to bending at the peel front is negligible,

which is valid for thin compliant structures (< 10 µm). For a composite beam, the

validity of this assumption depends on the effective Young’s modulus of the stack of

materials.

The thickness of the film is subject to other constraints. In the neural probe

application, for example, it is important to achieve mechanical compliance for bio-

compatibility reasons, which biases the design toward thinner films and limits the

maximum thickness. Control of the adhesion force would allow the thinnest film to

be designed to meet the application needs. To determine the minimum allowable

structure thickness, we use a linear correlation between the average peeling energy

per unit area and the work of adhesion [93]

𝑅 = 𝑚𝑊𝐴 − 𝑐 (2.10)

The negative offset (−𝑐) in the equation is attributed in [93] to the often observed

phenomenon that the peeling energy is zero when 𝑊𝐴 is not. This is attributed in

[93] to the fact that during peeling, thermodynamic equilibrium is not achieved. 𝑐

is also attributed to limits of measurement of 𝑅. Throughout this chapter, 𝑅 is in

N/m, 𝑊𝐴 is in J/m2, 𝑚 is a dimensionless quantity and 𝑐 is in N/m.

Combining (2.10) with (2.9) leads to the structure design constraint:

𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑛 =
𝑚𝑊𝐴 − 𝑐

𝜎𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡

(2.11)
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𝜎𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 is obtained from tensile tests,𝑊𝐴 is obtained from the contact angle tests pre-

sented in this chapter, and 𝑚 and 𝑐 are empirical constants. 𝑚 is dependent on

particular surface treatments and 𝑐 is an artifact of measurement.

2.2.4 Peel force measurement

To prepare the samples for the peel force measurement, a razor blade was used to cut

the parylene-C films to the desired width using a mold that was formed by a laser

cutter. The width of the films was 1 cm as indicated by 𝑤 in the inset of Figure

2-8(b). The film at one end of the Si wafer was peeled using a pair of tweezers to

separate approximately 2 cm of film from the substrate. The samples were mounted

on an Instron 5943 tension tester (Instron, Norwood, MA), the free edge of the peeled

film was clamped as shown in Figure 2-8(a) and the load versus extension is measured

with the rate of extension set at 1 mm/min. A typical graph of load versus extension

is shown in Figure 2-8(c). The initial portion of the graph represents the initial

stretching of the film. The flat portion of the graph represents the period when the

film is being peeled and it is the measurement in this region that is extracted as the

peeling force 𝑃 and used to determine the average peeling energy per unit area 𝑅. As

shown in the peel test setup in Figure 2-8(a), the angle 𝜃 between the line of action of

the peeling force 𝑃 and the substrate is 180∘. This is due to equipment constraints;

For an angle other than 180∘, it is necessary to have a setup that moves the substrate

both horizontally and vertically.

The peel test data collected over five samples in a single parylene-C deposition

run is shown in Figure 2-9.

Figure 2-10 shows the relationship between the measured peel force and the cal-

culated surface energies from Section 2.2.1. A strong positive correlation is observed

between the peel force and the dispersive energy, which is expected based on Owens

and Wendt’s theory [88] since the bulk of the parylene-C surface energy is dispersive

in nature.

A linear regression is performed on the surface energy per unit area for parylene-C

on HMDS-treated Si substrates as a function of surface energy and work of adhesion
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Figure 2-8: (a) Setup for peel test. Inset: Zoomed in image of clamp region of instron.
(b) Sample used for peel test after completion of peeling test. Width of peeled film
is indicated by 𝑤. (c) Representative peel force measurement result. The peel region
is indicated on the graph.
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Figure 2-9: Peel force per unit width versus HMDS vapor prime time in minutes.
Error bars are one standard deviation from the mean.
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in Figure 2-10. The regression relation between the surface energy per unit area, 𝑅

and the work of adhesion 𝑊𝐴,𝑃𝑥𝑆𝑖 as shown in Figure 2-10 is:

𝑅 = 200𝑊𝐴,𝑃𝑥𝑆𝑖 − 8.1 (2.12)

Using this equation, the expected peel force per unit width for A174 treated-Si sur-

faces is approximately 20 mN/cm for a 90∘ peel angle. However, the adhesion force is

far greater than expected given that the samples of Si treated with A174 tear when

being peeled. Therefore, this suggests that the bonds formed between A174-treated

Si and parylene-C are covalent in nature and differ from the bonds formed between

parylene-C and HMDS treated Si.

In addition, to get a sense of the variation across different runs, the peel test

data collected in four parylene-C deposition runs is given in Table 2.6 for various

surface treatments. From the computed standard deviation between groups and the

standard deviation within groups, it is seen that the variation in peel force per unit

width across different parylene-C deposition runs is mostly larger than the variation

in peel force per unit width across different samples in the same parylene-C deposition

run. The variation seen within a single run and across separate runs is considerable

but comparable to that seen in other similar tests [95]. This means that considerable

margins must be taken into consideration when designing a peelable process.

Table 2.6: Mean peel force per unit width in mN/cm for four different surface treat-
ments of Si over four parylene-C deposition runs. SS𝐵 is the standard deviation
between groups, SS𝑊 is the standard deviation within groups and SS𝑇 is the total
standard deviation.

Treatment Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Mean SS𝐵 SS𝑊 SS𝑇
(𝑛 = 1) (𝑛 = 1) (𝑛 = 1) (𝑛 = 5)

Dehydration Only 12 2 5 5 6 4 3 7
1 min vapor prime 22 6 9 12 12 7 3 10
2 min vapor prime 12 13 13 16 15 3 4 7
HMDS Spin Coat 18 4 5 9 9 6 3 9
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The considerable variation could be attributed to differences in parylene-C depo-

sition. The nature of the process is such that base pressure of the machine is set to be

below a certain value (15 mT for the runs used in this chapter) but there is no con-

trol on the exact value of pressure when the initial layers of parylene-C is deposited.

Although the bulk of the parylene-C is deposited at the set operating pressure since

the machine regulates the vaporizer temperature, the initial parylene-C is deposited

below the operating pressure as the vaporizer temperature is ramping up. Since ad-

hesion depends on the quality of the initial layer of the parylene-C deposited, this

could explain the significant variation in measured peel force per unit width. Other

possible sources of variation are the time between dehydration bake and HMDS spin

coat; and the time between the various treatments and parylene-C deposition. The

transfer of the substrate between the various machines is a manual process that can

result in large variations in the wait time.

Using the results from the tests, an estimate of the minimum thickness of parylene-

C required for a given surface treatment can be obtained. For example, for the

2 minute case, using the regression relation (2.12) presented in Figure 2-10 and

𝑊𝐴=58 mJ/m2 from Figure 2-6, the surface energy per unit area is 35 mN/cm.

Hence, the peel force per unit width is also 35 mN/cm if the peel angle is 90∘ from

(2.7). Based on 𝜎𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 = 59 MPa from the tensile test measurement presented in

Figure 2-2, the minimum thickness of parylene-C for this case is 60 nm. Although

analysis using the measured material properties would give a conservative estimate,

in practice, significant margins should be given because of the variability in peeling

angles and the adhesion force per unit width.

Based on this analysis, for the parylene-C devices with thickness of 2 µm, using

a 2 minute HMDS vapor prime treatment would give a margin of approximately

30 times. The strongest adhesion possible without breaking the composite film should

be chosen to improve process yield.

The in situ peel force is measured using an Instron machine as shown in Figure 2-

11. The peeling of probe structures is initiated prior to clamping the sample in the

Instron machine. Prior to the initiation of the measurement, the probe structure is
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Figure 2-10: Peel force per unit width versus surface energy and work of adhesion
for parylene-C film on HMDS-treated Si substrate. Error bars represent 1 standard
deviation from the mean.
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peeled until a region with constant width and angle is reached as shown in Figure 2-

11(b). The in situ peel force per unit width measured on the neural probe structures

is shown in Table 2.7. The Si is treated with HMDS for 2 minutes for these chips. The

measured peel force is approximately 1 standard deviation away from the peel force

per unit width derived from the peel test across different runs as seen in Table 2.6.

This suggests that for parylene-C, the results from the peel tests apply to structures

made using conventional patterning and etching processes.

Table 2.7: In situ peel force per unit width in mN/cm for 3 neural probe structures

Peel force per unit width (mN/cm)
Sample 1 20
Sample 2 26
Sample 3 24
Mean 23

Standard Deviation 3
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Figure 2-11: (a) Device prior to peeling. (b) Device after initiation of peeling. (c)
Device mounted onto Instron machine for peel test measurement.
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2.3 Processing of Electrodes

Apart from the insulation, in neural probes, the electrode also clearly plays a key

role since it determines the region where a signal can be acquired and the signal

to noise ratio. In particular, the electrode design, electrode material and electrode

processing are critical. Since the electrode material has to be biocompatible, the

electrode material is typically an inert material.

For recording electrodes, the impedance of the electrode is of importance. Having

a low impedance is important to ensure low thermal noise and high capacitive coupling

of the signal of interest (spikes from neurons) through the electrode. If the capacitance

of the electrode is low relative to the capacitance between the interconnect and the

tissue, the signal to noise ratio will be low because of the significant coupling of other

signals through the insulator that effectively act as noise sources. The impedance

of an electrode can be modelled using the electrical circuit shown in Figure 2-12(b).

𝑅𝐶𝑇 is a resistance that arises from chemical redox reactions that result in charge

transfer from the electrode to the electrolyte and can be derived using the Stern-Geary

equation for low overpotentials [96]:

𝑅𝐶𝑇 =
𝑅𝑇

𝐽0𝑧𝐹
(2.13)

where 𝐽0 is the equilibrium exchange current density that can be derived from the

kinetics of the redox reactions or experimentally, 𝑧 is the metal valence, 𝑅 is the

universal gas constant, 𝑇 is the temperature in Kelvin, 𝐹 is the Faraday constant

and 𝑅𝑇/𝐹 is the thermal voltage 𝑈𝑇 . Nevertheless, for recording electrodes used in

this thesis that are made of Pt, the contribution of 𝑅𝐶𝑇 is small compared with 𝐶𝑑𝑙

and hence can be ignored.

𝐶𝑑𝑙 represents the double layer capacitance formed when a charged electrode is

immersed in an electrolyte. The double layer capacitance can be modelled using the

Gouy-Chapman-Stern model to be formed from the Helmholtz and diffuse regions

as shown in Figure 2-12(a). This model assumes that when a charged electrode is

immersed in an electrolyte, a layer of fixed thickness consisting of particles of opposite
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Figure 2-12: (a) Cartoon illustrating formation of a double-layer capacitance when
an electrode is immersed in an electrolyte. Red and green dots represent oppositely
charged particlces. (b) Electrical model of an electrode.

charge form on the surface of the electrode (Helmholtz region). Furthermore, a diffuse

layer forms due to the balance of electrostatic attraction of the species towards the

electrode and diffusion of the species away from the electrode. The capacitance due

to the Helmholtz region, 𝐶𝐻 , is fixed for a given electrode and electrolyte but the

capacitance due to the diffuse layer, 𝐶𝐺, varies depending on various factors such as

potential, temperature and concentration since it depends on the balance between

electrostatic attraction and diffusion. 𝐶𝑑𝑙 is the series combination of the capacitance

due to both of these regions[96]:

𝐶𝑑𝑙 =
1

𝐶𝐻

+
1

𝐶𝐺

=
𝑑𝑂𝐻𝑃

𝜖0𝜖𝑅
+

𝐿𝐷

𝜖0𝜖𝑟 cosh( 𝑧𝜑0

2𝑈𝑡
)

(2.14)

where 𝐿𝐷 is the Debye length given by

𝐿𝐷 =

√︃
𝜖0𝜖𝑟𝑈𝑡

2𝑛0𝑧2𝑞
(2.15)

where 𝑈 𝑡 is the thermal voltage, 𝑛0 is the bulk number concentration of ions in

solution, 𝑧 is the charge of the ion in the solution, 𝑞 is the charge of an electron, 𝜖0 is

the permittivity of free space, 𝜖𝑟 is the relative permittivity, 𝜑0 is the applied voltage

and 𝑑𝑂𝐻𝑃 is the thickness of the Helmholtz region also known as the outer Helmholtz
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plane. To account for the diffusion of charge, a Warburg impedance element is also

often added in series with 𝑅𝐶𝑇 in the model of an electrode[96]. The model presented

in Figure 2-12(b) is one of the simplest models, which does not take the diffusion of

charge[97]. For the Pt electrodes used in this chapter, the 𝑅𝐶𝑇 component is negligible

at the frequencies of interest (∼1 kHz) and hence, both the Warburg impedance

element and 𝑅𝐶𝑇 can be neglected.

The requirements of an electrode are dependent on the application. For single unit

recordings, spatial specificity is important and can be achieved using an electrode

with a small geometric or 2D area. However, this approach results in a smaller

capacitance if all other design and process parameters are unchanged. Hence, to

improve capacitance, the electrochemical surface area can be increased by increasing

the roughness of the electrodes.

A comparison of various electrode materials[2] is reproduced in Table 2.8 that uses

another model of an electrode:

𝐶𝑤 =
𝐵

𝑓𝛽
(2.16)

where 𝐶𝑤 is the Warburg capacitance, 𝐵 and 𝛽 are material dependent and 𝑓 is

the frequency of the applied current. The larger the value of 𝐵, the better is the

electrode material. Many materials in [48] are not biocompatible, for example, copper

and silver. Also, many of these metals like iridium and rhodium are rare, expensive

and not commonly found in many cleanrooms. Furthermore, in [98], it is found

that platinum has a lower impedance than gold for various electrode areas. Hence,

based on these considerations, Pt is used as the electrode material for the recording

electrodes used in this thesis. There is in general, a large variation of measured

values of 𝐵 and 𝛽 as illustrated in the different values of stainless steel electrodes

found in Table 2.8. The large Warburg capacitance of platinum black motivates use

of techniques to roughen the electrodes such as electrodeposition. However, electrodes

made using this method suffer from poor long-term adhesion[99].

For stimulation electrodes, charge injection is an important consideration. Safe

injection limits are determined by two considerations: electrochemical limits and
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Table 2.8: Warburg capacitance per unit area(µF/cm2) of metals in contact with
0.9% saline (Reproduced from [2])

Metal type Warburg Capacitance (µF/cm2)
Platinum black heavy (PtB) (estimated) 149, 700𝑓−0.366

Platinum-iridium black (PtIrB) 8619𝑓−0.299

Platinum black medium (PtB) 4950𝑓−0.366

Platinum-iridium (PtIr) 2696𝑓−0.79

Copper (Cu) 3705𝑓−0.518

Rhodium (Rh) 112𝑓−0.210

Silver (Ag) 103𝑓−0.259

Stainless steel (1) (SS) 161𝑓−0.525

Platinum (Pt) 21.6𝑓−0.143

Stainless steel (2) (SS) 17.2𝑓−0.266

MP35N (Ni Co Cr Mo) 8.4𝑓−0.127

Palladium (Pd) 7.3𝑓−0.113

Aluminum (Al) 2.94𝑓−0.126

tissue damage due to the applied current. Electrochemical limits are determined by

the reactions that occur as the electrical potential of the electrode is increased. The

charge that can be stored or injected within the electrical potential window where

no irreversible reactions occur is then the reversible charge storage capacity or the

reversible charge injection limit of the electrode. For Pt and IrO2, this potential

window is typically taken to be −0.6 V to 0.8 V with respect to Ag|AgCl and is

termed the water window. The Ag|AgCl electrode is a common reference electrode

consisting of Ag in contact with AgCl that gives rise to a reversible redox reaction.

The system maintains a potential of approximately 0.230 V at room temperature

versus the standard hydrogen electrode (which is taken to be 0 V in electrochemistry)

even at relatively high currents.

The difference between the charge storage and charge injection is determined by

the charge utilization[100]. The charge storage capacity is measured at very slow

rates using cyclic voltammetry so that all the reactions can be considered. Charge

injection, on the other hand, is also determined by the stimulation protocol, which

usually occurs at a rate that makes much of the charge inaccessible. The high current
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density is also postulated to cause damage simply because of the passing of current

through the tissue [48][101][102][103]. By summarizing data in [102], the authors of

[101] found that an approximate limit where damage is observed is represented by:

log𝐷 = 𝑘𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 − log𝑄 (2.17)

where 𝐷 is the charge density in µC/cm2/phase and 𝑄 is charge in µC/phase and

𝑘𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 is suggested to be 1.5 in [101] and 1.85 in [103]. If the parameters of the

stimulation are such that 𝑘 exceeds 𝑘𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡, damage is predicted. This indicates that

damage is due to both amount of charge transferred and charge density. Substituting

𝐷 = 𝑄/𝐴 = 𝐼𝑡/𝐴[101],

𝐼𝑡 =
√︀

𝐴× 10𝑘 (2.18)

where 𝐼 is the current, 𝑡 is the duration of each phase of a biphasic pulse, and 𝐴

is the geometric surface area of the electrode. (2.18) can be used to determine the

minimum area required given a charge required for stimulation.

In addition, for microelectrodes with small surface areas (200-2000 µm2) that

are typically used in penetrating probes for spatially selective stimulation, damage

occurs far below that predicted by (2.17) and that a charge per phase threshold of

4 nC/phase was observed for tissue damage [103] .

Pt is also a commonly used stimulation electrode. Apart from charge transfer

due to the double layer capacitance, Pt also has a pseudocapacity of 210 µC/cm2

[48], which allows for larger charge transfer. Pseudocapacitance arises from chemi-

cal reactions at the electrode such that the products of the reaction remain bonded

to the electrode surface, which makes the reaction reversible. This is unlike regular

capacitance where the charged species does not participate in any chemical reac-

tion. In the case of Pt electrodes, pseudocapacitance arises from hydrogen plating:

Pt + H+ + e– Pt H

The H atoms remain bonded to the Pt, which makes the reaction reversible. If a higher

charge density is desired, the roughness of the Pt electrodes can be increased or, more

commonly, iridium oxide is used[104]. Depending on the stimulating conditions and
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method of processing, charge injection capacities ranging from 1 to 9 mC/cm2 [104]

are possible. The faradaic reaction that allows for charge transfer in IrO2 films is:

2 IrO2 + 2H+ + 2 e– Ir2O3 + H2O

.

2.3.1 Processing of Pt electrodes for flexible neural probes

The most common way of etching parylene-C is oxygen plasma. In order to fabri-

cate Pt electrodes on parylene-C based probes, the Pt is typically exposed by etching

parylene-C on the electrode. This step also exposes the Pt to oxygen plasma, which

may affect the surface properties of the electrode. Since the surface conducting prop-

erty of Pt is essential, test structures are fabricated using the process steps described

in Figure 2-13 to test the effects of oxygen plasma on the Pt electrodes. In order to

eliminate conductive effects of the substrate during electrochemical measurements,

the test structures were fabricated on a soda lime glass substrate instead of silicon.

The glass wafer is first dipped in A174 solution (1:100:100 A174:IPA:DI water

by volume) for 30 min and air dried to improve adhesion of parylene-C to glass. A

2.2 µm thick layer of parylene-C is then deposited using a Labcoter 2 as shown in

Figure 2-13(a). Following that, 127 nm of Pt is sputter deposited using a Perkin-Elmer

2400-6J system. The deposition occurs over patterned AZ5214E inversion resist. The

resist is then lifted off in acetone with the application of ultrasonic vibration for

approximately 2 h, leaving behind the patterned Pt as shown in Figure 2-13(b).

Following an O2 plasma descum step, a second 2.2 µm layer of parylene-C is then

deposited. A 20 nm-thick Cr mask is sputter deposited using a Perkin Elmer 2400-

8L and patterned using Transene Chromium Etchant 1020 as shown in as shown in

Figure 2-13(c). The parylene-C is then etched for 40 min using a 50 W O2-RIE

process in a Trion Phantom II RIE machine. Following the etch, the resist is stripped

in acetone, an oxygen plasma descum is performed and the remaining Cr is removed

using Transene Chromium Etchant 1020 as shown in as shown in Figure 2-13(d). The

process of etching using O2-RIE leaves behind a PtO2 film as shown in Figure 2-13(d).

A protective resist is then spun on the wafer before it is diced. Following dicing, the
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Figure 2-13: Process flow to fabricate test devices to investigate effect of processing
on Pt electrodes.
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resist is removed and the chip is annealed at 300∘C in a 10 mT N2 environment for 3

h. Annealing at 300∘C is shown to improve the encapsulation properties of parylene-

C-platinum sandwich structures [105]. A 1 min 50 W Ar+ ion milling treatment using

the Trion Phantom II RIE machine is performed on select devices before annealing

to remove surface oxidation formed during the O2 RIE as shown in Figure 2-13(e).

2.3.1.1 Surface chemistry test by XPS

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is used to investigate the effect of the O2-

RIE process on the surface chemistry of the electrodes. XPS is performed using an

ESCALAB 250 XI Thermo Scientific XPS using a monochromated Al K-α source

on the counter electrodes of chips that are treated with Ar+ ion milling and on the

counter electrodes of chips that did not have the additional Ar+ step. The size of the

counter electrode used is 5.2 mm by 11.6 mm, which is sufficiently large to perform

XPS on. A charge compensating flood gun was activated in order to mitigate the

effects of charging due to the insulating substrate.

Figure 2-14a shows the Pt 4f XPS performed on an electrode that is not treated

with Ar+ ion milling and Figure 2-14b shows the Pt 4f XPS performed on an electrode

that is exposed to the Ar+ treatment. The Pt 4f peaks are used to identify the various

oxidation states of Pt. Based on the NIST XPS database [106], the Pt 4f peaks of

pure Pt are 71.0 eV and 74.3 eV. In PtO2, the Pt 4f peaks are chemically shifted to

74.6 eV and 77.9 eV. The XPS of the Pt 4f electrode that has not been treated with

Ar+ show peaks corresponding to both PtO2 and Pt, indicating that some, but not

all, of the Pt within the sampling depth of the XPS is oxidized. Hence, it is likely

that this surface layer of PtO2 is less than the 3-10 nm sampling depth of XPS. For

the sample that is etched with Ar+, the XPS indicates that only Pt metal remains.

This indicates that the Ar+ ion milling is a suitable method to remove the oxidized

surface Pt.

In order to support the hypothesis that the formation of PtO2 is due to the O2

RIE, XPS is also performed on pieces of silicon with 2.2 µm of parylene-C deposited

followed by 127 nm of Pt. Some of the pieces are then exposed to 20 mins of O2 RIE,
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Figure 2-14: XPS results on Pt electrodes after O2 RIE deinsulation process performed
to remove parylene-C covering it (a) without Ar+ etch and (b) with Ar+ etch.

which is the estimated time that the Pt electrodes are exposed to during the parylene-

C etch. The XPS performed on pieces that are exposed to O2 RIE are similar to that

of Figure 2-15a whereas XPS performed on pieces that were not exposed to O2 RIE

are similar to that of Figure 2-15b indicating that the layer of PtO2 is formed due to

the O2 RIE.

2.3.1.2 Surface chemistry test by EIS

In order to test the effect of the oxide removal on the electrochemical properties of the

electrode, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is performed on two 80 µm

by 80 µm electrodes that are treated with Ar+ ion milling and on two 80 µm by

80 µm electrodes that were not treated with Ar+. Anisotropic conductive film (ACF)

is used to bond the pads on the fabricated devices onto a flat-flexible cable (FFC)

using a Laurier M9A device bonder. Epoxy is then applied to the pad region of the

chip in order to ensure insulation of that area. After the epoxy cured, the FFC is then

attached to a PCB using a ZIF clip. The samples are inserted into room temperature

phosphate buffered saline (PBS) in physiological concentration. Around 30 min after

insertion in PBS, EIS is performed using 30 mV excitation voltage over a frequency

range of 100 mHz to 100 kHz; this range includes the frequencies that are relevant to

neural recordings (up to 1 kHz).
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2-15: EIS result on 80 µm by 80 µm electrodes with and without Ar+ etch. (a)
Magnitude of measured impedance and (b) phase of measured impedance. Sample
numbers are indicated in the legend. EIS is performed by Mats Forssell.

Figure 2-15 shows Bode plots for the EIS performed on four samples. Two sam-

ples are treated with Ar+ ion milling and two samples are not. The samples without

Ar+ ion milling have significantly larger impedance, over the entire range of fre-

quency measured, compared to the samples that are etched. The impedance after

ion milling is roughly an order of magnitude smaller. All the samples have mostly

pseudo-capacitive behavior over the majority of the frequency range, as evidenced

by the constant phase around −80∘. For a 6400 µm2 Pt electrode, the double-layer

capacitance is expected to dominate the impedance in this frequency range. In the

higher frequency range, the contribution of the saline resistance starts being notice-

able for the sample that underwent ion milling (with the phase increasing to 0∘); this

effect is not a result of the etching, but simply a consequence of the lower overall

electrode impedance.

Using a common value for the double-layer capacitance of Pt of 0.5 F/m2 derived

using the Gouy-Chapman-Stern model (2.14)[96], the expected value for the capaci-

tance of this electrode is 𝐶𝑑𝑙, ≈ 3.2 nF. This translates into an impedance magnitude

at 1 kHz of 𝑍1𝑘 ≈ 50 kΩ. The measured impedance magnitude at 1 kHz for the

electrodes without etching is 𝑍1𝑘 ≈ 2.3 MΩ, around 50 times the expected value.
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The sample that had undergone Ar+ ion milling has 𝑍1𝑘 ≈ 100 kΩ. This is close

to the calculated value that neglects all other contributions to the impedance. The

impedance of the non-etched sample corresponds to a capacitance of 𝐶 ≈ 70 pF. This

would be equivalent to the capacitance created by a 3 nm layer of PtO2. This value

is consistent with the XPS observation of both Pt and PtO2 in the sampling depth

of samples without additional Ar+ treatment.

The surface morphology of an electrode is also measured using a Park XE-70

AFM over a 6 µm by 20 µm scan region. The AFM surface profile in Figure 2-16(a)

shows that the surface of the electrode is roughened considerably by the O2 RIE. The

measured surface roughness R𝑎 from the AFM measurement on a sample that has

not undergone Ar+ ion milling is 12.3 nm. After Ar+ ion milling, the measured R𝑎 is

13.1 nm. Most of the difference in impedance seen in the EIS in Section 2.3.1.2 is due

to the removal of surface PtO2 as the Ar+ ion milling increases the surface roughness

by less than 10%.

A surface roughness value of 3.4 nm is obtained with the AFM measurement of

Pt as-deposited on parylene-C coated silicon as shown in Figure 2-17. The very low

roughness of the starting Pt surface indicates that the increased roughening occurs

due to the O2 RIE step.

2.3.2 Processing of IrO2 electrodes for flexible neural probes

IrO2 is deposited by sputtering at 100 W using a custom built reactive sputtering

system at different pressures while keeping the ratio of Ar:O constant at 3.33 based

on process parameters in [107] where 40 sccm Ar and 12 sccm O2 flow is found to be

optimum. At high pressures (14.5 mT), the film deposited is non-uniform as shown

in Figure 2-18(a). This thickness non-uniformity is likely due to the non-uniform gas

distribution in the system. Using a profilometer scan, the thickness of the film varies

from 100 nm at the wafer edges to 1 µm at the center. In contrast, a lower pressure of

6.95 mT results in a more uniform film as shown in Figure 2-18(b), with the trade-off

of a lower deposition rate. For this wafer, the thickness varies from 100 nm at the

wafer edges to 200 nm at the center.
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Figure 2-16: (a) Surface morphology of a Pt electrode using AFM over a 6 µm by 20
µm scan region, (b) SEM of a Pt electrode, (c) Optical microscope showing exposed
Pt electrodes.
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Figure 2-17: Surface morphology of Pt coated on parylene-C using AFM over a 10 µm
by 10 µm scan region
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In addition, the stoichiometry of the films is characterized using EDX as shown

in Figure 2-19. The measured O:Ir ratio is 1.76 at the sides and 1.64 at the center

for the film deposited at 100 W DC, 14.5 mT. For the film deposited at 100 W RF

at 6.95 mT, the measured O:Ir is 2.1.

Using the developed IrO2 process parameters, test structures are fabricated on a

test device. The fabrication of the test devices emulates the steps of the fabrication

of protruding electrodes on Si, with the top conductive layer being 250 nm of IrO2.

A fabricated test electrode is shown in Figure 2-20.

Following fabrication of the test electrode, the IrO2 is activated by performing

repeated cyclic voltammetry (CV) scans from −0.6 V to 0.8 V at 0.1 V/s, which

improves the charge storage capacity of the film. The effect of the IrO2 activation

by CV activation on the cathodic charge storage capacity is shown in Figure 2-21.

The number of CV activation cycles before a stable CV is obtained is also similar

to the typical value of 193 cycles in [104]. The obtained CSC after the CV is stable

is approximately 64 mC/cm2 for 25 by 25 µm2 electrodes, 20 mC/cm2 for 50 by

50 µm2 electrodes, 8 mC/cm2 for 100 by 100 µm2 electrodes and 3.5 mC/cm2 for

200 by 200 µm2 electrodes. The values are slightly lower than the reported values of

78 mC/cm2 for 50 µm diameter electrodes[104] for electrodes with a similar thickness

of IrO2 (240 nm). From the figure, it is seen that the larger electrodes require a longer

time to activate.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2-18: Observed non-uniformity in deposited film with pressure during deposi-
tion. Thicknesses were measured using a profilometer. (a) Wafer with IrO2 deposited
at 14.5 mT. (b) Wafer with IrO2 deposited at 6.95 mT.
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Figure 2-19: EDX performed on (a) film deposited at 14.5 mT, 100 W DC and (b)
film deposited at 6.95 mT, 100 W RF to determine stoichiometry of oxygen to iridium
in deposited film.
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Figure 2-20: 200 µm by 200 µm test electrode fabricated on glass to test charge
injection capacity.
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Figure 2-21: Evolution of the charge storage capacity of the IrO2 electrodes during
the CV activation. The periodic dips in the activation are artifacts of the CV mea-
surement and do not indicate a change in the charge storage capacity. CV test is
performed by Mats Forssell.
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2.4 Summary

In this chapter, details about fabrication of the various components of a neural probe

is presented. Parylene-C is chosen as the insulating material given its high resistivity,

biocompatibility and flexibility. Pt is chosen as the recording electrode material based

on cost and relatively high double-layer capacitance for recording electrodes. IrO2 is

chosen as the stimulating electrode material based on high charge transfer capacity.

The O2 RIE processing on Pt electrodes is also found to oxidize the surface of Pt

electrodes but this oxidation can be removed using Ar+ ion etching.

In addition, a peelable process is presented in this chapter. The adhesion of

parylene-C to Si is evaluated using various HMDS treatments in order to fabricate

these structures successfully. In the next chapter, a transfer process is presented. The

transfer process is a more expensive and complicated process. However, it improves

upon the peelable process by allowing for a wider range of processes such as thermal

annealing, which increases the adhesion between parylene-C and Si and makes the

peeling process unfeasible.
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Chapter 3

A transfer process to fabricate probes

strongly-adhered to silicon substrates

3.1 Introduction

Peelable processes, such as the process discussed in Chapter 2, provide a means of

introducing unconventional materials because the release step, i.e., peeling, does not

require harsh chemicals that can damage the material. However, the nature of peeling

requires that careful control of adhesion is required. This imposes restrictions on the

process flow. For example, thermal annealing of parylene-C on Si beyond the melting

point of parylene-C increases the adhesion between parylene-C to Si.

In this chapter, a transfer process is used to integrate biodissolvable

carboxymethyl-cellulose-glucose (CMC-glucose) needles with parylene-C probes fab-

ricated using conventional MEMS processes. The fabrication of parylene-C probes

on Si is discussed in Section 3.2. This is achieved by first transferring the parylene-C

probes onto a sacrificial wax (BGL7080) that is dissovable in isopropyl alcohol as dis-

cussed in Section 3.3. Isopropyl alcohol is compatible with CMC-glucose as discussed

in Section 3.6. Transfer onto other sacrificial materials is discussed in Section 3.5.

Following transfer of parylene-C probes onto BGL7080, two methods of integrating

biodissolvable needles with the probe is attempted. The first method involves molding

the needle directly onto the transferred probe as discussed in Section 3.4. The second
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method involves bonding premolded needles onto the transferred probe as discussed

in Section 3.8. As discussed in Section 3.7 and Section 3.8, the stress induced by

directly molding the needles on the probe degrades the insulation performance of

the parylene-C probes. Bonding premolded needles onto the transferred parylene-C

probes alleviates this issue.

3.1.1 Embedding ultra-compliant probes in a biodissolvable

needle

Ultra-compliant neural probes lower the mechanical mismatch between brain tissue

and the probe while stiffness of a probe is necessary for successful insertion of a probe.

Embedding the probe directly in a needle[108][67][41] is among several approaches for

fabricating ultra-compliant neural probes discussed in Chapter 2. However, that ap-

proach requires application of a peeling process to release the probe-needle assembly

from its handle wafer. As seen from Chapter 2, the adhesion between parylene-C

and Si varies significantly which can result in low yield. Too low of an adhesion re-

sults in failures while patterning the features and too high of an adhesion results in

failures while peeling. Furthermore, the peeling process is restrictive as it imposes

a thermal budget: the use of thermal annealing in vacuum at 300∘C to improve en-

capsulation properties of parylene-C results in increased adhesion to the substrate

that undermines the peeling process [109]. Imposing a temperature limit, in partic-

ular, is detrimental for processing since thermal annealing of parylene-C in vacuum

at temperatures up to 300∘C significantly improves its electrical and mechanical en-

capsulation properties [105]. Current processes typically circumvent this adhesion

problem by the use of a release layer where 5 µm of deposited SiO2 sacrificial oxide

is released in buffered hydrofluoric acid for 3 h [110] or by releasing the structure

prior to the heating step where the heating step is used to thermoform parylene-C

to create 3D structures [111]. However, it is typically difficult to handle released

structures manually if they are below 25 µm in thickness, which has in practice con-

strained the lower limit of the mechanical compliance of the neural probe processed
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using such methods. Embedding an ultra-compliant neural probe in a stiff biodis-

solvable needle before release is one way of solving this problem, provided that a

suitable release material that is compatible with the dissolvable nature of the needle

is identified. The biodissolvable needle material considered in this work is a blend of

carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) and glucose (15% glucose by weight); however, the

outlined approach should be valid for other biodissolvable blends of CMC and sugars

since they are expected to have similarly adhesion and thermal properties. Owing

to the dissolvable property of the needle, the needle material is difficult to integrate

with typical process flows which involve cleaning with water and the use of various

acids and developers that are water based.

3.1.2 Bonding ultra-compliant probes on a biodissolvable nee-

dle

Embedding ultra-compliant probes in biodissolvable needles involves molding of the

biodissolvable needle onto the probe. This process involves the evaporation of solvent

from the needle material, which can introduce stress onto the probe. Given the

relative thickness of the needle relative to the probe, the stress can be significant

enough to damage the probe. In order to alleviate this, another process is developed

involving the bonding of prefabricated needles onto the ultra-compliant probe. A

release process is required for release of the assembly, however, the processing of the

probe is separate from the processing of the needle. This also allows for improved

yield.

A process step to transfer the probe from its silicon handle wafer onto a second

handle substrate with adhesive is a way of introducing release materials and uncon-

ventional substrates and materials that would have otherwise not been compatible

with the probe process flow of embedding the probe in a needle. Transfer printing has

been demonstrated to be an effective way of increasing process versatility [112] but

typically involves structures that are weakly adhered to the substrate since it requires

breaking the interfacial bonds between the substrate and the structure. For exam-
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ple, the transfer of nanowires has been demonstrated to thermal release tapes and

to Post-it® Notes among other unconventional substrates [113]. The typical trans-

fer processes rely on differential adhesion between a carrier and the donor substrate

and the carrier and the receiver substrate. Differential adhesion can be achieved, for

example, by using polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) as the carrier and using different

peel velocities when peeling away from the receiver and the donor substrates [114].

The viscoelastic properties of PDMS result in a rate varying adhesion force. Another

way of achieving differential adhesion is to rely on the difference in bonding strength

between the donor substrate and the structure to be transferred and the receiver

substrate and the structure to be transferred [115].

This chapter describes a transfer process step that eliminates the peeling pro-

cess and allows the potential use of a wide range of sacrificial release materials[116].

The transfer step increases the versatility of the overall fabrication approach since it

allows the integration of insertion needle and sacrificial release materials that other-

wise would not have been compatible with the high-temperature annealing. Several

sacrificial release materials, including photoresist, polydimethylsiloxane, mounting

adhesive, and liquid wax, are investigated and characterized for suitability in the

transfer process. The materials are employed in a sacrificial release layer that is

subsequently chemically etched, eliminating the need for mechanical removal (i.e.,

peeling) of parylene-C from the donor substrate. Considering compatibility with the

biodissolvable needle attachment, a liquid wax is identified to be an effective mate-

rial because of its strong adhesion to relevant surfaces, its ability to be spin coated,

and its dissolvability in isopropyl alcohol. The main difference between the transfer

process developed in this chapter and the aforementioned transfer processes is that

the structures in this chapter prior to fabrication are strongly adhered to the donor

substrate. In particular, applying the peeling process to the structures used in this

chapter results in breakage of the probes.
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Figure 3-1: Neural probe fabrication process. (a) Deposition of parylene-C (Px) on a
Si wafer. (b) Pt is patterned using lift-off. (c) A second layer of Px is deposited (d)
Parylene-C RIE.

3.2 Fabrication of Parylene-C probes on Si substrate

The basic fabrication process of parylene-C probes with 115 µm by 15 µm electrodes

and ∼2 cm long cables integrated into the design of the probe is illustrated in Figure

3-1. The cable is an integral part of the probe itself and is fabricated on the silicon and

transferred onto the adhesive spun on the glass substrate. This particular electrode

size is selected to realize a probe for recording and stimulation from peripheral nerves,

such as the sciatic nerve of a cat. The electrode size has been demonstrated to

successfully acquire single-unit activity in silicon probes in the substantia nigra region

of the brain [117]. Briefly, a 2.2 µm-thick layer of parylene-C is deposited by chemical

vapor deposition onto a 250 µm thick, 10 cm diameter Si substrate that has been

treated with adhesion promoter as shown in Figure 3-1(a). The Si substrate used is

thinner compared to typical 525 µm-thick wafers in order to reduce the silicon etch

time required during the transfer processes described in Section 3.3. A 127 nm-thick

film of Pt is patterned using lift-off as shown in Figure 3-1(b). No adhesion layer is

used between Pt and parylene-C because Pt has better adhesion than conventional
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adhesion layers (Ti/Cr)[118]. Following this, a second 2.2 µm-thick layer of parylene-

C is deposited as shown in Figure 3-1c. A nominally 20 nm-thick layer of Cr is then

deposited as a hard mask and patterned. The parylene-C is then etched and any

remaining resist and Cr mask is removed. The resultant structure is shown in Figure

3-1d. The wafer is then diced into chips.

Figure 3-2 shows optical images of a fabricated probe on Si. A 1 min Ar+ mill is

performed to remove PtO2 formed on the electrodes during the etching of parylene-C

using O2 RIE. The presence of the PtO2 is detrimental to electrode performance [119].

The dice are then heated to 300∘C in a custom built vacuum heater with a flow of N2

to achieve a pressure of 10 mT in order to improve the encapsulation properties of

parylene-C [105]. The annealing also increases the adhesion between parylene-C and

Si [109].
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Figure 3-2: (a) Optical microscope image of the needle region of a fabricated probe.
(b) Zoomed-in optical image of the interconnect region. (c) Zoomed-in optical image
of the electrode region. (d) A fabricated chip
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3.3 Transfer of Strongly Adhered Structures

In order to overcome the increased adhesion between parylene-C and Si, a variation

of the transfer process is developed where the parylene-C and Pt device is first trans-

ferred onto an adhesive that also acts as a sacrificial layer. The transfer process is

described in Figure 3-3. An adhesive is spin coated onto a glass wafer as shown in

Figure 3-3a. The spin speed and any thermal or vacuum treatments post-spinning

are adhesive dependent and will be described, along with the bonding process details,

in Section 3.5. The diced chip is flipped and pressed onto the adhesive coated glass as

shown in Figure 3-3b using a M9A flip-chip device bonder (Besi, The Netherlands).

For some of the adhesives, heat is applied during the bonding process in order to make

the adhesive flow. The applied pressure and time is selected such that the adhesive

completely encases the device. For adhesives that require reflow, the temperature is

set to above the glass transition temperature of the adhesive. The Si is then etched

using 100 W SF6 RIE for 90 min followed by 80 cycles of XeF2 in a Xactix Xetch

System (SPTS, Newport, UK) at 2.8 Torr to completely etch the Si as shown in

Figure 3-3c. The two-step etch process is used because the SF6 RIE etches the Si

faster but can physically etch the parylene-C whereas the XeF2 etch is completely

chemical in nature and hence does not damage the parylene-C. The two-step process

avoids any exposure of the parylene-C to the SF6 RIE. An optional undercut can

be produced by dipping the assembly in a wet etchant for a short time as shown in

Figure 3-3d.

The probe can be released fully using an appropriate wet etchant at this point or

can be integrated with a molding process to incorporate the probes in biodissolvable

needles before being released depending on the application. For example, releasing

the structures fully at this point will be useful to fabricate ECoG arrays [120] and

incorporating probes in biodissolvable needles will be useful to fabricate implantable

neural probes. For the application involving the assembly of a biodissolvable needle

onto a probe, the undercut can aid in ensuring that the probe remains adhered to

the needle. In this chapter, the assembly is achieved through a needle molding pro-
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Figure 3-3: Transfer process. (a) Adhesive is spin coated on glass receiving substrate.
(b) After pressing the substrates together, the combined donor Si substrate and re-
ceiving substrate are heated. Pressure is applied. (c) Donor Si substrate is removed
by RIE followed by XeF2. (d) Adhesive is partially etched to produce an undercut is
performed for some processes.
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cess that is performed on the transferred probes. Incorporating the molding process

introduces material limitations because aqueous solutions are not compatible with

the needle. Thus, this application of the transfer process demonstrates the ability to

circumvent material compatibility issues in processing by effectively isolating the new

materials introduced after the transfer from incompatible release steps. The molding

steps will be described in more detail in Section 3.4.

3.4 Molding

One way of integrating the CMC-glucose needle to an ultra-compliant probe is to mold

the needle onto the probe. The CMC-glucose molded structure includes a handling

tab so that the ultra-compliant probes can be more easily manipulated by hand during

the insertion procedure [41]. The molding process is developed my Rakesh Khilwani

of Prof. Burak Ozdoganlar’s Group.

The molding procedure is performed after removing the Si and completing the

transfer process, and is illustrated in Figure 3-4. A top mold with the shape of the

needle is made out of a UV curable polyurethane-based material NOA-63 (Norland

Products, Cranbury, NJ), as described in [41]. Briefly, the resin is poured onto a

machined poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) inverted mold that is fabricated by

micromilling. The resin is then sandwiched between a glass slide and the PMMA

mold and pressed to squeeze out the excess resin. The sandwich assembly is cured

under UV light (365 nm) for 6 min. As a result of this sandwich molding process, the

cured resin has through structures identical to that of the final needle geometry.

Subsequently, using the M9A device bonder, the polyurethane-based mold is

aligned to the transferred probe, and the mold and the probe are pressed together

under 17 N load ( Figure 3-4a). 500 mg of 15% (wt/wt %) solution of 85 CMC:15

glucose is then dispensed onto the assembled mold and a spin-casting process is used

to form the insertion needles [41][121]. The filled mold is centrifuged at speed of

3000 rpm for 16 h at 15∘C (Thermo Scientific, Heraus Multifuge X3R) to densify

and dry the CMC-glucose mixture. Excess CMC-glucose is removed by adding trace
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Figure 3-4: Molding process flow. (a) A top mold is mounted onto the transferred
device. (b) CMC-glucose solution is applied and the device is centrifuged. (c) The
molded device is released in isopropyl alcohol.
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amounts of water using a brush and using a sharp blade until the needle and the

handling tab are exposed. The additional moisture introduced in the previous step

is removed using the centrifuge under the same conditions for 30 min. The device

is then placed in an appropriate solvent in order to release the probes embedded in

CMC-glucose.

3.5 Adhesives for the transfer process

As in the case of transfer of structures weakly adhered to the substrate[114] which rely

on viscoelastic properties of the adhesive, the choice of adhesive is key for the transfer

process for the case of devices strongly adhered on Si. Four different adhesives are

investigated in this chapter (PDMS, photoresist and two thermoplastic adhesives).

This covers a wide range of adhesives that can be spin-coated. Test loops, as can

be seen in Figure 3-5(b), are incorporated into the design to test for interconnect

functionality. This is used as an indication of success of the transfer process.

Photoresist (AZP4620), Sylgard 184 PDMS (Dow Corning, Auburn, MI),

BGL7080 liquid wax (AI Technologies, Princeton Junction, NJ) and Crystal Bond

509 mounting adhesive (SPI Supplies, West Chester, PA) are investigated as suitable

adhesives for use on the receiving substrate. The transfer process involves adhesives

that can conform to the shape of the structure in a fluid phase and set to become a

solid for subsequent processing. However, there are a number of different mechanisms

for this phase change. AZP4620 can be solidified by removal of solvent during a soft

bake step in order to set the photoresist as is typically performed during photolithog-

raphy. AZP4620 also reflows at high temperatures [122], as used, for example in the

fabrication of microlens arrays when the reflowed resist forms plano-convex structures

[123]. On the other hand, a mixture of PDMS precursors change from a liquid phase

to a solid phase as it cures thermally to form PDMS. Crystal Bond 509, a mixture

of phthalic anhydride and ethylene glycol is purchased in solid form [124]. BGL7080

is a film forming wax that is purchased dissolved in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) [124].

Both Crystal Bond 509 and BGL7080 are thermoplastic polymers. Hence, they can
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be reversibly converted into a fluidic phase by raising their temperatures beyond their

respective glass transition temperatures. Details of the four transfer approaches are

given to inspire future potential spin-off activities. Ultimately, for the application

of integrating biodissolvable CMC-glucose needles with parylene-C/Pt probes, the

BGL7080 liquid wax approach satisfied all process flow requirements.

3.5.1 PDMS (Sylgard 184)

PDMS is a polymer that is popular with transfer processes because of its viscoelastic

properties [114] and for microfluidics because it is easily molded [125]. The relation-

ship between spin speed and PDMS has been characterized in [126]. Sylgard 184 base

and precursor is combined in a 10:1 ratio using a paint mixer (Badger Air-Brush,

Franklin Park, IL). The mixture is then degassed for 30 min in vacuum and spun

on a glass slide at 3000 rpm for 1 min creating a 26 µm thick film. The Si chip is

then pressed at 40 N onto the PDMS coated glass slide using the M9A device bonder.

The bonded chips are then left at room temperature for 48 h to allow the PDMS to

cure as recommended by the manufacturer. Although bonding of cured PDMS onto

glass using O2 plasma to activate the PDMS has been widely demonstrated [127], the

PDMS is left uncured while the device is being pressed onto it in order to take ad-

vantage of the larger adhesion of uncured PDMS to glass and Si [128] and the fluidic

nature of uncured PDMS that allows the PDMS to fill any crevices.

After the PDMS is cured, the Si substrate is removed using a SF6 RIE followed by a

XeF2 etch as described in Section 3.3. Using this method leads to successful transfer of

the parylene-C/Pt neural probe onto the PDMS coated glass as seen in Figure 3-5(a)

and Figure 3-5(b). Following the molding process, immersing the bonded device into

Dynasolve 220 (Dynaloy, Indianapolis, IN), a reactive solvent that dissolves PDMS,

for 48 h releases the device. Microscope images of a released probe embedded in a

CMC-glucose needle processed using this method is shown in Figure 3-5(c). Although

the process results in fabricated probes, it is found using dissolution studies and FTIR

that the use of Dynasolve 220 resulted in chemical changes to the CMC-glucose that

affected its dissolution rate. The result of this study is described in Section 3.6.
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Figure 3-5: (a) Optical image of a probe transferred onto PDMS coated glass. (b)
Microscope image of needle portion of probe transferred onto PDMS coated glass.
(c-d) Images of dissolvable needles molded over probes and released using Dynasolve
220.
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3.5.2 Photoresist (AZ4620)

Photoresists are typically synthesized with adhesion and ease of removal in mind and

so are alternative candidates for the receiver substrate adhesive. AZP4620 is selected

because it can be spun into thick films more than 10 µm and is easily stripped using

acetone. The spin curve of AZP4620 has been characterized by the manufacturer

[129].

One way of inducing a phase change is to remove the propylene glycol methyl ether

acetate (PGMEA) solvent by baking. This process is carried out by first spin coating

the resist at 2000 rpm on a glass slide for 1 min, giving a film thickness of about 10

µm, and then pressing the chip onto the resist coated glass. However, this results

in bubble formation when the sandwiched device is placed in vacuum or when the

sandwiched device is heated at 90∘C. Performing a 90∘C bake in a convection oven for

1 h after spinning the resist at 2000 rpm on the other hand results in the photoresist

losing its tackiness and providing insufficient adhesion to survive the process.

Another way of introducing a phase change is to reflow the resist by increasing the

temperature of the resist beyond its reflow temperature during the bonding process.

This process is carried out by first spin coating the resist at 2000 rpm on a glass slide

for 1 min giving a film thickness of 10 µm. In order to prevent bubble formation, a

bake at 130∘C for 30 min, i.e., at the temperature at which the reflow is performed,

removes most of the solvent. Baking at 90∘C for 1 h instead of 130∘C is insufficient

to prevent bubble formation during the reflow process as shown in Figure 3-6b where

significant bubble formation occurs. This is likely due to residual solvent present even

after the baking process [130].

Although there will still be some residual solvent after baking at 130∘C, it is

expected that no additional solvent will be released during the reflow step at the

same temperature. Following the baking process, the Si chip is then pressed onto

the resist coated glass slide with a force of 50 N for 30 min with both the Si and

the resist-coated glass slide heated to 130∘C using the M9A device bonder. Using

this method eliminates the problem of bubbles in the photoresist as shown in Figure
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3-6c. However, the adhesion of the photoresist to parylene-Pt cables is found to

be insufficient. The parylene-Pt cables delaminated from the photoresist during the

XeF2 silicon etch as seen in Figure 3-6c.

3.5.3 Crystal Bond 509

Crystal Bond 509 is a popular thermoplastic polymer that is used as an adhesive for

backgrinding and potting because it adheres strongly to other materials and does not

leave any residue after dissolution in acetone [131]. As a thermoplastic polymer, it

also does not release volatile products during the reflow process, making it a suitable

adhesive for the transfer process. Crystal Bond 509 is purchased in solid form and is

typically applied by heating it above its flow point then cooling the mounted device

to solidify the adhesive.

There is a range of reported flow points of Crystal Bond 509, e.g., 107∘C [132],

121∘C [133] and 135∘C [134]. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is performed

in order to characterize the glass transition point of Crystal Bond 509 using a Q20

DSC (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE). A pestle and mortar is used to crush the

solid adhesive into small pieces. 8.1 mg of crushed Crystal Bond 509 is placed in

a Tzero aluminum pan (TA Instruments). A Tzero lid is crimped onto the Tzero

aluminum pan using a Tzero sample press. A Tzero lid is crimped onto an empty

Tzero aluminum pan as a reference. Fitting the transition region in the DSC plot

using the vendor’s Universal Analysis software indicates a value of 116∘C for the glass

transition temperature, which is within the range of reported flow points (Figure 3-7).

The dependence of thickness on the spin speed is also characterized. Crushed

crystal bond 509 is dissolved in acetone at two different concentrations (20% and

40% by weight). The mixture is agitated using a paint mixer until the adhesive

is completely dissolved. The solution is then spun on glass slides using a spinner

(Solitec, Milpitas, CA) at different spin speeds for 60 s. No spread step is performed.

The thickness of the films is obtained by removing part of the films on the glass slide

using acetone and measuring the step height using a P-15 profilometer (KLA Tencor,

Milpitas CA). For each concentration and spin speed condition, the thickness of the
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Figure 3-6: Optical images of (a) Si chip with fabricated probe mounted on glass using
AZ4620 photoresist as an adhesive. (b) Despite an extended softbake, gas pockets are
formed during the reflow process. (c) Prebaking the resist before mounting eliminates
formation of gas pockets. However, adhesion is insufficient as seen by the observed
delamination while etching Si. Glass side refers to the image being taken with the
glass on top (viewing through the glass) and top side refers to the image being taken
with the glass at the bottom.
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Figure 3-7: DSC of Crystal Bond 509. The measured glass transition temperature
from the sample is 116∘C.
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film is measured on three separate glass slides. The obtained spin curves along with

the standard deviations for the thicknesses of each condition are plotted in Figure 3-8.

An empirical relation between film thickness and spin speed is [135]:

𝑡 = 𝑘𝜔𝛼 (3.1)

where 𝑡 is the film thickness, 𝜔 is the spin speed, and 𝑘 and 𝛼 are experimentally

determined constants. 𝛼 is unitless. A least-squares fit gives 𝛼 =−0.728 and 𝑘

= 1165 µm/rpm−0.728 for the case when the concentration of Crystal Bond 509 in

acetone is 40% by weight and 𝛼=−0.531 and 𝑘 = 65.4 µm/rpm−0.531 for the case

when the concentration is 20%.

The transfer process begins with 40% Crystal Bond 509 spun on a glass slide at

500 rpm and heated in a 90∘C oven for 30 min to evaporate the solvent. The Si chip

and receiver substrate is then heated to 125∘C and pressed together at 40 N for 20

min using the M9A device bonder. After the bonded structures are cooled to room

temperature, the Si is etched as described in Section 3.3. A probe that is transferred

onto Crystal Bond 509 is shown in Figure 3-9(a). A 10 µm undercut below the

parylene-C is performed by immersing the transferred structure into acetone for 1 min

resulting in the structure shown in Figure 3-9. Performing the molding process on the

undercut structures and releasing in acetone for 3 h successfully resulted in probes

embedded in CMC-glucose as shown in Figure 3-9d. Successful transfer is determined

by the connectivity of an electrical test loop in the probe. Although working devices

are fabricated, some devices cracked because of curling of the polyurethane mold

during the release process that is described in Section 3.4. The curling of the mold is

likely due to the swelling of the polyurethane mold in acetone[136].
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Figure 3-8: Thickness versus spin speed for Crystal Bond 509 dissolved in acetone
at 20% and 40% by weight. Spin time is 60 s. Error bars represent the standard
deviation of the measured thicknesses.
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Figure 3-9: Probe transferred using Crystal Bond 509. (a) Optical image of a probe
transferred onto the receiver substrate. (b) Microscope image of a transferred probe.
(c) Microscope image after performing the undercut using acetone. (d) A molded and
released probe embedded in CMC-glucose.
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3.5.4 BGL7080

BGL7080 is a back-grinding liquid wax that is purchased dissolved in IPA (30%

nominal concentration by weight) [137]. It is a suitable material for use as a transfer

adhesive because it is easily removed by IPA and can be reflowed without releasing any

volatile solvents. BGL7080 can be removed using IPA without causing deformation

or bending of the polyurethane-based mold. The glass transition of BGL7080 is

characterized using DSC in a similar way as Crystal Bond 509 described in Section

3.5.3. The BGL7080 is first heated in an oven for 90∘C for 1 h in order to remove

the IPA in the BGL7080. 6.1 mg of solidified BGL7080 is placed in the Tzero pan.

The measured glass transition of BGL7080 is approximately 98∘C, as shown in Figure

3-10.

The dependence of thickness on the spin speed of BGL7080 is characterized using

two different spin times (30 s and 60 s) and plotted in Figure 3-11. No spread step is

performed. Using (3.1) to fit the measured values of thickness for different spin speed

gives 𝛼 =−0.8 and 𝑘 = 1646 µm/rpm−0.8 for 60 s spin time; and 𝛼 =-0.68 and 𝑘 =

855 µm/rpm−0.68 for 30 s spin time.

The steps for the transfer of parylene-C based devices using BGL7080 are similar

to that using Crystal Bond 509. After spinning the BGL7080 on the glass slides, the

slides are heated at 90∘C for 15 min to remove the IPA solvent before being kept in

100 mT vacuum overnight to remove any further remaining solvent. The slide and the

Si chip are then heated and pressed at 115∘C and 40 N using the M9A device bonder

for 30 min. After the bonded chips are cooled, the Si is removed using SF6 RIE and

XeF2 etch as described in Section 3.3. A glass piece with the transferred probe after Si

removal is shown in Figure 3-12a. The molding process is then performed on the probe

using the steps described in Section 3.4. Needles with attached probes are released

successfully in IPA for approximately 3 h as shown in Figure 3-12b and Figure 3-

12c. To verify that BGL7080 is removed from the electrodes, the electrodes of probes

that are transferred onto BGL7080 and released in IPA solvent are observed using a

Quanta 200 SEM (FEI, Hillsboro, OR) scanning electron microscopy. No significant
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Figure 3-10: DSC of BGL7080. The measured glass transition temperature is ap-
proximately 98∘C. A melting point of approximately 129∘C is also detected.
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Figure 3-11: BGL7080 spin curves for two spin times (30 s and 60 s). Each test case
is performed with three samples. Error bars represent the standard deviation of the
measured thickness.
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change in morphology of the electrodes or additional residue is observed after transfer

and release. Analysis of the electrode surface using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

after transfer and release does not show any significant change as compared to the

electrode surface before transfer. As will be described in Section 3.7, the derived

value of the double layer capacitance from the impedance after transfer and release

is within range of platinum in PBS (Phosphate Buffered Saline) [138]. The residue in

the electrodes seen in Figure 3-12 is CMC-glucose that has seeped onto the electrode

surface during the molding process and is seen to dissolve when left in PBS.

In addition, large probes with multiple shanks are transferred as shown in Figure 3-

13. The large area of these probes warrants modifications to the bonding parameters.

Since the maximum force that can be applied by the M9A device bonder is 90 N,

the bonding time is increased to 2 h and 4 h for the two shank probe and four shank

probe respectively. This time is determined by observing the probes optically until

the BGL7080 is seen to completely bond with the probe in all regions. The successful

transfer of these large probes demonstrates the versatility of the process even for large

devices. However, the molding step is not performed on these probes because it is

not used at the moment for any applications.
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Figure 3-12: Probe transferred using BGL7080 as an adhesive. (a) Optical image of a
probe transferred onto BGL7080 coated glass. (b) Microscope image of a molded and
released probe embedded in a CMC-glucose needle. (c) Zoomed-in microscope image
of a molded and released probe. Some residual amount of CMC-glucose remaining
from the molding process is seen on the electrode surface.
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Figure 3-13: Optical images of transferred two and four shank probes using BGL7080
as an adhesive. The successful transfer of large devices demonstrates the versatility
of this process.
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3.6 Compatibility of process with CMC-glucose

Carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) [139] and glucose are both biocompatible and biodis-

solvable materials. It is important to ensure that the chemical properties of CMC

and glucose are maintained throughout the process.

The primary chemical that CMC-glucose is exposed to when undergoing the pro-

cess described in Section 3.4 is the solvent used to release the probes. The choice

of solvent depends on the adhesive used. In this chapter, the relevant solvents are

acetone, IPA and Dynasolve 220. An insertion study is performed to investigate the

effects of the solvent on the needles. 300 µm by 100 µm by 5 mm-long (nominal)

needles are molded using CMC-glucose by Rakesh Khilwani and separately immersed

in acetone, Dynasolve 220 and IPA for 48 h. One needle is not treated with any

solvent and used as the control. The needles are then inserted into a 1% agarose gel.

The evolution of the dissolution of the needles in agar is then observed. The width

of the center of the needle at 30 s time intervals relative to its width when it is first

inserted is plotted in Figure 3-14. Images of the needles at these time intervals are

shown in Figure 3-15. The evolution of the width of the needle is similar for ace-

tone treated needles and IPA treated needles but differs significantly for Dynasolve

220 treated needles. Dynasolve 220 significantly affects the dissolution properties of

CMC-glucose whereas acetone or IPA does not affect the dissolution properties of

CMC-glucose.

In order to gain a better understanding of the mechanism for this change in dis-

solution behavior, Attenuated Total Reflectance Fourier Transform Infrared (ATR-

FTIR) spectroscopy with a Frontier FTIR system (Perkin-Elmer, Waltham, MA) is

performed to assess chemical changes to the CMC-glucose after exposure to the var-

ious solvents. Pieces of CMC-glucose are separately immersed in acetone, Dynasolve

220 and IPA for 48 h. One piece is not treated with any solvent. The results of the

FTIR are shown in Figure 3-16.

The FTIR spectra of the untreated sample, sample treated with acetone and sam-

ple treated with IPA has peaks at 3280 cm−1, 2920 cm−1, 1590 cm−1, 1410 cm−1,
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Figure 3-14: Width of the CMC-glucose extent at 30 s time intervals relative to
initial width after insertion into agar. The width is measured at the midpoint along
the shank.
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Figure 3-15: Snapshots at 30 s time intervals of needles treated for 48 h with various
solvents inserted into agar.
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Figure 3-16: FTIR spectra of untreated CMC, and of CMC immersed in IPA, acetone,
and Dynasolve 220 for 48 h.
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1320 cm−1 and 1020 cm−1 indicating that there is no evidence of any chemical

change of the CMC-glucose or absorption of solvents occurring due to immersion

of CMC-glucose in acetone or IPA. The broad peak at 3280 cm−1 is attributed to the

-OH stretching, the peak at 2920 cm−1 is attributed to asymmetric CH2 stretching,

1590 cm−1 due to COO- asymmetric stretching, 1410 cm−1 due to COO- symmetric

stretching, 1320 cm−1 due to C-CH and O-CH stretching and the peak at 1020 cm−1 is

attributed to -CO stretching (RCH2OH) [139][140][141][142]. Compared to untreated

CMC-glucose, the FTIR of the Dynasolve 220 treated sample has an additional peak

at 1730 cm−1 that corresponds to an ester bond [143] but does not have observable

peaks at 1590 cm−1, 1410 cm−1, 1320 cm−1 and 1260 cm−1, indicating that the CO-

groups have reacted to form an ester bond. The FTIR results suggest that trans-

fer using Dynasolve 220 as the wet etchant is not suitable as it is possible for the

biocompatibility of CMC-glucose to be affected by Dynasolve 220.

3.7 Impedance experiment results

Molded probes fabricated using BGL7080 as an adhesive and having undergone post-

fabrication annealing at 300∘C for 3 h in 10 mT N2 environment are tested in PBS

(10X Solution, Fisher BioReagents, Waltham, MA) that is diluted to a 1X solution.

The probe impedance spectrum is measured for 12 h against a Pt coil counter electrode

(MW-1033, BASi) with an Ag/AgCl reference (MF-2052, BASi). The impedance is

measured using a PGSTAT302N potentiostat (Metrohm-Autolab, The Netherlands)

by applying a 30 mV sinusoidal excitation over a period of around 13 h.

As shown in Figure 3-18, the impedance measured between the electrode and PBS

(𝑍𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑) is the parallel combination of the actual electrode impedance (𝑍𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑒)

and of the impedance between the wiring and PBS (𝑍𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔), i.e.,

𝑍𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 =
𝑍𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑍𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔

𝑍𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑒 + 𝑍𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔
(3.2)

In Figure 3-17, the impedance of an electrode and a self-test loop is compared
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at 1 kHz. The impedance at 1 kHz is used as a predictor of recording capability

of neurological signals. Hence, for electrodes, the impedance at 1 kHz is used to

characterize the electrode. The exposed electrode area is 1725 µm2 and is connected

to the pad using approximately 20,000 µm2 of insulated area along the probe shaft.

The insulated self-test loop comprises a 4 µm-wide Pt trace that is routed around

the periphery of the probe at a distance 10 µm inset from the edge. It does not have

an exposed electrode and has approximately twice the insulated wiring area as the

wiring of the electrode.

As seen from Figure 3-17, 𝑍𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 can be estimated from the measurement of the

self-test loop impedance (𝑍 𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑝) assuming the impedance is proportional to the metal

area since the length of the wiring to the electrode is approximately half of the total

length of the interconnect in the loop, i.e.,

𝑍𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 2𝑍 𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑝 (3.3)

We can then estimate the value of the actual electrode impedance using the equation

𝑍𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑒 =
𝑍𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑍𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔

𝑍𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 − 𝑍𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑
(3.4)

The measured impedance of the electrodes (𝑍𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑) and self-test loop (𝑍 𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑝) at

1 kHz are approximately 143 kΩ and 148 kΩ respectively at 𝑡 = 0 indicating that

at 𝑡 = 0, 𝑍𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 is approximately 296 kΩ and 𝑍𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑒 is approximately 277 kΩ,

indicating that spike recording is possible using these electrodes. The low value of

the wiring impedance indicates that the probe insulation may not be performing

adequately. A leaky insulation will result in high noise during neural recording.

In order to verify that the probe insulation is still functional after transfer pro-

cessing but before molding, in vitro impedance experiments are performed on probes

which that did not undergo the molding process: after transfer to glass using BGL7080

as described in Section 3.5.4, the probes are released in IPA and manually placed onto

a glass slide and inserted into 1X PBS. The impedance is measured in identical con-

ditions to those described for the molded probes. Four samples are tested, but one
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Figure 3-17: Impedance magnitude of 𝑍𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 and 𝑍 𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑝 at 1 kHz of a molded probe
versus time. Test is performed by Mats Forssell.
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Figure 3-18: Diagram showing the various impedances (𝑍 𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑝, 𝑍𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒, 𝑍𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑒 that are
measured or derived.
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sample is excluded from analysis due to manufacturing defects. Plots of the geomet-

ric average of the remaining 𝑛 = 3 measured electrode impedances (𝑍𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑) and

self-test loop impedances (𝑍 𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑝) are plotted in Figure 3-19. At 1 kHz the self-test

loop impedance is four times larger than the electrode impedance indicating that the

insulation performance is significantly better than that of the molded probes. This

suggests that pinholes are not the likely explanation for the low impedance of the

trace of molded probes. It is likely that mechanical stresses incurred during molding

appear to affect the insulation. An alternative method of bonding pre-made needles

to the probes to improve the insulation is discussed in Section 3.8. By applying (3.3)

and (3.4), the estimated real electrode impedance (𝑍𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑒) at 𝑡 = 0 and 1 kHz for

the three samples are 59 kΩ, 320 kΩ, and 290 kΩ. 𝑍 is not computed for one of the

tests because 𝑍𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 > 𝑍𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 for that test, likely due to defects on the insulation

wiring during fabrication for that sample.

We use 𝑍𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑒 to estimate the double-layer capacitance of the platinum elec-

trode. The values found are 1.6 pF/µm2 for one of the tests and 0.3 pF/µm2 for

two of the tests. The variation in double-layer capacitance can be due to fabrication

variance across wafers since the samples are fabricated on different wafers.
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Figure 3-19: Impedance magnitude of 𝑍𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 and 𝑍 𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑝 at 1 kHz of transferred
probes without CMC molding versus time. The geometric average of 𝑛 = 3 tests
is plotted with solid lines. The impedance one geometric standard deviation apart
from the geometric average is represented in dashed lines. Test is performed by Mats
Forssell.
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3.8 Bonding of needles to probes transferred on to

BGL7080

To test whether the molding of CMC on the probes is a cause of the lowered

impedance, the impedance of insulation test structures (10 µm wide wires of Pt

encapsulated in parylene-C on a glass substrate as described in Chapter 4) is mea-

sured without exposure to CMC; with CMC placed on the chip and dried in air; and

with CMC placed on the chip and dried in a centrifuge which mimics the molding

step described in Section 3.4. The placement of CMC on the chip and drying the

chip in the centrifuge is performed by Rakesh Khilwani. The impedance at 0.1 Hz

over time is plotted in Figure 3-20. Low frequency impedance is used to characterize

insulation performance as it is more sensitive as compared with impedance measured

at higher frequencies to insulation degradation. It is seen that the drying of CMC,

whether in air or in a centrifuge, results in a significant drop in impedance of the test

structure which implies that the drying of CMC degrades the insulation performance

of parylene-C/Pt/parylene-C sandwich structures.

To alleviate this, the process is modified so that molding of the needles is done

separately. A thin layer of gelatin is molded on the CMC needle to aid adhesion.

The molded needles are then bonded to the probe using a M9A Device Bonder at

80∘C to reflow the gelatin. For this process, the adhesion between the parylene-C and

gelatin is critical. Initial bonding between the CMC needles coated with gelatin and

parylene-C probes show very weak adhesion between parylene-C and gelatin which

resulted in very low yields. To improve the adhesion between parylene-C and gelatin,

the parylene-C is treated with O2 plasma prior to bonding which makes the surface

of the parylene-C hydrophillic. Treating parylene-C at 200 W O2 plasma in an IPC

barrel etcher for 1 minute makes the parylene-C hydrophillic as indicated by the

contact angle of DI water on parylene-C deposited on Si as shown in Figure 3-21.

The contact angle maintains hydrophilic quality even after 1 week. By performing

this pre-treatment, the bonding between the needles and the probes is found to be

sufficiently strong for the needle-to-probe bonding process.
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Figure 3-20: Impedance of completely insulated test structures at 0.1 Hz in PBS
under different conditions. The drying of CMC in air or in a centrifuge degrades
the insulation of the test structure as seen by the lower impedance compared with a
sample not exposed to CMC.
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plasma for 1 minute  

Figure 3-21: Contact angle of DI water on as deposited parylene-C and parylene-C
treated with O2 plasma
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To verify that this method of bonding needles to the probe improves the encap-

sulation properties of parylene-C compared with molding the needles over the probe,

EIS is performed on the completely insulated self-test loop for probes with molded

CMC, probes with no CMC and probes with the CMC needle bonded as shown in

Figure 3-22. The impedance of the self-test loop is higher for the probe with CMC

needle bonded versus the probe with the CMC needle molded on it, indicating that

the insulation quality of the probe with bonded CMC needles is better than that of

the probe with the CMC needle spun on it.
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Figure 3-22: Initial in vitro impedance of recording probe in three different assembly
configurations: 1) molded CMC needle (full line), 2) low stress bonded attached CMC
needle (dashed line), and 3) no CMC needle (dotted lines). The self-test loop does
not have exposed metal and its impedance is indicative of insulation quality. Test is
performed by Mats Forssell.

3.9 Summary

Transfer of ultra-compliant parylene probes strongly adhered to their original sub-

strate has been demonstrated using various transfer adhesives and extends beyond

typical transfer processes that require weak probe-substrate adhesion. This transfer

method increases the versatility of the process flow and can thus be used to integrate

a wider range of materials and processes. The process involves bonding the ultra-

compliant structures to an adhesive spin-coated on glass and etching the original Si

substrate completely. The process improves on the handling of the probes which is

critical when probes are thin and allows for integration of an annealing step to im-

prove parylene-C to parylene-C adhesion. The process also exposes the backside of

the probe which potentially allows for fabrication of double sided probes.

Four different adhesives are evaluated for the transfer process with the BGL7080

liquid wax providing the best results for the application of embedding parylene-C

based probes on molded CMC-glucose needles due to its ability to reflow without

release of volatile materials and its dissolution in IPA, which does not affect the
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CMC-glucose needle. Release of volatile materials such as when AZ4620 is used as an

adhesive can result in bubbles during subsequent processing. The ability to dissolve in

IPA makes the release process compatible with polyurethane molds and CMC-glucose

structures.

In addition, probe-needle bonding is a means to reduce stress induced on the

probes, and is an improvement over needle molding onto the probe.
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Chapter 4

Atomic layer deposited ceramic

nanolaminates for sealing

Given that neural probes operate in bodily fluids that contain saline and water among

many other chemicals, the viability of the probes often depends on the ability of the

polymer to maintain its characteristics and successfully encapsulate the probe. As

shown in Figure 4-1, bulk water penetration, poor adhesion and corrosion can result in

exposure of the interconnect to the surrounding body fluid. The exposed interconnect

effectively acts as an electrode that will affect the selectivity of the probe. Hence,

resistance to corrosion, water penetration capabilities and adhesion of the various

materials in the probe tend to be important physical characteristics for the insulating

material. Since the insulating material that is used predominantly in this thesis

is parylene-C, Section 4.1 discusses the adhesion between parylene-C and various

materials and investigates different methods of improving the adhesive properties of

parylene-C.

Although the polymers used for insulation discussed in Section 2.1 are biocompat-

ible and have suitable electrical and mechanical properties, they have lower resistance

to water penetration through the bulk of the material compared to other encapsula-

tion materials like glass and ceramics. In a study by [144], the capability of different

encapsulation schemes are investigated using a Mg test, where the time taken for

corrosion to appear in encapsulated Mg is used to determine barrier failure. It is
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Figure 4-1: Different means of insulation failure

determined that any 1 µm-thick layer of SU-8, PDMS or parylene-C is poor barrier

material with the encapsulation surviving for less than a day under physiological con-

ditions. Comparatively, ceramics tend to have better barrier properties in terms of

water vapor transmission [145][146]. On the other hand, materials with good water

penetration capabilities like glass and ceramics tend to be stiffer. Hence, using a

hybrid approach of combining ceramic layers with polymer layers is one approach

in improving water vapor transmission while maintaining flexibility of the device.

A study on the combination of ceramic layers with polymer layers is presented in

Sections 4.2 and 4.3.

It is important to control the properties of the ceramic used such as the conduc-

tivity and resistance to corrosion of the ceramic. The use of atomic layer deposition

(ALD), which uses self-limiting reactions to deposit materials one atomic layer at

a time, allows creation of hybrid materials (nanolaminates) by alternating between

different materials for each layer that is deposited. The properties of nanolaminates

can be engineered to have suitable properties as will be discussed in Section 4.2.

Similar to ALD is MLD (molecular layer deposition) where materials are deposited

one molecule at a time. This allows for inorganic-organic hybrids such as alucone

other metalcones[147] which are metal alkoxides based on the metal precursor (such

as trimethylaluminum for alucone) and ethylene glycol. Although alucone is shown

to be a poor barrier that is unstable in water and is brittle, combining the material

with Al2O3 to form a Al2O3-alucone nanolaminate has been shown to create a hybrid
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material that allows for higher mechanical strain and better gas barrier properties as

compared with Al2O3[148].

In this chapter, various surface treatments of the first parylene-C layer prior to the

deposition of the second parylene-C layer are used to improve the adhesion between

parylene-C layers. The ability to encapsulate the neural probes is tested using elec-

trochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and the surface properties of the neural

probes is tested using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. Using O2 plasma provides

the best treatment of when compared with Ar+ ion milling, A174 and fluorination. In

addition, a hybrid encapsulation scheme is used. A nanolaminate of TiO2 and Al2O3

provides sufficiently high electrical resistivity and resistance to corrosion in saline as

compared with TiO2 alone and Al2O3 but does not adhere well to parylene-C. A hy-

brid encapsulation scheme is used that has a layer of TiO2 used as an adhesion layer

between the nanolaminate and parylene-C. This encapsulation scheme provides the

best performance as determined by EIS when the samples are aged at 60∘C for 500

hours.

4.1 Improving adhesion of parylene-C for flexible

neural probes

One disadvantage of using the various polymers discussed in Section 2.1 including

parylene-C is the low adhesion to many surfaces because of low surface energy and

chemical inertness. The adhesion between parylene-C and other materials is recog-

nized as an area of concern and attempts have been made to address this issue in a

number of studies[95].

4.1.0.1 Adhesion between parylene-C and other materials

Besides adhesion between parylene-C, adhesion between parylene-C and the electrode

material, which is typically a metal, also needs to be considered. In a study using

atomistic simulations[149], it is expected that the adhesion between parylene-C and
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Pt, parylene-C and TiO2, and parylene-C and Ti are strong but the adhesion be-

tween parylene-C and Au is weak. This is corroborated experimentally by [95] where

strong adhesion between parylene-C and Pt is measured but weak adhesion between

parylene-C and Au is measured. In a study to determine suitable adhesion layers be-

tween parylene-C and Au, [118] compared Ti, Cr and Pt and found that Pt provides

the best adhesion of the three. The practice of using Pt as an adhesion layer between

parylene-C and Au is also adopted in [39]. For the devices that are fabricated for

this thesis, it is observed that there is strong adhesion between parylene-C and Pt;

and parylene-C and TiO2 but weak adhesion between parylene-C and Al2O3 based on

observed delamination during fabrication. This corroborates with the results found

in literature.

4.1.0.2 Annealing to improve parylene-C to parylene-C adhesion

Methods of improving adhesion between two separately deposited layers of parylene-

C include heating the material above its glass transition temperature[150][151][152]

or its melting point [105] and heating while applying pressure [153]. There is no

universally accepted best practice for annealing treatment of parylene-C to improve

adhesion and techniques to improve adhesion differ from lab to lab, possibly because

of differences in equipment availability. For example, in [153] annealing at 230∘C for

30 min with 800 N of force over a 4 inch wafer at 0.15 mT vacuum is found to be

optimum whereas in [105], 300∘C, 3 hours in a nitrogen atmosphere is used. In [150]

the optimal bonding parameters are 160∘C in air while applying pressure of 1.5 MPa

and in [154] the optimal bonding temperatures are 4.9 MPa, 160∘C for 30 min.

However, annealing also affects other properties of parylene-C if the conditions are

not controlled. Oxidative degradation of parylene-C is observed in air at temperatures

higher than 180∘C in [154] and at temperatures higher than 170∘C in [150] which limits

the maximum temperature allowable in air. In addition, in [155], it is found that

heating parylene-C above its melting point significantly increases adhesion between

parylene-C and Si. This means that heating parylene-C beyond its melting point

makes peelable processes unfeasible. Hence, in order to integrate the annealing step
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into a process flow, it is necessary to introduce additional steps such as that discussed

in Chapter 3[116]. A study is performed to investigate different methods of improving

parylene-C to parylene-C adhesion in Section 4.1.2.

4.1.1 Quantification of encapsulation capability by EIS

In this thesis, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is used as a means to

determine encapsulation quality. EIS can be performed using the two-electrode or

three-electrode configuration. In the two electrode configuration, as depicted in Figure

4-2(a), the device under test is the working electrode and a counter electrode is

immersed in saline solution. The device under test varies depending on the test being

conducted. For example, if the property of an electrode is designed, the device under

test will have an exposed electrode region. If the quality of insulation is being tested,

then the device under test will be an insulated structure with no electrode opening

as depicted in Figure 4-2(a). The other electrode in a two electrode configuration is a

very large counter electrode that has a much lower impedance as compared with the

working electrode because of the large exposed area of the electrode. The impedance

spectrum is measured between the two by applying a sinusoidal voltage, measuring

the current and sweeping across different frequencies. For the case of a three-electrode

setup, a known reference voltage (supplied for example, by a Ag|AgCl system) is used

as the third electrode. In the three electrode setup, the reference electrode sets the

potential whereas the counter electrode acts as the current sink. In this thesis, a two

electrode setup is used for the majority of the tests because of the large number of

tests conducted that makes a three electrode setup unfeasible.

The model of a device under test is shown in shown in Figure 4-2(b) and is adapted

from the model proposed by [144][156]. The spreading resistance of the solution is

given by 𝑅𝑠𝑜𝑙, the encapsulation is modelled as a capacitor 𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑐, and the electrode is

modelled with a series resistance 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 that represents the interconnect resistance and

any additional spreading resistance due to the geometry of the electrode, 𝐶𝑑𝑙 repre-

sents the double layer capacitance and 𝑅𝐶𝑇 represents the charge transfer resistance

of an electrode. In the case of degradation, delamination or water penetration, the
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metal areas exposed to the surrounding saline are represented as an expansion of the

electrode.

For the case of an inert electrode material like Pt, 𝑅𝐶𝑇 tends to be large and the

double layer capacitance 𝐶𝑑𝑙 dominates. When delamination occurs or if a pore is

formed, the area of exposed metal increases, which results in increased 𝐶𝑑𝑙. When

degradation occurs, the encapsulation is effectively thinned and 𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑐 is increased.

Both of these factors result in reduced impedance measured. For the case of test

structures without electrodes, ideally, only 𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑐 is present. However, as the test

structure degrades, the interconnect begins to be exposed by pores or other mecha-

nisms and acts as an electrode giving a 𝑅𝐶𝑇 and 𝐶𝑑𝑙 component. As this ’electrode’

expands in area, 𝐶𝑑𝑙 increases and 𝑅𝐶𝑇 reduces, reducing the impedance. In the case

of insulation degradation, a low frequency such as 0.1 Hz is typically used because

the impedances at low frequencies is more sensitive to insulation degradation.

In order to investigate the effects of various treatments, test structures are designed

consisting of insulated traces of Pt wires 10 µm wide and 1.5 cm long. The completely

insulated traces provide a means of testing insulation using the model proposed in

4-2(b). The Pt counter electrode (5 mm2 by 12 mm2) is incorporated into the design

to simplify testing. The electrodes are fabricated so that electrochemical impedance

spectroscopy (EIS) can be used to quantify the insulation characteristics of the probes.

Work done in this chapter is part of the project: ’Ultra-Compliant Transverse In-

trafascicular Electrode Arrays for Electro-Pharmaceutics’ under the DARPA ElectRx

program. The proposal of the various encapsulation schemes, fabrication, process de-

sign, all XPS tests, analysis of XPS tests, mechanical analysis and crosstalk analysis

are performed by the author of this thesis. All EIS tests in this chapter are performed

by Mats Forssell.

4.1.2 Parylene-C to parylene-C adhesion

The adhesion between two separate layers of parylene-C is important to ensure suf-

ficient insulation, but this adhesion tends to be poor. Plasma treatment is a possi-

ble candidate in improving the adhesion between two separately deposited layers of
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Figure 4-2: Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy. (a) Test setup for electrodes
and insulation tests. (b) Model for encapsulation with degradation or electrode on
an encapsulated wire.

parylene-C given its ability to dramatically change surface properties such as rough-

ness and surface energy of the polymers[157][158]. In order to investigate suitable

methods for improving parylene-C to parylene-C adhesion, test structures are fab-

ricated so that the effects of various plasma treatments, chemical treatments and

annealing treatments are investigated as methods to improve adhesion between the

two parylene-C layers.

4.1.2.1 Process flow for test structure fabrication

Test structures are fabricated on 4 inch soda lime glass wafers to eliminate any effects

of substrate conduction on the test structures. The test structures are fabricated as

described in Figure 4-3. A 2.2 µm or 4.5 µm of parylene-C is deposited on the wafers

that are treated with adhesion promoter. 127 nm of Pt is sputter deposited and

patterned using lift-off as shown in Figure 4-3(a). Different surface treatments are

applied to different wafers at this point. Another 2.2 µm or 4.5 µm of parylene-C is

then deposited and is followed by a 20 nm or 33 nm Cr deposition. The Cr is patterned
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using a wet etch as seen in Figure 4-3(b). The parylene-C is then etched for 40 minutes

(2 layers of 2.2 µm) or 80 minutes (2 layers of 4.5 µm). The remaining resist and Cr

is then removed. Details of the fabrication steps can be found in Appendix A.

Optical images of devices fabricated at different points of the process are shown in

Figure 4-4. In Figure 4-4(a) and (b), the images are taken after lift-off is performed,

corresponding to Figure 4-3(a). Devices that are completely fabricated prior to dicing

are shown in Figure 4-4(c) and (d). A photograph of a device after dicing is shown

in Figure 4-4(e). A fabricated test electrode is shown in Figure 4-4(f).

The following treatments are investigated:

1. 1 min, 100 W, barrel etch using O2 plasma as a descum step after photoresist

development of the first parylene-C surface just prior to deposition of the second

parylene-C layer;

2. Creating a superhydrophobic surface on the first layer of parylene-C[159] using

a combination of 5 min of O2 RIE followed by 1 min SF6 RIE. The result of

this is the fluorination of the surface of parylene-C;

3. A 1 min Ar+ ion mill after photoresist development of the parylene-C surface

just before the deposition of the second parylene-C layer. This process, like the

barrel etch, acts as a descum step. However, this process isolates the chemical

effect of the O2 on parylene-C because Ar+ is inert;

4. Treating the surface of the first parylene-C layer with A-174, a adhesion pro-

moter typically used to improve adhesion between parylene-C and Si prior to

deposition of the second parylene-C layer; and

5. Annealing the device as a last step to 300∘C, beyond the melting point of

parylene-C (290∘C) at 10 mT N2 for 3 hours followed by a gradual cooling step

of about 2-3 hours.

The treatments cover a range of different surface treatments ranging from a su-

perhydrophobic surface (using the fluorination technique listed as item (2) and a
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Figure 4-3: Process flow to fabricate test devices to investigate different methods of
improving encapsulation properties of parylene-C

hydrophilic suface using the oxygenation technique listed as item (1). Other tech-

niques used to improve parylene-C to parylene-C adhesion in literature such as heating

parylene-C to beyond its melting point[105] are also explored i.e. item (5).

4.1.2.2 Determination of surface modification efficacy of plasma treat-

ments by XPS

The effects of the various surface treatments namely fluorination to create a hydropho-

bic surface and oxygen plasma is compared with untreated parylene-C using XPS to

determine the efficacy of the various treatments in modifying the surface chemistry

of the samples. XPS works by using the photoelectric effect. The sample of interest

is exposed to X-ray radiation from an X-ray source which results in emission of pho-

toelectrons. The kinetic energy of the photoelectrons is related to the binding energy

as

𝐸𝑘 = ℎ𝜈 −𝐵𝐸 − 𝜑 (4.1)

where E𝑘 is the kinetic energy of the emitted photoelectron, h𝜈 is the energy of the

X-ray photon (such as an Al K-𝛼 source with mean of energy of 1486.7 eV), BE is

the binding energy and 𝜑 is the work function for conducting samples or a term that

captures surface potential uncertainties [160]. By measuring the kinetic energies of

the emitted photoelectrons and compensating for 𝜑, the BE can then be determined.
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Figure 4-4: Optical images of fabricated test structure chips. (a) After Pt lift-off. (b)
Zoomed-in image of test structures after lift-off. (c) After patterning of parylene-C.
(d) Zoomed-in image of test structure after patterning of parylene-C. (e) Image of a
fabricated test structure chip showing the location of the pads, counter electrode and
test electrodes. (f) Image of another test structure with an exposed electrode.
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Various surface properties of the material such as the elemental composition and

chemical states of the elements are determined by measuring intensity of photoelec-

trons (in counts per second) at different energy levels. The resulting plot of intensity

versus energy is the XPS spectrum. The measured spectrum of binding energies does

not show discrete lines but rather peaks. This is due to the lines being broadened

because of various effects such as lifetime broadening arising from a finite lifetime of

a state that results in a Lorentzian line-shape; and doppler broadening arising from

thermal motion that results in a Gaussian line-shape[161]. Hence, in order to identify

the various elements, a fit is performed using a Lorentzian-Gaussian function that

consists of the convolution of a Gaussian and a Lorentzian. XPS is used because it is

extremely surface sensitive since the inelastic mean free path of an electron (𝜆) in a

solid is on the order of 1-3.5 nm for Al K-𝛼 radiation, which gives a sampling depth

(3𝜆) of approximately 3-10 nm [162]. A limitation of XPS is that it cannot be used

to detect H since H has only one electron that participates in chemical bonding.

In this thesis, all XPS is done using an ESCALAB 250 XI Thermo Scientific XPS

with a monochromated Al K-𝛼 source. For all samples, a survey scan is first performed

with 1 eV energy steps and taking an average over two scans. Once elements have been

identified in the survey scan, a detailed scan is performed across the relevant energy

ranges for the various elements with 0.1 eV energy steps and taking an average over

five scans. The detailed scan can reveal more information about the element. Due

to the different energy step sizes for the survey scan and the detailed scan, the dwell

time and absolute counts for the detailed scan and survey scan will differ considerably.

Furthermore, the auto height adjustment used to optimize the count number prior

to every scan will significantly affect the absolute value of counts for every scan. In

practice, the peaks are used for element identification and hence, the relative counts

rather than the absolute counts are more significant.

Samples are prepared by depositing 4.5 µm of parylene-C on a blank Si wafer

that is then cleaved into small approximately 2 cm by 2 cm pieces. One of the pieces

(referred to as fluorinated parylene-C) is treated with 5 min of O2 RIE at 50 W 50 mT

with 14.2 sccm O2 gas flow using the Trion RIE machine followed by 1 min of SF6
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RIE 100 W 100 mT 20 sccm as described in Section 4.1.2 Treatment (2). Another

piece (referred to as oxygenated parylene-C) is treated with 1 min of O2 plasma using

an IPC barrel etcher with 1 Torr pressure and 100 W as described in Section 4.1.2

Treatment (1).

4.1.2.3 XPS results on untreated parylene-C

The result of XPS performed on 4.5 µm of parylene-C on a cleaved Si wafer as-

deposited is shown in Figure 4-5. Based on the result of the quantitative analysis of

parylene-C tabulated in Table 4.1, the atomic ratio Cl:C is approximately 1:7.5. This

is close to the expected value of 1:8 based on the chemical structure of parylene-C.
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(a)

(b) C 1s scan (c) Cl 2p scan

Figure 4-5: XPS of as-deposited parylene-C. (a) Survey scan of sample. (b) Detailed C
1s scan. (c) Detailed Cl 2p scan. The green lines are the fitted background spectrum.
The orange lines are the fitted individual peaks. The dark blue lines are the fitted
summed peaks. The red lines are the measured spectra. The light blue lines are a
graphical plot, in arbitrary units, showing the variation in the difference between the
fit and the measured values across binding energies.
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4.1.2.4 XPS results on fluorinated parylene-C

The result of XPS performed on fluorinated parylene-C is shown in Figure 4-6. Based

on the result of the quantitative analysis of fluorinated parylene-C tabulated in Ta-

ble 4.2, the ratio O:Cl:C:F is approximately 1:1.1:20.2:20.2. Since the ratio Cl+F:C

is approximately 1:1, this suggests that the mechanism for fluorination is likely sub-

stitution of H and Cl with F as the structure of the untreated parylene-C monomer

consists of 8 C atoms, 7 H atoms and 1 Cl atom. The low fraction of Cl:C in flu-

orinated parylene-C relative to untreated parylene-C supports this hypothesis. The

remaining O present could be from oxygen embedded from the O2 RIE carried out

before the SF6 RIE and the remaining Cl suggests that either some of the Cl in

parylene-C remains unsubstituted or the fluorination occurs only in the top few nm

and that the penetration depth of the photoelectrons exceed that thickness.

Table 4.1: Quantitative Analysis of XPS performed on parylene-C

Peak FWHM (eV) Area (counts/s-eV) Sensitivity Factor Atomic %
C 1s 1.74 220446.72 1 88.2

Cl 2p Scan A 1.62 35357.33 2.741 5.2
Cl 2p Scan B 1.24 45463.7 2.741 6.6
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Cl 2p scan

Figure 4-6: XPS of fluorinated parylene-C. (a) Survey scan of sample. (b) Detailed
O 1s scan. (c) Detailed F 1s scan. (d) Detailed C 1s scan. (e) Detailed Cl 2p scan.
The green lines are the fitted background spectrum. The orange lines are the fitted
individual peaks. The dark blue lines are the fitted summed peaks. The red lines are
the measured spectra. The light blue lines are a graphical plot, in arbitrary units,
showing the variation in the difference between the fit and the measured values across
binding energies.
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Table 4.2: Quantitative Analysis of XPS performed on fluorinated parylene-C

Peak FWHM (eV) Area (CPS.eV) Sensitivity Factor Atomic %
Cl 2p Scan A 1.64 12259.14 2.741 1.1
Cl 2p Scan B 1.37 18065.78 2.741 1.6
O 1s Scan A 3.37 2443.93 2.881 0.2
O 1s Scan B 3.37 25506.04 2.881 2.1
C 1s Scan A 1.37 51512.68 1 12.5
C 1s Scan B 1.5 47782.13 1 11.6
C 1s Scan C 1.79 33427.67 1 8.1
C 1s Scan D 3.3 54481.44 1 13.2
C 1s Scan E 1.41 8835.43 1 2.1

F 1s 2.3 806669.78 4.118 47.5

4.1.2.5 XPS results on oxygenated parylene-C

The result of XPS performed on oxygenated parylene-C is shown in Figure 4-7. Based

on the result of the quantitative analysis of oxygenated parylene-C tabulated in Table

4.3, the ratio of Cl:O:C is 1:2.8:7.9. Since the ratio of Cl:C is close to 1:8, it is likely

that the Cl is not substituted by the oxygenation. On the other hand, it appears that

the the reaction occurs by substitution of H with O. Since the Cl:O ratio is close to

3, it is possible that the H atoms that are substituted are the H atoms attached to

the aromatic ring.

Based on the results of the XPS, the plasma treatments have successfully modified

the surface of the parylene-C. If the aromatic H are indeed substituted with O or F,

it is expected that oxygenation of parylene-C would result in a more reactive layer

compared to untreated parylene-C whereas fluorination of parylene-C would result

in a less reactive layer because of the effect of the respective species on the electron

Table 4.3: Quantitative Analysis of XPS performed on oxygenated parylene-C

Peak FWHM (eV) Area (counts/s-eV) Sensitivity Factor Atomic %
C 1s 1.68 146689.38 1 67.5
O 1s 1.62 150308.64 2.881 24.0
Cl 2p3 1.24 32980.77 1.78 8.5
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(a)

(b) C 1s scan (c) Cl 2p scan

O 1s scan(d)

Figure 4-7: XPS of oxygenated parylene-C. (a) Survey scan of sample. (b) Detailed
C 1s scan. (c) Detailed Cl 2p scan. (d) Detailed O 1s scan. The green lines are the
fitted background spectrum. The orange lines are the fitted individual peaks. The
dark blue lines are the fitted summed peaks. The red lines are the measured spectra.
The light blue lines are a graphical plot, in arbitrary units, showing the variation in
the difference between the fit and the measured values across binding energies.
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density of the benzene ring.
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4.1.2.6 Results of EIS performed on samples with various surface treat-

ments.

The typical impedance at 0.1 Hz for various test structures is plotted against time in

Figure 4-8. The results of the tests on structures containing alumina (PA-n, PA-a,

PA-i) that are in Figure 4-8 will be discussed in Section 4.2.1.5. As discussed in

Section 4.1.1, higher, more stable impedance indicates better electrical insulation.

The ion mill treatment (P-i) significantly reduces the impedance of the test structure

at 0.1 Hz over the 2000 hours measured. Within the time frame measured, parylene-

C with regular oxygen plasma descum treatment (P-n) results in high impedance of

the test structures and performed the best as compared with parylene-C treated with

A174 (P-a), fluorinated parylene-C (P-f) and parylene-C treated with ion milling

(P-i).

There does not appear to be any significant correlation of insulation performance

with hydrophobicity (P-f is the most hydrophobic, P-n is the most hydrophilic but

P-i performs worse than P-f). This suggests that the mechanism for improvement

in adhesion for the P-n case is the increased chemical reactivity introduced by the

oxygen plasma step as suggested by the XPS results and not simply due to changes

in surface energy of the parylene-C.
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Figure 4-8: Magnitude of impedance measured at 0.1 Hz over time in hours to de-
termine encapsulation properties using various treatments. P-n, P-a, P-f, P-i indi-
cates parylene-C only encapsulation with various treatments (regular oxygen plasma
descum treatment, A174 treatment, fluorination treatment and ion mill treatment
respectively). PA-n, PA-a, PA-i indicate similar surface treatments with a parylene-
C-alumina hybrid encapsulation scheme. Measurement is performed by Mats Forssell.
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4.1.2.7 Results of EIS performed on samples with annealing

The effect of annealing is also evaluated on fabricated test structures as seen in

Figure 4-9. The design of the test structure is shown in Figure 4-4(d), but with the

50 µm width insulation on each side of the Pt. The higher impedance at 0.1 Hz of

the annealed test structures indicates better insulation performance when compared

to the unannealed samples. The annealing is performed at 300∘C for 3 hours in a N2

atmosphere.

Hence, the results suggest that a oxygen descum with annealing with the 300∘C

annealing treatment produces the best parylene-C to parylene-C adhesion out of all

the tests.
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Figure 4-9: Test results comparing annealed and unannealed chips for test structures
with 2.2 µm thick, 50 µm wide insulation.

4.2 ALD ceramics for flexible neural probes

As mentioned in Section 2.1.4, the method of deposition is an important consideration

when depositing a thin film to ensure that there is sufficient coverage over the entire

structure of the device. ALD is one process that is used to deposit a conformal layer

of film. It achieves an extremely conformal and precisely deposited film by utilizing

two self-limiting reactions. By alternating between the two self-limiting reactions,

films are deposited one atomic layer at a time as shown in Figure 4-10. For example,

Al2O3 can be deposited using trimethylaluminum (TMA) as the first precursor and

H2O or plasma O2 as the other precursor with CH4 as the byproduct. In reality, a

number of different reactions can occur [163]. For example, TMA reacts with the

hydroxyl group (-OH) giving CH4 as a byproduct:

Al(CH3)3 + || OH CH4 + || OAl(CH3)2 (4.2)
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where || represents the surface of the substrate. However, it is also possible for a

simultaneous reaction with two hydroxyl groups:

Al(CH3)3 + 2 || OH 2CH4 + ||( O2) Al(CH3)2. (4.3)

There are a large number of oxides, nitrides, metals and other compounds that can be

deposited using ALD[164]. If coverage of very high aspect ratio structures is desired,

the step coverage of the process can be controlled by the delay time between the two

reactions[164].

The combination of ceramic and polymer layers (in particular Al2O3 has been used

in rigid Si MEAs in a study from the University of Utah [146] but the results of the

studies are mixed. The study reported the use of 52 nm of ALD alumina and 6 µm

thick parylene-C as a suitable encapsulation material for Utah probes, achieving much

better encapsulation properties compared with parylene-C alone. However, another

later study from the same group [165] affirmed that the alumina did not provide

much improvement (parylene-C only samples survived much longer for most of the

test structure designs) because of its ease in being etched in saline and that previous

results are largely due to corrosion of electrodes. In [144], it is found that the same

50 nm of alumina followed by 6 µm thick parylene-C encapsulation scheme only

provides 5 - 11 days of encapsulation at physiological conditions using an Mg test.

Many of the discrepencies arise in how insulation failure is defined. In [165], failure is

defined as a leakage current exceeding 1 nA at 5V bias whereas the test in [144] uses

Mg which is a chemical method of testing. Furthermore, the test structures differ

significantly and in [165], it is shown that the choice of test structures can result

in conflicting results. Hence, it is often difficult to compare results obtained from

different groups.

The nature of ALD deposition allows for other hybrid materials to be created

by alternating between more than two elements. For example, instead of alter-

nating between TMA and H2O as depicted in Figure 4-10, cycling between TMA,

H2O, Tetrakis(dimethylamido) titanium(IV) (TDMA-Ti), H2O repeatedly would give
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Figure 4-10: Description of ALD process.
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a Al2O3-TiO2-Al2O3-TiO2... hybrid nanolaminate material. By modifying the se-

quence and number of steps in each cycle, it is possible to change the thicknesses of

each monolayer and hence tune the physical properties of the hybrid material. The

nanolaminate material can have different properties compared with its constituent

materials when the layer thicknesses are less than the length scale that determines

that property[164]. Nanolaminates have also been used to fabricate Bragg mirrors

and charge dissipatitive coatings for RF MEMS switches by relying on the ability to

easily tune the property of the material [164].

A significant number of studies with regards to barriers with are in the area of

OLEDs because exposure to atmospheric moisture and oxygen results in oxidation

of the materials in the OLED[166][167][145][151][168]. One major difference between

OLEDs and neural probes is that OLEDs are either fabricated on glass or 100 µm

thick plastic substrates which are much stiffer compared to the envisioned flexible

neural probes. Another major difference between the application of OLEDs and

neural probes is that for OLEDs, the barrier layers only need to encapsulate the entire

device without any need for patterning. For neural probes, it is usually necessary to

pattern the encapsulation which means that penetration through interfaces play a

larger role.

Since the Al2O3-TiO2 nanolaminates [151] have been shown to have promising

WVTR properties in rigid substrates, Al2O3-TiO2 nanolaminates are engineered to

be incorporated into flexible neural probes. The choice of this nanolaminate is also

motivated by biocompatability. TiO2 is found to be biocompatible in neuroprosthetic

systems [169]. In [170], ALD alumina is found to be biocompatible.

4.2.1 Test structures to investigate ALD ceramics

In order to choose the appropriate ceramic to use as a water barrier, an initial test is

performed using Pt encased in the various ceramics alone. Three ceramics are namely:

1. Al2O3,

2. TiO2, and
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3. a nanolaminate of Al2O3 and TiO2

are investigated.

The choice of ceramics used in this study is motivated by results in the literature.

Given the available literature on using Al2O3 as an encapsulation material in Si based

probes[146], 47 nm of Al2O3 is investigated to find out if the encapsulation properties

can be used in flexible probes as well. In addition,42 nm of TiO2 is investigated as

it is reported to have better resistance to water corrosion as compared with Al2O3

[171]. A nanolaminate of TiO2 and Al2O3 is also used as 50 nm of it is reported to

have better WVTR as compared with 50 nm of Al2O3 and 50 nm of TiO2 alone[151]

when deposited on 200 µm polyethylene naphthalate which is a polyester with good

barrier properties. A description on nanolaminates is provided in Section 4.3.

4.2.1.1 Etching of ALD ceramics

The etching of many ALD ceramics are not well studied because the majority of

studies use a blanket film of ALD and do not require any etching. However, for the

purposes of neural probes in this thesis, it is necessary to perform etching of the ALD

ceramics since lift-off processing is more suited for deposition techniques which are

directional. Hence, different techniques are investigated to etch the various ceramics.

The choice of techniques range from using a wet-etchant to various dry etching

techniques and are chosen because some of these techniques are known to etch either

Al2O3, TiO2 or both [172]. Ion milling is also attempted because it physically etches

various materials. There has been no known attempt in the literature to etch the

nanolaminate. Buffered HF Improved (BHF) (Transene, Danvers, MA) is a mixture

of HF and typically NH4F which acts as a buffer so that the etch rate becomes more

controlled. In addition, BHF penetrates photoresist less as compared with HF and

hence is less likely to cause problems with delamination of photoresist[173].

Etch rates are obtained from films deposited on 1 inch Si test coupons, protecting

part of the coupon with resist, and measuring the step height using a profilometer

after 30 s of etching. Based on the test results tabulated in Table 4.4, BHF is a

suitable etchant for Al2O3, SF6 RIE is a suitable method to etch TiO2 and the Cl2
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ICP-RIE is a suitable method of etching the nanolaminate. BHF is not used to

etch the nanolaminate because of the observation of residues formed after the etch

as shown in Figure 4-11(a-c). Using Cl2 ICP-RIE results in a much cleaner etch as

shown in Figure 4-11(d).

4.2.1.2 Fabrication of test structures with ALD ceramics only

To investigate these ceramics as barrier materials, test structures are fabricated on

4 inch soda lime glass (University Wafer) to eliminate any effects of substrate con-

duction on the test structures. The test structures are fabricated as described in

Figure 4-12. The respective ceramic to be investigated (47 nm of Al2O3, 42 nm of

TiO2 or a 78 nm nanolaminate of Al2O3 and TiO2) is deposited using a Fiji ALD

(Cambridge Nanotech, Waltham, MA) machine at 150∘C. Deposition of Al2O3 uses

500 ALD cycles with trimethyl aluminum (TMA) and H2O used as precursors. De-

position of TiO2 uses 1100 ALD cycles with Tetrakis(dimethylamido)titanium(IV)

(TDMA-Ti) and H2O used as precursors. For the nanolaminate, 550 cycles is per-

formed with each cycle consisting of a TMA step, O2 plasma step, TDMA-Ti step,

and a O2 plasma step.

A lift-off process is then performed to pattern a Ti-Pt-Ti stack. After patterning

reversal photoresist (AZ5214E) using a MA6 exposure tool (Karl-Suss, Garching,

Germany), 10 nm of Ti, 127 nm of Pt and 10 nm of Ti (50 W at 5 mT, 20 sccm Ar

flow, 34 s) is deposited by sputtering using the 2400-6J deposition system. A second

layer of the same ceramic is deposited. A positive resist (AZ4210, MicroChemicals

GmbH, Ulm, Germany) is patterned and the ceramic is etched using SF6 RIE with

Table 4.4: Measured etch rates of different ALD ceramics

TiO2 Al2O3 TiO2 / Al2O3 NL
Buffered HF Not etched 40 nm/min 40 nm/min

Trion RIE SF6 plasma 10 nm/min Not etched Not etched
Versaline ICP-RIE Cl2 plasma 40 nm/min 50 nm/min 30 nm/min

Ion mill 5 nm/min 5 nm/min 4 nm/min
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Figure 4-11: Microscope images showing residue left after BHF etch of the nanolam-
inate. (a) Optical image showing residue in a chip that has completed fabrication
(parylene-C layer is also patterned). (b) Differential Interference Contrast (DIC)
image showing residue in a chip that has completed fabrication. (c) Optical image
showing residue just after the nanolaminate etch. (d) Optical image showing test
structure processed using Cl2 ICP-RIE.
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a Phantom II RIE for TiO2, BHF wet etch (Transene, Danvers, MA) for Al2O3 and

Cl2 based ICP-RIE using the Versaline (Plasma-Therm, Saint Petersburg, FL) for the

nanolaminate. Following this, the remaining photoresist is removed using acetone. O2

plasma cleaning is performed using a barrel etcher (International Plasma Corporation,

Hayward, CA) after every development and photoresist stripping step. Details of the

fabrication steps can be found in Appendix A.

Fabricated devices at different stages of fabrication are shown in Figure 4-13 for

TiO2 and in Figure 4-14 for the nanolaminate test structures.
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Figure 4-12: Process flow to fabricate test devices to investigate different methods of
improving encapsulation properties of ceramics

Figure 4-13: Optical images of test structures to test TiO2 at different points of
processing. (a) Glass wafer after second layer of TiO2 deposition. (b) Glass wafer
after TiO2 etch and resist removal. (c) Test structure after photoresist patterning
of TiO2. (d) Other test structures after photoresist patterning of TiO2. (e) Test
structures such as those in (c) after TiO2 etch and resist removal.
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Figure 4-14: Optical images at different points of processing for the nanolaminate test
structures. (a) After 1 minute of etching in BHF (b) After etching of the nanolaminate
is completed and photoresist is stripped. (c) Microscope image of fabricated test
electrodes and encapsulated test structures after completion of fabrication.
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4.2.1.3 Result of EIS tests on ALD ceramics

The EIS at 0.1 Hz is performed at 60∘C to accelerate the ageing process. The result

of the EIS is shown in Figure 4-15. Although the use of 60∘C to accelerate the ageing

process allows for faster identification of failures, in order to compare between the

different materials, it is necessary to assume that the rate of ageing with respect to

temperature is the same which might not be true. Nevertheless, the results give an

understanding of the failure modes.

Compared to parylene-C only test structures (P-n), alumina only test structures

(A-n) have lower impedances throughout the entire study. This can be attributed to

the corrosion of alumina in water[151]. Another possible cause of the lower impedance

of A-n versus P-n is that the alumina is thinner and and has a higher dielectric

constant compared with parylene-C. The titania only (T-n) test structure has a much

lower impedance because of the relatively high conductivity of the material which

results in an effective weak short between the different channels on the same chip.

Comparatively, the nanolaminate test structure (N-n) maintains a higher impedance

compared to P-n and A-n test structures likely because of its improved resistance to

corrosion[151].
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Figure 4-15: Magnitude of impedance versus time at 0.1 Hz versus of time of samples
aged at 60∘C. The increased temperature accelerates the time to failure. P-n refers
to the sample with parylene-C insulation only. A-n refers to the sample with ALD
alumina insulation only. T-n refers to the sample with titania insulation only. N-
n refers to the sample with TiO2/Al2O3 nanolaminate (NL) insulation only. PA-n
refers to the sample with parylene-C/alumina hybrid encapsulation only. PN-n refers
to the sample with parylene-C/nanolaminate hybrid encapsulation only. PNT-n refers
to parylene-C/nanolaminate/TiO2 triple encapsulation. Measurement is performed
by Mats Forssell.
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4.2.1.4 Test structures to investigate a hybrid encapsulation strategy us-

ing ALD ceramics combined with parylene-C

In order to combine the advantages of flexibility of polymers and the encapsulation

properties of ceramics, a hybrid encapsulation scheme is used. Three different hybrid

encapsulations are attempted:

1. Parylene-C (2.2 µm) followed by 48 nm of alumina (PA),

2. Parylene-C (2.2 µm) followed by 78 nm of the nanolaminate (PN), and

3. Parylene-C (2.2 µm) followed by 5 nm of TiO2 followed by 78 nm of the nanolam-

inate (PNT)

The first hybrid encapsulation scheme is attempted based on the result by [146]

which showed promising results when combining parylene-C and alumina. However,

based on results when fabricated in-house, the performance of alumina is poor and is

described in Section 4.2.1 which is corroborated with results from other groups [151].

In addition, for the case of the hybrid encapsulation scheme with alumina and

parylene-C, different surface treatments are attempted (typical oxygen plasma descum

(PA-n), A174 treatment (PA-a), and ion mill to replace oxygen plasma treatment

(PA-i)).

The use of TiO2 alone is found to be unsuitable because of the low resistivity of

TiO2 (35.7 Ω-cm) that can result in shorts between interconnects (2 kΩ resistance

between 1 cm long interconnects spaced 5 µm apart). A continuous film is necessary

if high interconnect density is desired. Hence, a hybrid encapsulation combining

parylene-C and the nanolaminate is attempted. The poor adhesion of parylene-C on

the nanolaminate is observed during fabrication resulting in a low yield. This resulted

in development of a triple encapsulation scheme combining TiO2 as a adhesion layer

between parylene-C and the nanolaminate.

The process to fabricate test structures with the hybrid encapsulation scheme is

shown in Figure 4-16 for the PA and PN test structures and in Figure 4-17 for the

PNT case. The fabrication step begins with deposition of 2.2 µm of parylene-C. This
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is followed by deposition of 48 nm of alumina (PA); 78 nm of the nanolaminate (PN);

or 5 nm of TiO2 followed by 78 nm of the nanolaminate (PNT) using the process

described in Section 4.2. 10 nm of Ti, 127 nm of Pt and 10 nm of Ti is deposited by

sputtering and patterned by lift-off. A second layer of the same ceramic is deposited

(but 78 nm of the nanolaminate followed by 5 nm of TiO2 for the triple encapsulation

case). The ceramic is then patterned and etched using SF6 RIE with a Phantom II

RIE for TiO2, BHF wet etch (Transcene) for Al2O3 and Cl2 based ICP-RIE using

the Versaline for the nanolaminate. The remaining resist is removed using acetone.

After a O2 plasma descum step (O2 RIE is used for versaline processes because the

resist exposed to Cl2 is difficult to remove with O2 plasma in the barrel etcher), a

second layer of parylene-C is deposited (2.2 µm) followed by a 20 nm layer of Cr.

The Cr is then patterned and wet etched. The parylene-C is then etched and any

remaining photoresist and Cr is stripped. Details of the fabrication steps can be found

in Appendix A.

Fabricated test structures are shown in Figure 4-18.
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Figure 4-16: Process flow to fabricate test devices with parylene-C and alumina
(PA) and with parylene-C and nanolaminate (PN). (a) Parylene-C and a ceramic is
deposited. (b) Ti-Pt-Ti is deposited and patterned. (c) A second layer of ceramic is
deposited. (d) The ceramic is patterned and a second layer of parylene-C is deposited.
Cr is deposited and patterned for use as a hard mask. (e) parylene-C is etched and
any remaining Cr is removed.
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Figure 4-17: Process flow to fabricate test devices with parylene-C, TiO2 as an ad-
hesion layer and nanolaminate (PNT). (a) Parylene-C is deposited followed by TiO2

and NL. (b) Ti-Pt-Ti is deposited and patterned. (c) A second layer of NL is de-
posited followed by TiO2. (d) TiO2 and NL layers are patterned. (e) A second layer
of parylene-C is deposited followed by Cr. Cr is patterned and used as a hard mask.
(f) Parylene-C is patterned and any remaining Cr is removed.
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Figure 4-18: Optical images at different points of processing of hybrid encapsulation
test structures. (a) After first Pt layer lift-off. (b) After patterning of ceramic layer.
(c) After parylene-C outline patterning. The image is taken with a protective pho-
toresist layer is on the structures after dicing. (d) A sharpened version of (c) with
increased contrast so that the encased ceramic is more visible.
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4.2.1.5 Result of tests on hybrid parylene-C ALD ceramics insulation

scheme

EIS at room temperature is performed on hybrid encapsulation schemes with

parylene-C and alumina using different surface treatments. The results of the EIS are

shown in Figure 4-8. With O2 plasma descum treatment (PA-n), the magnitude of

impedance at 0.1 Hz drops rapidly, likely because of poor adhesion between parylene-

C and alumina. For both the cases where an ion mill treatment to replace O2 plasma

descum (PA-i) and A174 (PA-a) is used, the insulation remains more stable although

it also decreases, indicating better adhesion but degradation because of other factors

such as corrosion of the parylene-C layers.

EIS of samples aged at 60∘C is also performed on the multilayered hybrid encapsu-

lation schemes as shown in Figure 4-15, the parylene-C coated nanolaminate bilayer

test structures (PN-n) have an initially high impedance that degrade to values ap-

proaching that of nanolaminate only test structures. This is likely due to the poor

adhesion between parylene-C and nanolaminate. This delamination is also observed

optically where parylene-C is seen to come off the test structures. For the case of

parylene-C and alumina hybrid encapsulation scheme (PA-n), the impedance drops

rapidly, even going below the A-n test test structures possibly due to a combination

of poor adhesion between alumina and parylene-C and degradation of the alumina

layer.

Of the hybrid encapsulation schemes, a combination of parylene-C with nanolam-

inate and titania as the adhesion layer between parylene-C and titania (PNT-n)

provide the best encapsulation for the first 500 hours before decaying rapidly. The

excellent insulation performance provided at the beginning is likely because of the

good adhesion between parylene-C and titania and the resistance to corrosion of alu-

mina and titania. When the parylene-C is compromised in certain regions, the layer

of conductive titania is exposed to the solution that shorts a larger effective region in

the structure to the potential of the solution and can result in rapid degradation in

impedance.
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4.2.2 Determination of stoichiometry of TiO2 by XPS

Given the dependence of stoichiometry on resistivity for TiO2 [174], XPS (Thermo-

Fischer, ESCA) is performed to characterize the stoichiometry of TiO2 and a four

point probe measurement is used to characterize the resistivity of the film. 41 nm

of TiO2 is deposited on glass wafers and Si wafers. Resistivity is measured using a

standard 4 point probe setup on the glass wafers. The Si wafers are cleaved and loaded

into the XPS machine for analysis. The results of the XPS is shown in Figure 4-19.

All the peaks can be accounted to be from either Ti or O. Quantitative analysis is

then performed on the XPS results to determine the stoichiometry between O and

Ti. The area under each peak after subtracting the fitted background x-ray radiation

using the ESCA Lab software. The atomic percentages are then computed using:

Atomic % =
(Area of Element of Interest/Sensitivity of Element of Interest)∑︀

all elements
(Area of Element/Sensitivity of Element)

(4.4)

where the sensitivity accounts for different factors contributing to different number of

photoelectrons detected for various elements. The sensitivity factors are empirically

determined by the manufacturers of the machine.

Based on the analysis, the ratio of O:Ti is approximately 2.05 to 1, close to the

expected ratio of O:Ti obtained by [174] when the ALD film is deposited at 150∘C.

The measured resistivity using a four-point probe measurement is 35.7 Ω-cm with

a standard deviation of 18.2 Ω-cm over 3 samples.

Table 4.5: Quantitative Analysis of XPS performed on TiO2

Peak FWHM (eV) Area (counts/s-eV) Sensitivity Factor Atomic %
O 1s 3.5 314346.1 2.881 67.2
Ti 2p 5.01 344234.15 6.471 32.8
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O 1s Scan Ti 2p Scan 

(a) 

(b) (c) 

Figure 4-19: XPS Spectra of TiO2. (a) Survey spectra of TiO2 sample. (b) Detailed
scan around O 1s region. (c) Detailed scan around Ti 2p region. Red line is measured
spectra. Green line is fitted background spectra. Orange line is fitted spectra of each
peak. Dark blue line is combined fitted spectra. The light blue lines are a graphical
plot, in arbitrary units, showing the variation in the difference between the fit and
the measured values across binding energies.
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4.3 Nanolaminates for flexible neural probes

4.3.1 Al2O3-TiO2 nanolaminates as a barrier material

4.3.1.1 Determination of chemical composition of nanolaminates by XPS

The composition of the nanolaminate is investigated by XPS. The results of the XPS

is shown in Figure 4-20 and the quantitative analysis of the XPS is tabulated in Table

4.6.

From the results of the quantitative analysis performed as tabulated in Table 4.6,

the ratio of Ti:Al:O is approximately 1:2.3:4.5. The relative amount of oxygen is lower

than is expected if both oxides formed are stoichiometric TiO2 and Al2O3. The higher

relative amount of Al versus Ti can be at least partially explained from the deposition

rates. The deposition rate of TiO2 is approximately 0.4 Å/cycle as compared with

1 Å/cycle for Al2O3. Hence, the expected ratio of Ti:Al based on this argument is

approximately 1:2.5 which is close to the measured value of 1:2.3.

Table 4.6: Quantitative Analysis of XPS performed on the nanolaminate.

Peak FWHM (eV) Area (counts/s-eV) Sensitivity Factor Atomic %
O 1s 1.82 261492.81 2.881 57.6

Ti 2p3 Scan A 2.03 46261.65 4.415 6.6
Ti 2p3 Scan B 1.6 43209.71 4.415 6.2

Al 2p 1.55 261492.81 0.56 29.6
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(a)
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(d)

Al 2p scan Ti 2p scan

O 1s scan

Figure 4-20: XPS spectra of the nanolaminate. (a) Survey spectra of the nanolam-
inate sample. (b) Detailed scan around O 1s region. (c) Detailed scan around Ti
2p region. Red line is measured spectra. Green line is fitted background spectra.
Orange line is fitted spectra of each peak. Blue line is combined fitted spectra. The
dark blue lines are combined fitted spectra. The light blue lines are a graphical plot,
in arbitrary units, showing the variation in the difference between the fit and the
measured values across binding energies.
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4.4 Three layer hybrid encapsulation scheme

The use of a relatively high conductive material (TiO2) and rigid material (the

nanolaminate and TiO2) for flexible neural probes means that electrical and mechan-

ical considerations need to be considered in the design of the probe. In particular,

electrical crosstalk between interconnects and the mechanical stress in the different

layers during bending is considered.

4.4.1 Analysis of Crosstalk

For the encapsulation scheme proposed in Figure 4-21(a), the high capacitance of the

nanolaminate and the low resistance of the titania provides a possible path where

crosstalk is possible. A lumped parameter model is proposed in Figure 4-21(c) which

models the parylene-C and the nanolaminate layers as capacitances and the titania

as a resistance. The choice of this lumped parameter model is based on the material

properties and design of the probe. The nanolaminate layer is very resistive but is

thin and has a high relative permittivity, making a capacitor a suitable model for

it. Similarly, the parylene-C is very resistive making a capacitor a suitable model.

The low resistance of the titania layer makes a resistor a suitable model for it. The

values of the lumped parameters are obtained using the conventional equations for

capacitances and resistances:

𝑅 =
𝑙

𝜎𝐴
(4.5)

𝐶 = 𝜖𝑟𝜖0
𝐴

𝑑
(4.6)

The parameters used for the analysis and simuation are: 𝜎𝑇 𝑖𝑂2 = 0.001 S/m, the

relative permittivity of TiO2, 𝜖𝑟,𝑇 𝑖𝑂2=100, the electrical conductivity of the nanolam-

inate, 𝜎𝑟,𝑁𝐿 = 14.6, the electrical conductivity of parylene-C, 𝜎𝑝𝑥 = 1.8×10−17 S/m

and the relative permittivity of parylene-C, 𝜖𝑟,𝑃𝑥 = 3.15. The driven node is driven

at 1 𝑉𝐴𝐶 .

Using symmetry, the lumped parameter model in Figure 4-21(c) can be simplified
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to Figure 4-21(d). The transfer function is

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑉𝑖𝑛

=

𝑠𝑅𝑇

4𝐶𝑃𝑥
+ 1

2𝐶2
𝑃𝑥

𝑠𝑅𝑇

4
( 1
𝐶𝑝𝑥

+ 1
𝐶𝑁𝐿

) + 1
4𝐶2

𝑝𝑥
+ 1

2𝐶𝑝𝑥𝐶𝑁𝐿

(4.7)

There is one zero and one pole in the transfer function. The zero occurs at

𝑠 = − 2

𝑅𝑇𝐶𝑝𝑥

(4.8)

and the pole occurs at

𝑠 = −
𝐶𝑁𝐿

𝐶𝑝𝑥
+ 2

𝑅𝑇 (𝐶𝑝𝑥 + 𝐶𝑁𝐿)
≈ − 1

𝑅𝑇𝐶𝑝𝑥

(4.9)

assuming 𝐶𝑁𝐿 ≫ 𝐶𝑃𝑥. By substituting the values used, the calculated zero is at

2.85 kHz and the calculated pole is at 1.43 kHz. The SPICE circuit simulation using

the lumped parameter model in Figure 4-22 matches this behavior.

To verify that the lumped parameter model is a sufficient representation of the

distributed nature of the device, a COMSOL Multiphysics finite element simulation

is performed using the setup shown in Figure 4-21(b). With the output node floating,

the simulation results (Figure 4-23) closely matches with the predicted result based on

the lumped parameter model that is shown in Figure 4-22. This shows that although

the actual capacitances and resistances in the device are distributed, the lumped

parameter model presented is a suitable model.

Based on this model, there is significant crosstalk around the 1 kHz region which

is around the frequencies of interest given the high voltages seen at the output node

in that region. However, the model is a worst case model. In reality, there is an

electrode at the output node and a distributed resistance along the interconnect since

the resistance of the Pt is finite. Moreover, the neurons do not drive the driven node

like an ideal voltage source. The driving source is typically modelled as a Norton

source with a high membrane resistance. When using the more realistic driving and

load models as shown in Figure 4-21(f) (𝑅𝑀 = 100 MΩ, 𝑅𝑠 = 10 kΩ, 𝑅𝐿 = 10 kΩ),
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Figure 4-21: Cartoons and schematics of the proposed encapsulation schemes. (a)
Interconnect scheme with electrode. (b) Simulation setup in COMSOL. (c) Proposed
lumped parameter model. (d) Reduced circuit from (c) based on symmetry. (e)
Setup for crosstalk analysis. (f) Setup for more realistic model of the input and
output circuits. (g) Lumped parameter model of titania only scheme.
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Figure 4-22: Simulation results from SPICE simulation based on lumped parameter
model. Lighter dashed line is the phase. Solid line is the magnitude in voltage.

the voltage at the output node is less than 11 µV/V for the frequencies of interest.

This indicates that with the proposed triple layer encapsulation, crosstalk is not likely

to be significant.

If titania is used alone without NL, a resistive connection occurs between 𝑉𝑖𝑛 and

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 because of the high conductivity of titania as shown in Figure 4-21(g). Unlike

the triple encapsulation scheme that is discussed and shown in Figure 4-21(d), this

direct resistive connection results in significant crosstalk across all frequencies.
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Figure 4-23: Simulation results from COMSOL Multiphysics finite element analysis.
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4.4.2 Analysis of mechanical properties of hybrid encapsula-

tion

An analysis is also performed to determine the ability of the encapsulation layer to

survive mechanical bending since it is meant for use in applications where flexibility

is required. To analyze the bending capability of the hybrid encapsulation scheme,

an analysis of the mechanical stress in each layer is performed.

The equation used is derived from equations for pure bending

𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 =
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝜌

(𝐸𝐼)𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
(4.10)

where 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 is the maximum stress in the material, 𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 is the Young’s

modulus of the material, (𝐸𝐼)𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 is the flexural rigidity of the entire beam, 𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥 is

the maximum distance of the material from the neutral axis of the beam which is

in this case in the centre of the beam and 𝜌 is the radius of curvature of the beam.

The area of interconnects is assumed to take up half of the area and hence, the

effective Young’s modulus of the platinum region is taken to be the average of Pt and

parylene-C based on a mixture model.

The Young’s modulus and yield strength of the materials are tabulated in Ta-

ble 4.7. The Young’s modulus of TiO2, Al2O3 and the nanolaminate are obtained

from a study by [175] where the Young’s modulus of various TiO2-Al2O3 nanolami-

nates, TiO2 and Al2O3 are measured using a nanoidentor. The values obtained largely

agree with another study performed by [176] using MEMS shaft-loading and bulge

tests. The Young’s modulus of Pt and yield strengths of the various materials are ob-

tained from [177][178][179][180]. The yield strength of the nanolaminates is computed

using the rule of mixtures[181]:

𝜎𝑦,𝑁𝐿 = 𝑓𝑇𝜎𝑦,𝑇 𝑖𝑂2 + (1 − 𝑓𝑇 )𝜎𝑦,𝐴𝑙2𝑂3 , (4.11)

where 𝜎𝑦,𝑁𝐿 is the yield strength of the nanolaminate, 𝑓𝑇 is the fraction of TiO2 in the

nanolaminate, 𝜎𝑦,𝑇 𝑖𝑂2 is the yield strength of TiO2 and 𝜎𝑦,𝐴𝑙2𝑂3 is the yield strength
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of Al2O3. 𝑓𝑇 is taken to be 1/3.3 = 0.303 based on the XPS results in Table 4.6.

This rule of mixtures is the simplest rule to estimate yield strength of composites

and there are a number of modified rule of mixtures [181]. However, given that

the yield strengths of TiO2 and Al2O3 are close, it is unlikely that there will be

significant changes in the derived yield strength of nanolaminates even when these

modified versions are used.

Based on the analysis shown in Figure 4-24, Pt and the the nanolaminate/TiO2

ceramics are likely to break down at around 100 µm radius of curvature. For the

application of penetrating electrodes, this is unlikely to be of concern. However,

for other applications such as cuff-electrodes, the radius of curvature can be smaller

depending on the size of the nerve. Hence, if a smaller radius of curvature is required,

the thicknesses of these layers should be reduced.

The quantities tabulated in Table 4.7 also allows for an analytical analysis of the

increase in stiffness of the probe due to the ceramic encapsulation scheme. To predict

axial stiffness, the ratio of the axial rigidities 𝐸𝐴 can be computed as follows:

(𝐸𝐴)𝑤𝑁𝐿

(𝐸𝐴)𝑛𝑜𝑁𝐿

=
𝐴𝑤𝑁𝐿

𝐴𝑛𝑜𝑁𝐿

𝑓𝑡𝐸𝑡 + 𝑓𝑁𝐿𝐸𝑁𝐿 + 𝑓𝑃𝑡𝐸𝑃𝑡 + 𝑓𝑃𝑥𝐸𝑃𝑥

𝑓𝑃𝑥𝐸𝑃𝑥 + 𝑓𝑃𝑡𝐸𝑃𝑡

(4.12)

where (𝐸𝐴)𝑤𝑁𝐿 is the axial rigidity with nanolaminate, (𝐸𝐴)𝑤𝑁𝐿 is the axial rigidity

with no nanolaminate, 𝑓𝑡 is the volume fraction of titania, 𝑓𝑃𝑡 is the volume frac-

tion of Pt, 𝑓𝑃𝑥 is the volume fraction of parylene-C, 𝑓𝑁𝐿 is the volume fraction of

nanolaminate. 𝐸𝑡, 𝐸𝑃𝑡, 𝐸𝑁𝐿 and 𝐸𝑃𝑥 are the Young’s moduli of TiO2, Pt, NL and Px

respectively. For a typical probe fabricated, the thickness of each layer of parylene-C

Table 4.7: Mechanical properties of various ceramic layers

Material Young’s Modulus (GPa) Elastic Limit/Yield Strength (MPa)
TiO2 136 333

Nanolaminate 140 309
Parylene-C 4 3200

Al2O3 143 300
Pt 168 125
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Figure 4-24: Stress in MPa versus radius of curvature (mm) based on theoretical
calculations. Various elastic limits are also plotted to indicate point of failure.

is 2.2 µm, the thickness of Pt is 125 nm, the thickness of each layer of NL is 80 nm

and the the thickness of each layer of TiO2 is 5 nm. Assuming that 50% of the probe

is covered with Pt, the calculated ratio of axial rigidities indicates that the stiffness

of the probes increases by 85%.

To predict bending stiffness, the ratio for flexural rigidity, (𝐸𝐼)𝑤𝑁𝐿

(𝐸𝐼)𝑛𝑜𝑁𝐿
is obtained.

Given the proximity of the nanolaminate coatings to the neutral axis, the flexural

rigidity is dominated by the parylene-C for both cases. For the same thicknesses, the

calculated increase in flexural rigidity is 1%.

4.5 Summary

Different methods to improve parylene-C to parylene-C adhesion is investigated and

tested by EIS. The effect of the various plasma treatments is investigated by XPS. It

is found that out of the treatments presented, oxygen plasma improves parylene-C to

parylene-C adhesion the most. It is also found that there is no observable correlation

between adhesion improvement and hydrophobicity, indicating that the improvement
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in adhesion is not likely to be due simply to Van Der Waals forces.

ALD ceramics are also tested by EIS to determine efficacy of treatment. The

composition of the nanolaminate is determined by XPS. It is found that alumina

corrodes too quickly in water and titania has too low of a resistivity for successful

encapsulation. TiO2/Al2O3 nanolaminate is found to have high enough resistivity and

is resistant to corrosion in water. However, the adhesion between the nanolaminate

and parylene-C is poor.

Hence, a three-layer encapsulation scheme is proposed with TiO2 acting as the

adhesion layer. The electrical crosstalk arising from the conductive TiO2 is analyzed

and suggests that crosstalk is insignificant with the TiO2 thickness used (5 nm).

Analytical simulations show that devices insulated with this scheme can be bent

down to a radius of curvature of 100 µm without fracture, indicating that flexibility

is not compromised by this encapsulation scheme.
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Chapter 5

Protruding electrodes

An important consideration as described in Chapter 1 is the distance separating the

electrodes from the neurons since this will affect the signal-to-noise ratio. The deposit-

and-etch group of subtractive processes that is widely used to remove the dielectric

from the top of the electrode in flexible neural probes[182][38][183][22] and is also used

for the process described in Chapter 2 result in recessed electrodes. For stiff Si probes

with specialized process flows that result in protruding electrodes such as the Utah

array[23], the design space is usually limited and electrode counts low (in the case

of the Utah array, it is only possible to have one electrode per shank). In contrast,

recessed electrodes result in an increased distance between the region of interest and

the recording electrode. A method to incorporate protruding electrodes in order to

reduce this distance while maintaining the versatility of the deposit-and-etch group

of processes is developed.

Improving electrode density is often important to acquire single-unit recordings

from more neurons. Increasing the interconnect density is often essential in order to

improve electrode density without increasing the size of the probe which is important

to reduce tissue damage. One way of improving interconnect density is to incorporate

vias that allow interconnects to span across multiple layers of metal.

Since there are similar challenges in the fabrication of vias and protruding elec-

trodes, both will be discussed in this chapter.
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5.1 Vias and interconnects

5.1.1 Existing processes for fabrication of vias

The manufacture of vias is well established in CMOS technology. These methods

involve the etching of the dielectric followed by deposition of a barrier layer and a

metal fill. The success of the via technology usually hinges on the ability to deposit

the metal conformally so that no voids are created and the subsequent planarization

of the metal[184]. To do this, methods such as CVD of tungsten[184], organometallic

chemical vapor deposition of Cu(OMCVD)[185], electroless plating of Cu[186], elec-

troplating of Cu, reflow of Cu after sputtering[184], are employed. The choice of

process is largely determined by reliability and cost of the process.

Vias are also common in printed circuit boards (PCBs) and other board-level

architectures. In PCBs, vias are usually created using mechanical drills or CO2 lasers

and plated with metal[187]. ACF (anisotropic conductive film) adhesives are also

commonly used for connecting neural probe pads to flat flexible cables and PCBs

largely because they do not require very precise alignment [188][40][22]. In [182],

ACF adhesives are used to electrically bond and stack devices together, essentially

creating a form of vias which help in achieving higher electrode density.

In neural probes, vias are also fabricated in Si-based probes with flexible regions

[39] and in stiff Si based probes[22] using etch and metal-fill based processes.

In this thesis, vias are incorporated into compliant probes that do not have any

stiff Si regions. This introduces new challenges compared with the aforementioned

processes. Using a flexible substrate would introduce new challenges because any

large adrupt changes in stiffness at the interface between the dielectric and the metal

fill would cause would create large amounts of stress which would result in failure.

5.2 A metal-fill based process to fabricate vias

The fabrication of vias basically requires a connection between two layers of metal.

The first approach attempted is a metal-fill approach similar to that used in CMOS
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Figure 5-1: A. Condensed process flow to fabricate vias using an etch and metal-fill
kind of process. A description of each step depicted in the process flow is found in
the text. B. An optical image of test structures fabricated using described process
flow. C. Zoomed-in image of a fabricated via.
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processes where the dielectric at the regions where a connection is desired is etched

and a metal is used to fill the gap. A test wafer is fabricated to develop and investigate

this type of process. The process flow is illustrated in Figure 5-1A. A 2.2 µm layer of

parylene-C is first deposited using a CVD process as shown in Figure 5-1a. A 126 nm

layer of Pt is then deposited by sputtering and patterned by lift-off as shown in

Figure 5-1b. Following that, a second layer of 2.2 µm layer of parylene-C is deposited

as shown in Figure 5-1c. A 20 nm Cr hard mask is then deposited and patterned as

shown in Figure 5-1d. At the vias, the top layer of parylene-C is then etched using

O2 reactive ion etching (RIE) as shown in Figure 5-1e. Following an Ar+ RIE etch to

remove PtO2 formed on the Pt during the etch and etching of the remaining Cr hard

mask using a wet etchant, a second 2.5 µm layer of Pt is deposited and patterned by

lift-off as shown in Figure 5-1f. Details of this process flow is found in Appendix A.

Optical images of fabricated vias are shown in Figure 5-1B and Figure 5-1C.

Results of the four-point probe tests performed on the vias using the test structures

is tabulated in Table 5.1 and show via resistance values of 1.2 Ω to 11.2 Ω which

is negligible compared to interconnect resistance in neural probes (typically kΩs).

Although contacts are successfully made using this method, the measured resistances

are not inversely proportional to the area of the vias as would be expected from

theory. Hence, SEM is performed on the vias as shown in Figure 5-2 which shows

sign of delamination at the edges of the vias. EDX is also performed which confirmed

that there is a void present at the edge of the vias. Only Pt is detected on the via

and on the sides of the via.

The presence of delamination explains the inconsistent values of resistance for

Table 5.1: Measured resistances of different vias

Via Size (µm by µm ) Resistance (Ω)
40 by 40 8.9
60 by 60 7.9
80 by 80 11.2
100 by 100 1.2
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Figure 5-2: SEM of a fabricated via showing signs of delamination at the edges. EDX
is performed at points 1,2 and 3 labelled on the figure. No material is detected at
point 1. Only Pt is detected at points 2 and 3.

the different via sizes and also affects the long-term reliability of the vias. For this

process, the second layer of Pt is required to be in the same order of thickness as the

top dielectric layer because the method of deposition (sputtering) is not as conformal

as other processes such as chemical vapor deposition (CVD) or atomic layer depo-

sition (ALD), where the material is deposited in the vapor phase. The thick layer

of Pt makes the integrity of the structure very sensitive to residual stress in this Pt

layer. The intrinsic stress of a 577 nm-thick layer of Pt is 282 MPa measured using

a FLX-2320 (KLA-TENCOR, Milpitas, CA). Furthermore, the thickness of the Pt

has to scale with the thickness of the top dielectric layer. For thick dielectrics, this

can make the process prohibitively expensive and unreliable because of the process’

sensitivity to stress in the thick Pt film. The thickness of dielectric affects the insula-

tion properties of the probe and hence, it is ideal to be able to control the thickness

of the probe independently. In addition, this method is undesirable in the case of

flexible devices because the sharp transitions result in stress concentration that leads

to mechanical failure of the device. Sloping sidewalls of the parylene-C via, described

in Section 5.3.2, solve these issues.
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5.2.1 Fabrication of Vias

Using the grayscale lithography and transfer process described in Section 5.3.2, vias

are fabricated using Dr. Jinsheng Gao’s existing masks, which consists of grayscale

patterns made up of 8 by 8 squares of length 1 µm each fabricated from Compu-

graphics. 2.3 µm of parylene-C is first deposited on a 10 cm Si wafer. Following that,

2.4 µm of AZ4210 is spun on the wafer at 3000 rpm for 30 s and baked for 1 min

on a 100∘C hotplate. The wafer is then exposed using a Karl-Suss MA6 (Garching,

Germany) in proximity exposure mode with a gap of 150 µm for 320 s. Following

that, the wafer is developed for 1 min in 1:2.7 AZ developer:DI water. The wafer is

then etched in the Trion RIE machine using 50 W O2 at 50 mT for 15 min. After

cleaning the wafer in acetone and IPA followed by a O2 barrel etcher clean at 100 W

for 1 minute, 126 nm of Pt is deposited on 2.3 µm of Px that is patterned and etched.

The optical image of a fabricated slope is shown in Figure 5-3a and the profile using

contact profilometry is shown in Figure 5-3b.

Successful fabrication of vias are determined by a two-point measurement. Electri-

cal contact is achieved across the sloped sidewalls but not across steep sidewalls which

are also present in the mask, demonstrating successful fabrication of vias. Structures

with both stepped and sloped sidewalls are visible in Figure 5-3a. Using an SEM to

examine the morphology of the slope shows successful fabrication of a gradual slope

as seen in Figure 5-4a. A zoomed-in SEM of the slope shows the morphology of the

bumps, which are in the order of the dimensions of the individual pixels (1 µm by

1 µm) and give rise to the roughness observed in the contact profilometer scan in

Figure 5-3.
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Figure 5-3: Optical image and profilometer measurement of sloped sidewall fabricated
using grayscale lithography.
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Figure 5-4: SEM of side of a via fabricated using grayscale lithography. (a) Zoomed-
out SEM showing extent of slope. (b) Zoomed-in SEM showing microstructures
formed by grayscale lithography.
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5.3 Protruding Electrodes

5.3.1 Existing processes for fabrication of protruding elec-

trodes

Existing protruding electrodes are typically fabricated on rigid

substrates[23][189][190][25][191]. The main applications for these protruding

electrodes are typically for recording and stimulation from cultures and ex-vivo

preparations[189][190] or as a means of insertion[23][25].

The protruding electrodes in [189] are fabricated by isotropically etching glass

substrates with an appropriate mask to create sharp tips on the rigid substrates. It is

proposed in [189] that the sharp pyramidal protruding electrodes improve recording

quality by penetrating through a layer of dead cells that are present in cultures and

ex-vivo preparations. In [190], the protrusions are fabricated using a electrodeposition

step to create a rounded mushroom-like protrusion and it is shown that the significant

improvement in recording quality arises from cultured cells engulfing these protru-

sions. These studies show that there is a significant advantage of using protruding

electrodes for in-vitro applications on rigid substrates.

In the case of stiff probes meant for in-vivo preparations such as the Utah array[23]

and Microprobes electrodes[25], the probes are needle-like and are a mechanism to

insert the probe and allow the electrodes to reach the target recording or stimulation

site. The Utah arrays[23] are fabricated from a block of Si from a combination of

dicing and etching steps in order to create the needles. Microprobes electrodes[25]

are fabricated by deinsulating an insulator-coated wire at the tip. The process design

of these probes result in electrodes that are flush with the surface of the needles.

However, the electrode height is a results of the processing technique to create sharp

needles rather than a deliberate means of improving signal recording. Hence, many

design parameters such as the length of the needles are determined by other factors

such as insertion depth. These technologies tend to result in very small design spaces

since the design is essentially fixed by the process flow.
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In this thesis, protrusions are fabricated under electrodes that would have been

typically recessed on flexible substrates, combining the benefits of mechanical compli-

ance, versatility of design and proximity of the electrodes to the sites of interest. The

techniques used to create these protrusions, which aim to overcome problems similar

to the fabrication of vias, are also demonstrated in a via fabrication process.

5.3.2 Sloped sidewalls of parylene-C to fabricate vias or pro-

truding electrodes

The requirement for a thick metal fill for vias comes from the fact that the sidewall of

the vias are steep making the requirement of step coverage difficult to meet without

a conformal process to deposit Pt. A profilometer scan showing the sidewalls of a

9 µm-thick probe created by etching parylene-C deposited on Si using RIE is shown in

Figure 5-5. Although conformal processes to deposit Pt exist [192], they are expensive

and slow as compared to physical processes like sputtering and evaporation. One way

of relaxing the condition for a conformal process while maintaining step coverage is to

make the sidewalls less steep. This motivates the development of a process to create

sloped sidewalls.

In the case of fabrication of vias or protruding electrodes on parylene-C based

structures, the proposed method of fabrication using sloped structures is described in
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Figure 5-5: Profilometer scan of a parylene-C probe.
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Figure 5-6. The steps described in Figure 5-6(a-c) are used to fabricate a parylene-

C/Pt/parylene-C sandwich and are similar as the corresponding steps described in

Section 5.2 with the exception that the electrode region is not exposed. The first

Pt layer is removed directly under the protruding electrode to improve structural

integrity by increasing parylene-parylene interface area under the protruding electrode

site. Following that, sloped sidewalls in photoresist are fabricated as shown in Figure

5-6(d) and explained further below. The slope is then transferred to the parylene-C

using a controlled etch step and a second layer of Pt is patterned and deposited using

a lift-off process as shown in Figure 5-6(e).

The two critical steps in this process are (a) to create sloped profiles in the pho-

toresist and (b) to transfer the obtained profiles onto the dielectric material using a

calibrated etch step.

In the literature, creation of 2.5D profiles with photoresist is used to fabricate

microlens[122][193] and MEMS structures[194][195]. There are a number of methods

to create sloped profiles including reflow of resist and relying on surface properties

to create lens-like structures[122], modifying exposure and development parameters

to modify the slope of the resist and grayscale lithography[193]. The reflow of resist

can only be used to create a very limited design space of curved lens-like structures.

Modifying exposure and development parameters is briefly attempted but can only

be used to fabricate a very limited range of slopes. Hence, in order to improve the

versatility of the process, grayscale lithography is used. The development of the

grayscale lithography process for this application is described in Section 5.3.3.

Following creation of 2.5D profiles in the resist, it is then necessary to transfer

the pattern onto the material of interest (parylene-C in this case). There are differ-

ent methods of transferring patterns including molding[193] and etching[195]. Since

parylene-C is deposited in the vapor phase which makes methods like molding diffi-

cult, etching is the method used to transfer the photoresist pattern onto parylene-C.

The analysis and implementation of this process is discussed in Sections 5.3.4 and

5.3.5.
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Figure 5-6: Process flow to fabricate neural probes with sloped sidewalls. (a) De-
positon of parylene-C. (b) Patterning and deposition of Pt by lift-off. (c) Deposition
of second layer of parylene-C. (d) Grayscale lithography to fabricate sloped sidewalls
in photoresist. (e) Transfer of slope sidewall pattern from photoresist to parylene-C
followed by patterning and deposition of second layer of Pt by lift-off.
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5.3.3 Grayscale lithography

Grayscale profiles in lithography is obtained using direct write (maskless) approaches

and by using specially designed masks to vary the exposure dose at different locations

of the wafer. Grayscale lithography relies on the fact that photoresists do not have

infinite contrast, where the contrast γ, is defined by:

𝛾 =
1

log10
𝐷100

𝐷0

, (5.1)

where for a positive resist, 𝐷100 is the dose where 100% of the resist remains and 𝐷0

is the dose where 0% of the resist remains. For a negative resist, this definition is

inverted. Unlike conventional photolithography, where a high contrast is desired, in

grayscale lithography, a sufficiently low contrast is desired so that sufficient levels of

grayscale is achieved. Since contrast is a function of the photoresist and processing

conditions such as temperature, development time and developer type, appropriate

modifications to the process is done to achieve a low contrast. Modification of the

contrast can also affect the profile of the obtained resist. For example, if a grayscale

pattern consisting of a gradual slope is fabricated, the slope will increase as the con-

trast increases. An investigation on the effect of various parameters like development

time on the contrast of AZ4210 resist is performed in [195].

5.3.3.1 Appropriate parameters for development of a process to achieve

contrast in AZ4620

In this thesis, the same principles of using dilute developer and having an extended

development time to achieve low contrast is investigated for another resist (AZ4620).

Development of the process for this thicker resist is required because of the thicker

parylene-C layers for certain devices. In order to determine the appropriate param-

eters to achieve sufficiently low contrast, test structures are fabricated as shown in

Figure 5-7(b). The test mask contains 120 µm squares filled with grayscale patterns

that are used in the designs. These grayscale patterns consist of four 1 by 1 µm

squares. If one of the four squares is covered with Cr, the transmission ratio is 25%.
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The four 120 µm squares in the test structures have transmission ratios of 25%, 50%,

75% and 100%.

The test structures are fabricated on a Si wafer with a 4.5 µm-thick layer of

parylene-C coated on it. AZ4620 is spun at 3500 rpm and soft baked for 2 min on a

100∘C hotplate. It is found that exposure with a 150 µm gap between the wafer and

the mask for 280 s with 5 mW/cm2 intensity at 320 nm wavelength with the MA6

(Karl-Suss) and developing with dilute AZ developer (AZ developer: water = 1:2.7)

for 50 min achieved sufficient contrast for a 7.4 µm AZ4620 resist. This is determined

by a profilometer scan across the test structures to obtain the height of each of the

fabricated test structures as shown in Figure 5-7(a). Using this set of parameters

results in the photoresist height to dose profile shown in Figure 5-7(c).

5.3.3.2 Methods to control exposure dose at different locations on a wafer

Once an appropriately low contrast is achieved, the range of exposure dose is set

within a range such that the resist thickness is controlled by the exposure dose. In

the direct write approaches, this exposure dose is controlled pixel by pixel by varying

the e-beam dose[196] or light intensity[193][197] at each location by scanning the e-

beam or light source line by line. However, the direct write approaches are slow and

expensive as they require writing pixel by pixel.

Another approach more suitable for large scale manufacturing is to use grayscale

masks. Since photolithographic masks are typically binary in nature (regions with Cr

typically used to block UV light completely and glass is used as a substrate to allow

transmission of UV light in regions without Cr), one way of achieving grayscale fea-

tures is by exposing the resist with multiple exposures with different masks[198][199];

Regions that are exposed multiple times will have a higher dose. However, this pro-

cess is expensive as it requires multiple masks and alignment steps. A similar method

of creating sloped features is to use the ’moving mask’ technique where the mask

is moved in-plane during exposure which will similarly create regions with different

dose[200].

Another way of achieving grayscale features that is used in this thesis is by drawing
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Figure 5-7: (a) Profilometer scan to show variation in height for four different doses
used in the test structure. (b) Optical image of grayscale test structures after de-
velopment. Percentages indicate transmission ratio used. (c) Graph of height of
photoresist versus transmission ratio. Photoresist used is AZ4620.
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features below the resolution limit of the exposure system to control the effective

local exposure dose without actually fabricating the drawn features. This is similar

to generating smooth looking images by using the halftone technique. Different mask

designs are possible but the method largely relies on the use of modulation of the

transmitted UV light by controlling the area of the opening across each unit cell

[198][194][199]. If a tool to create features sufficiently below the resolution of the limit

of the exposure system is not available or is too expensive, the minimum resolution

is increased, for example, by exposing the wafer in proximity mode and increasing

the distance between the mask and the wafer which effectively blurs the pattern

[198]. Hence, the distance between the mask and the wafer is used to control the

smoothness of the grayscale pattern. The relation between resolution limit and the

distance between the mask and the photoresist during proximity exposure is given

by[201]:

𝑅 =
√︀
𝑘𝜆𝑔, (5.2)

where 𝑅 is the minimum resolution of features in the photoresist in µm, λ is the

wavelength of light in µm, 𝑔 is the gap between the middle of the resist and the

written features of the mask in µm, and 𝑘 is a machine dependent constant that is

usually close to 1. In this thesis, grayscale lithography is performed using soda lime

glass masks that are made in the Carnegie Mellon University Nanofabrication facility

(Nanofab) using the Heidelberg DWL 66FS Laser Lithography System which gives

∼ 1 µm resolution for features on the mask. In the Nanofab, the tool for proximity

exposure (Karl-Suss MA6) has λ = 0.32 µm. In this process, the gap between the

mask and wafer, 𝑔, is chosen to be 150 µm, which gives 𝑅 ∼ 7 µm. It may appear

from (5.2) that the parameter 𝑔 can be arbitrarily large. However, 𝑔 also affects the

slope of the non-grayscale features and thus determines the maximum slope possible

with the process.

An initial test of use of grayscale lithography is performed using Dr. Jinsheng

Gao’s previously fabricated grayscale mask fabricated in Compugraphics which con-

sists of a subpattern of 8 by 8 one µm squares[195]. By controlling the number of
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squares that are blocking light, the amount of transmitted light is controlled using

the following equation:

𝑇 = 1 − 𝑁𝐴

𝑁𝑇

, (5.3)

where 𝑇 is the fraction of light transmitted, 𝑁𝐴 and 𝑁𝑇 are the number of 1 µm by

1 µm squares that are blocking light and 𝑁𝑇 is the total number of one by one µm

squares in the subpattern.

Assuming the same minimum feature size on the mask, the use of a larger subpat-

tern allows for higher vertical resolution (perpendicular to the wafer) because of more

grayscale levels but limits the horizontal resolution (along the wafer) of the designs

because of the large unit cells required to be tessellated [198]. For example, using Dr.

Jinsheng Gao’s test structure allows for creation of slopes in photoresist with horizon-

tal length on the order of 100 µm or more along the plane of the wafer because each

subpattern has width ∼8 µm. However, for the application of protruding electrodes,

the slopes have to be much steeper because the size of the electrodes is in the order

of 10 µm. Hence, in the masks for protruding electrodes, the subpattern is modified

to be smaller (one µm length squares arranged in a 2 by 2 subpattern) although this

limits the number of grayscale levels (4 versus 64). However, if the proximity distance

is kept at 150 µm, the size of the subpattern is smaller than the resolution limit which

would allow for smoothing of the pattern across subpatterns.

5.3.4 Analysis of pattern transfer for anisotropic etch pro-

cesses

Once a sloped profile is achieved in the resist, an etch step is performed in order to

transfer the slope pattern from the resist to the parylene-C. This pattern transfer by

etching is analyzed starting with the relationship between the parylene-C etched and

the respective etch times and etch rates. By assuming that the etch step is perfectly

anisotropic, this relationship is written as[195]:

𝑑𝑃𝑥(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑅𝑃𝑥𝑡−𝑅𝑃𝑥𝑡𝑃𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑅𝑃𝑥𝑡−𝑅𝑃𝑥
𝑑𝑃𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦)

𝑅𝑃𝑅

, (5.4)
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where 𝑡 is the total etch time, 𝑑𝑃𝑥 is the actual depth of parylene-C etched, 𝑅𝑃𝑥 is

the etch rate of parylene-C, 𝑅𝑃𝑅 is the etch rate of photoresist, 𝑑𝑃𝑅 is the depth of

photoresist etched and 𝑡𝑃𝑅 is the time the photoresist is etched. In this analysis, the

etch rates are assumed to be independent of location on the wafer.

For the creation of vias and protruding electrodes, the etch time is designed such

that parylene-C in the regions without photoresist is just etched completely so that

the platinum in the lower level is exposed. This means that the thickness of the

parylene-C encasing the platinum is written as

𝑇𝑃𝑥 = 𝑅𝑃𝑥𝑡. (5.5)

The thickness of parylene-C is usually fixed by other device considerations and 𝑅𝑃𝑥

is determined by processing conditions. Hence, (5.5) is a design constraint that sets

the total etch time for a given process. Applying this constraint to (5.4) gives

𝑑𝑃𝑥(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑇𝑃𝑥 − 𝑆𝑑𝑃𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦) (5.6)

where 𝑆 = 𝑅𝑃𝑥/𝑅𝑃𝑅 is the selectivity of the etch.

If the thickness of the resist is also set to be

𝑇𝑃𝑅 = 𝑇𝑃𝑥/𝑆 (5.7)

which makes 𝑇𝑃𝑅 = 𝑅𝑃𝑅𝑡 so that the resist is also just etched completely,

𝑑𝑃𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦) = ℎ𝑃𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦) (5.8)

where ℎ𝑃𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦) is the height profile of the photoresist. In addition,

ℎ𝑃𝑥(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑇𝑃𝑥(𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝑑𝑃𝑥(𝑥, 𝑦). (5.9)
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Hence, substitution of (5.8) and (5.9) into (5.6) yields:

𝑇𝑃𝑥(𝑥, 𝑦) − ℎ𝑃𝑥(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑆(𝑇𝑃𝑅 − ℎ𝑃𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦)) (5.10)

which is simplified to

ℎ𝑃𝑥(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑆ℎ𝑃𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦). (5.11)

Hence, if the etch time and resist thickness are set appropriately using the constraints

represented by (5.4) and (5.7), the final height and slope of the parylene-C structures

are scaled by a factor 𝑆 versus that of the grayscale patterns obtained in the pho-

toresist during development.

The effect of the various deviations from the constraints is seen in Figure 5-8. In

Figure 5-8(a), the ideal case is shown where the etch time and resist thickness are set

appropriately.

In the case where the etch time is longer than required, which is usually necessary

to account for non-uniformities across the wafer, the constraint (5.4) on parylene

thickness and etch time becomes

𝑇𝑃𝑥 + 𝜖𝑃𝑥 = 𝑅𝑃𝑥𝑡 (5.12)

where 𝜖𝑃𝑥 is the magnitude of the deviation in thickness of 𝑇𝑃𝑥 from 𝑅𝑃𝑥𝑡. However,

all the photoresist is still etched and hence, the equality 𝑑𝑃𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦) = ℎ𝑃𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦) does

not change. Hence,

ℎ𝑃𝑥(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑆ℎ𝑃𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝜖𝑃𝑥. (5.13)

When ℎ𝑃𝑥(𝑥, 𝑦) ≤ 0, all the parylene-C is etched at that point. From (5.13), overetch-

ing does not change the slope of the obtained profile but introduces a downward shift

to the profile. This is seen in Figure 5-8(b).

The effect of deviations of the resist thickness, 𝑇𝑃𝑅 from 𝑇𝑃𝑥/𝑆 is seen by changing

the constraint on resist thickness to

𝑇𝑃𝑅 = 𝑇𝑃𝑥/𝑆 ± 𝜖𝑃𝑅. (5.14)
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Figure 5-8: Effect of process variations on the pattern transfer process from pho-
toresist to parylene-C. (a) In the ideal case where both photoresist and top layer
parylene-C are just etched. (b) Case where parylene-C is overetched. (c) Case where
photoresist is thinner than the ideal case. (d) Case where photoresist is thicker than
the ideal case.
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where 𝜖𝑃𝑅 is the magnitude of the deviation in thickness of the resist from 𝑇𝑃𝑥/𝑆.

For the case 𝑇𝑃𝑅 = 𝑇𝑃𝑥/𝑆 − 𝜖𝑃𝑅, this gives:

ℎ𝑃𝑥(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑆ℎ𝑃𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝑆𝜖𝑃𝑅. (5.15)

Having a resist thinner by 𝜖𝑃𝑅 results in a shift in the parylene profile downwards by

𝑆 times 𝜖𝑃𝑅 as seen in Figure 5-8(c).

For the case 𝑇𝑃𝑅 = 𝑇𝑃𝑥/𝑆 + 𝜖𝑃𝑅, the equation 𝑑𝑃𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦) = ℎ𝑃𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦) no longer

applies since there will be remaining photoresist after the etch and is substituted

with:

𝑑𝑃𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦) + 𝜖𝑃𝑅 = ℎ𝑃𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦) (5.16)

for ℎ𝑃𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦) < 𝑇𝑃𝑥/𝑆, and

𝑑𝑃𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑇𝑃𝑥/𝑆 (5.17)

for ℎ𝑃𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦) > 𝑇𝑃𝑥/𝑆.

For the case ℎ𝑃𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦) < 𝑇𝑃𝑥/𝑆, this gives the same equation

ℎ𝑃𝑥(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑆ℎ𝑃𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦). (5.18)

For the case ℎ𝑃𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦) > 𝑇𝑃𝑥/𝑆, the parylene remains unetched or

ℎ𝑃𝑥(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑇𝑃𝑥. (5.19)

This is seen in Figure 5-8(d), where the final parylene-C profile is the same as the

profile in the ideal case in the regions without remaining resist but in regions with

remaining resist, the parylene-C remains unetched.

5.3.5 Implementation of pattern transfer

To design for the final slope of the features, it is necessary to first characterize 𝑆.

Since O2 RIE is the most common method of etching parylene-C anisotropically, the
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pattern transfer process is characterized using O2 RIE as the method of etching to

transfer the pattern from photoresist to parylene-C.

To characterize the etch rate of the various materials using O2 RIE, parylene-C,

AZ4210 and AZ4620 are deposited/spun on one inch Si test coupons. 4.5 µm of

parylene-C is deposited using the standard Gorham process. AZ4210 and AZ4620

is spin coated on 1”-diameter Si test coupons at 3000 rpm and baked at 100∘C on a

hotplate to give a thickness of 2.4 µm and 8.8 µm measured using a P-15 Profilometer

(KLA Tencor, Milpitas, CA). Following 5 min of etching in the Phantom II RIE (Trion

Technology, Clearwater, FL) using O2 RIE at 50W and 14 sccm, the thicknesses of the

various resists and parylene-C are measured to obtain the etch rates that are tabulated

in Table 5.2. As expected, since both parylene-C and photoresist are polymers, the

etch rates for all the compounds are within the same order.

Two different resists are investigated in order to allow for a larger range of thick-

nesses of parylene-C. For typical spin speeds (2000 rpm to 4000 rpm) AZ4210 gives

a resist thickness of approximately 2-4 µm and AZ4620 gives a resist thickness of ap-

proximately 6-10 µm. Hence, based on the selectivities obtained from the measured

etch rates, AZ4210 allows for grayscale lithographic transfer to parylene-C layers of

approximately 2.4-4.8 µm-thick whereas AZ4620 allows for 4.7-7.9 µm-thick layers.

5.3.6 Fabrication of Protruding Electrodes

Protruding electrodes are fabricated using the technology developed for vias. In this

case, the slopes created using 2.5D lithography are used to create electrodes that

protrude out of the substrate.

Table 5.2: Measured etch rate of various materials in O2 plasma RIE and calculated
selectivities based on the etch rates

Material Measured etch rate (µm/min) S = (R𝑃𝑥/R𝑃𝑅)
Parylene-C 0.15 1
AZ4620 0.19 0.79
AZ4210 0.13 1.2
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Figure 5-9: Layout of a protruding electrode. Grayscale tones are obtained by using
a subpattern of 4 squares.

The layout for a protruding electrode is shown in Figure 5-9. A gradual slope

is designed using grayscale lithography to ensure continuity between the lower Pt

layer and the top of the protrusion at the sides of the protrusion using a series of

subpatterns consisting of 4 squares. The arrangement of the different subpatterns is

shown in Figure 5-9.

Since probes of two different parylene-C thicknesses are fabricated in this thesis,

two seperate process flows for grayscale lithography is developed. The initial steps for

both probes are similar. Initially, the 250 to 300 µm-thick 10 cm Si wafer is treated

with a mixture of A174, IPA and DI water (1:100:100 by volume) that has been left

to cure overnight. Parylene-C (2.2 µm for 4.5 µm-thick probes, 4.5 µm for 9 µm-thick

probes) is then deposited on the wafer. Following that, AZ5214E is spun at 4000 rpm

and baked on a hotplate at 100∘C for 1 minute to give a thickness of 1.4 µm. Following

contact exposure for 40 s in the MA6 with the Pt-layer mask, the wafer is baked at

115∘C for 2 min. The wafer is then developed in a mixture of AZ developer:DI water

(2:1 by volume of AZ developer:water) for 1 minute. Following a 1 minute, 100 W

descum in an O2 barrel etcher at 1 Torr, 126 nm of Pt is deposited using the Perkin-

Elmer 2400-6J sputtering system at 20 mT, 65 sccm Ar flow rate. The wafer is then

soaked overnight in acetone and transferred into a new beaker of acetone where it
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is ultrasonicated until the lift-off is complete. A 1 minute, 100 W descum in an O2

barrel etcher at 1 Torr is then performed and a second layer of parylene-C (2.2 µm

for 4.5 µm-thick probes, 4.5 µm for 9 µm-thick probes) is then deposited. Following

a Cr hard mask deposition (20 nm for 4.5 µm-thick probes, 33 nm for 9 µm-thick

probes) using a Perkin-Elmer 2400 8L sputtering system, AZ4210 is spun at 3000

rpm to give a 2.4 µm thick layer of resist. The wafer is baked in a 90∘C oven for 20

min. Following exposure with a mask to define the outline of the probes in the MA6

for 120 s, the wafer is developed in AZ developer for 1 minute. Following a 1 minute,

100 W descum at 1 Torr, the exposed Cr is etched in Cr etchant (Transcene) for 30

s. The wafer is then etched using a Trion RIE system using O2 plasma at 50 mT,

100 W, 14 sccm (40 min for 4.5 µm-thick probes, 80 min for 9 µm-thick probes).

Following that, any remaining photoresist is removed using acetone and following a

1 minute, 100 W descum at 1 Torr, the remaining Cr is removed by immersing the

wafer in Trascene Cr etchant for 60 s.

For 4.5 µm-thick probes, AZ4210 is used to perform the grayscale lithography

steps and is spun at 3000 rpm and baked for 1 minute on a 100∘C hotplate, giving

a thickness of 2.4 µm. Using proximity exposure mode on the MA6 (Karl-Suss,

Garching, Germany), the resist is exposed for 320 s with a 150 µm gap between the

mask and photoresist followed by 50 min development in AZ developer solution (1

AZ developer:2.7 water). The wafer is then etched in a Trion RIE O2 plasma at 50

W 14.2 sccm for 15 min which resulted in a slight overetch. This gives an etch rate of

approximately 0.17 µm/min which is close to the 0.13 µm/min etch rate characterized

in Table 5.2.

Optical images at different points of processing are seen shown in Figure 5-10.

Figure 5-10(a) shows an image of a probe after lift-off. Figure 5-10(b) shows an

image of a probe after a ceramic is patterned. A detailed description of different

ceramics used is given in chapter 4. Figure 5-10(c) shows an image of a probe after

the outline of the parylene-C is patterned and the electrode regions are defined by

grayscale lithography. Figure 5-10(d) shows a final image of a probe with the second

layer of Pt deposited and patterned to define the protruding electrode.
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Figure 5-10: Optical images at different points of processing of protruding electrodes.
(a) After first Pt layer lift-off. (b) After patterning of ceramic layer (a description
of the use of ceramics is found in chapter 4. (c) After parylene-C outline patterning
and grayscale patterning of parylene-C in electrode regions. (d) After second layer
Pt deposition and lift-off.
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A zoomed-out optical image of a fabricated probe with protruding electrodes is

shown in Figure 5-11(a). An SEM of a protruding electrode that illustrates the

morphology of the protrusion is shown in Figure 5-11(b). The protruding electrode

is also characterized using a Newview 7300 optical profilometer (Zygo Corporation,

Middlefield, CT) as shown in Figure 5-12(a). The 2D profile across the dotted line

shown in Figure 5-12(a) is plotted in Figure 5-12(b). The optical interference nature

of the Zygo measurement makes thickness values taken over transparent surfaces (like

parylene-C) unreliable. Hence, this explains unreliable values of height obtained by

the Zygo in areas such as the region ’parylene over Pt’ indicated in Figure 5-12(a),

where a deep recess is indicated by the Newview 7300 (The additional Pt in that region

should result in a mesa and this is confirmed by contact profilometry). However, the

protruding region is coated by Pt which is not transparent and hence is not expected

to produce unreliable results with the Newview 7300. An Alicona Infinite Focus

microscope is also used to characterize the morphology of the protruding electrode.

The obtained 3D profile is shown in Figure 5-13(a) and the 2D profile along the red

line plotted in Figure 5-13(a) is shown in Figure 5-13(b).

For 9 µm probes, AZ4620 is used to perform the grayscale lithography steps and is

spun at 3500 rpm for 30 s with a 6 s spread at 600 rpm and baked for 2 min on a 100∘C

hot plate, giving a thickness of 7.4 µm. Using proximity exposure mode on the MA6

(Karl-Suss, Garching, Germany), the resist is exposed for 280 s with a 150 µm gap

between the mask and photoresist followed by a 50 min development step in diluted

AZ developer solution (1 AZ developer:2.7 water). The wafer is then etched in a Trion

RIE O2 plasma at 50 W 14.2 sccm for 30 min which resulted in a slight overetch. This

gives an etch rate of approximately 0.25 µm/min which is close to the 0.19 µm/min

etch rate characterized in Table 5.2. The protruding electrode is characterized using a

Newview 7300 optical profilometer as shown in Figure 5-14(a). The 2D profile across

the dotted line shown in Figure 5-14(a) is plotted in Figure 5-14(b). The obtained

3D profile using the Alicona Infinite Focus microscope is shown in Figure 5-15(a) and

various 2D profiles are extracted from the 3D profile in Figure 5-15(b) and Figure

5-15(c).
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Figure 5-11: Images of protruding electrodes. (a) Optical image of 9 protruding
electrodes in a penetrating neural probe. (b) SEM of a protruding electrode.

Figure 5-12: Zygo measurement of the profile of a protruding electrode in a 4.5 µm-
thick probe. The contrast in slope between a typical and sloped sidewall is evident
here. The slope obtained is approximately 0.15 µ𝑚/µ𝑚 (a) 3D profile of a protruding
electrode. (b) extracted 2D profile across dotted white line seen in (a).
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Figure 5-13: (a) 3D profile of a protruding electrode in a 4.5 µm-thick probe obtained
using the Alicona microscope. (b) extracted 2D profile across red line seen in (a).

Figure 5-14: Zygo measurement of the profile of a protruding electrode in a 9 µm
probe. (a) 3D profile of a protruding electrode. (b) extracted 2D profile across dotted
white line seen in (a).
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Figure 5-15: (a) 3D profile of a protruding electrode in a 9 µm probe obtained using
the Alicona microscope. (b) Extracted 2D profile across red line seen in (a). (c)
Extracted 2D profile across green line seen in (a).
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Electrical continuity is also confirmed for both electrodes fabricated in 4.5 µm-

thick probes and 9 µm-thick probes by using a measuring the resistance between an

electrode and a pad using a probe station.

5.3.7 Roughening of electrodes

In this section, the metric used to characterize roughness in this section is the arith-

metical mean deviation of the assessed profile, which is given by

𝑅𝑎 =
1

𝑛

𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

|𝑦𝑖| (5.20)

where 𝑛 is the total number of points measured, 𝑦𝑖 is the height of the profile at point

𝑖 after subtracting the mean of the entire profile.

AFM is performed on a 3 µm by 3 µm area of a flat portion of the protruding

electrode of the 4.5 µm-thick probe. The result of the AFM is shown in Figure 5-16.

The measured 𝑅𝑎 is 107 nm compared to 13 nm for conventional recessed electrodes

as measured in Chapter 2. The measured 𝑅𝑎 of the flat portion of the protruding

electrode after 300∘C anneal is measured to be 103 nm. This method of electrode

fabrication reduces the electrode impedance at 1 kHz from 70 kΩ to 21.6 kΩ for

115 µm by 15 µm electrodes, 293 kΩ to 160 kΩ for 15 µm by 15 µm electrodes and

128 kΩ to 82 kΩ for 65 µm by 15 µm electrodes as shown in Figure 5-17.

The cause of the increased roughness is investigated using AFM. The measured 𝑅𝑎

for as-deposited parylene-C is 4 nm for as-deposited parylene-C, 7 nm for parylene-C

etched for 2 min in O2 RIE and 22 nm for parylene-C etched for 5 min as shown in

Figure 5-18. The conditions for the O2 RIE etch are the same as for the protruding

electrodes (i.e., 50 W, 14.2 sccm in the Trion RIE machine). The measured 𝑅𝑎 is much

lower compared to that of protruding electrodes (107 nm). Hence, the approximately

3 min of overetch of parylene-C during the processing of protruding electrodes alone

cannot account for the increased roughness completely.

Furthermore, coating the untreated and etched parylene-C with approximately

126 nm of Pt is seen to reduce the roughness of the parylene-C as seen in Figure 5-19.
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Figure 5-16: AFM of protruding electrode.

Figure 5-17: Comparison of the impedance of electrodes with and without protrusion.
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1 µm

(a) Parylene (no treatment) (b) Parylene (2 min O2 RIE) (c) Parylene (5 min O2 RIE)
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54

0

nm
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88

0

nm

Figure 5-18: AFM of 4.5 µm-thick parylene-C (a) with no treatment (b) after 2 min
etch in O2 RIE (c) after 5 min etch in O2 RIE. Measured roughness, R𝑎 is 4 nm for
(a), 7 nm for (b) and 22 nm for (c).

The 𝑅𝑎 is seen to be reduced from 4 nm to 3 nm when Pt is deposited on untreated

parylene-C, from 7 nm to 5 nm when Pt is deposited on parylene-C that has been

etched for 2 min in O2 RIE and from 22 nm to 18 nm when Pt is deposited on

parylene-C that has been etched for 5 min in O2 RIE. It is also observed that the

grain sizes of the Pt increases with the O2 RIE time of the parylene-C.

During the fabrication of protruding electrodes, the photoresist is etched com-

pletely prior to parylene-C. By performing AFM on photoresist spun on parylene-C,

it is seen that although as-deposited photoresist is smooth, the photoresist gets con-

siderably roughened after O2 RIE as shown in Figure 5-20. Since the photoresist is

etched through (for 12 min) prior to the etching of parylene-C, this roughness will be

transferred to the parylene-C. This explains the discrepency between the roughness of

etched parylene-C and the roughness of the protruding electrode. Other reasons for

the discrepency include differences in the microloading conditions since the tests were

done on pieces of Si coated with parylene-C whereas for the fabrication of protruding

electrodes, the surface of the wafer is patterned with photoresist with only very small

regions of parylene-C exposed.
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1 µm

(c) Pt on Px (5 min O2 RIE)

1 µm
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40
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(b) Pt on Px (2 min O2 RIE)(a) Pt on Parylene-C (Px) 

Figure 5-19: AFM of Pt on 4.5 µm-thick parylene-C (a) with no treatment of parylene-
C (b) with parylene-C etched for 2 min in O2 RIE (c) with parylene-C etched for 5
min etch in O2 RIE. Measured roughness, R𝑎 is 3 nm for (a), 5 nm for (b) and 18 nm
for (c).
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20 

0

nm
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55 
nm

0

(a) PR (no treatment) (b) PR (2 min O2 RIE) (c) PR (5 min O2 RIE)
3

0
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1 µm

Figure 5-20: AFM of positive photoresist (AZ4210) spun on 4.5 µm-thick parylene-C
(a) with no treatment (b) after 2 min etch in O2 RIE (c) after 5 min etch in O2 RIE.
Measured roughness, R𝑎 is 0.3 nm for (a), 2 nm for (b) and 6 nm for (c).
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5.4 Summary

The fabrication of protruding electrodes, which reduces the distance between the

recording or stimulation site of interest and the electrode, is developed using grayscale

lithography and pattern transfer from the photoresist to parylene-C. Grayscale lithog-

raphy is achieved using grid-like patterns below the resolution limit of the photolithog-

raphy system that can control the effective intensity of transmitted light in an area.

Pattern transfer is analyzed and performed assuming an anisotropic etch where the

ratio of etch rates determines the final slope of the structure. The use of grayscale

lithography eliminates the need for thick layers of metal that causes reliability prob-

lems because of intrinsic stress and allows flexibility in the design of the electrode.

The same method is also demonstrated as a means to fabricate vias on a flexible

neural probe substrate.

This method of fabricating protruding electrodes is found to reduce the impedance

of the electrode as compared with recessed electrodes. This can be explained by the

increased roughness of protruding electrodes.
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Chapter 6

Design of probes and in vivo

experiments for specific applications

The principles of electrical neural stimulation and sensing are generally similar across

different applications. For sensing, a high signal-to-noise ratio is achieved when the

electrodes are close to the recording site-of-interest, impedance of the electrodes is

low and the impedance of the insulated regions in the probe is high. For stimulation,

a large capacity for charge transfer without exceeding safe limits and proximity to

the stimulation site-of-interest is critical. The design of electrodes for stimulation and

sensing is discussed in Chapter 2.

Despite the similarities, the design of various probes are very application specific

largely because of the very different anatomy where stimulation and sensing is desired;

and the different methods required to deploy the probes. Furthermore, due to the

tradeoffs in the design of probes (for example, penetrating probes are more specific

than cuff electrodes for peripheral applications but cause more damage to tissue), the

optimal design of probes differs across applications.

This chapter first describes the mechanical design of probes for implantable brain

probes and peripheral probes. For the case of penetrating probes in the brain, an

in vivo comparison between dissolvable probes and Si probes is provided. Preliminary

work on the actuation of neural probes is then described.
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6.1 Meanders to improve axial compliance in im-

plantable probes

An implanted neural probe can be modeled as a lumped parameter system as shown

in Figure 6-1. This model consists of a mechanical spring representing the stiffness

of the electrical wiring between the brain and the skull (𝑘𝑎) and an effective stiffness

of the spring in the brain (𝑘𝑏). Thus, in order to reduce micromotion of the probe in

the brain, it is necessary to reduce 𝑘𝑎, the spring constant of the probe between the

brain and the skull. In addition, it is also necessary to decouple the electrode from

this micromotion to ensure recording stability[202]. This can be achieved by reducing

𝑘𝑏. The assumed fixed boundary condition of the end of the probe embedded in

the brain can be enforced through the use of design modifications such as anchoring

structures[203]. This, along with a low 𝑘𝑏 improves recording stability.

Contributors to micromotion include respiration and vascular pulsation

[204][205][206], and mechanical acceleration of the head [205][206]. Based on this, the

approach to minimizing the impact of micromotion involves minimizing the spring

constant 𝑘𝑎 in the radial direction with fixed-guided boundary conditions. The sec-

ond approach involves minimizing the spring constant of a probe under fixed-free

conditions in the 𝑥, 𝑦 and 𝑧 components. For the circular meanders analyzed in

this section, it is found that both boundary conditions yield approximately the same

results when the probe has more than three circular segments.

6.1.1 Analysis of circular meanders for probes

Using the model in Figure 6-2, a framework is developed to compare and analyze

different probe connection structures. The primary metric used is the spring constant

of the connection between the brain and the skull. Reference [207] considers the use

of rectangular meandering probes and compared them with straight beams. In this

section, a class of meandering neural probes built using circular sections is analyzed

under the constraints typically required for neural probes. The analysis provides a
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Figure 6-1: Schematic representing the mechanical model of a probe implanted in a
brain.

structured means of designing probes using such circular sections. As compared to

rectangular meanders, meanders based on conic sections allow for increased probe

packing density and do not have sharp corners or localized stress concentrations.

By considering a different axis for each unit structure as shown in Figure 6-2, the

method described in [208] that is used to determine the spring constant of rectangular

is applied for the structures shown in Figure 6-2. Due to the circular shape of the

unit structure, polar coordinates are used. For the case where only in-plane forces

and moments are applied, the moment in the 𝑗𝑡ℎ meander section is

𝑀𝑗,𝑖𝑛 = (−1)𝑗𝐹𝑦𝑅(sin 𝜃 − sin 𝜃1) + 𝐹𝑥𝑅(cos 𝜃1 − cos 𝜃 + 2𝑗 cos 𝜃1) + 𝑀0 (6.1)

where 𝜃1 is defined to be 𝜋−𝜃𝑠
2

. For the case when only an out-of-plane force, 𝐹𝑧 is

applied, the moment, 𝑀𝑗,𝑜𝑢𝑡 and torsion, 𝑇𝑗,𝑜𝑢𝑡, in the j th meander section are

𝑀𝑗,𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝐹𝑧𝑅
√︀

(sin 𝜃 − sin 𝜃1)2 + (cos 𝜃1 − cos 𝜃 + 2𝑗 cos 𝜃1)2 cos
(︁𝜃 − 𝜃1

2

)︁
(6.2)

𝑇𝑗,𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝐹𝑧𝑅
√︀

(sin 𝜃 − sin 𝜃1)2 + (cos 𝜃1 − cos 𝜃 + 2𝑗 cos 𝜃1)2 sin
(︁𝜃 − 𝜃1

2

)︁
(6.3)

respectively where 𝐹𝑥, 𝐹𝑦, 𝐹𝑧, 𝑀0 are forces and moments applied as shown in Fig-
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Figure 6-2: (a) Meanders formed using circular segments with (a) 𝜃𝑠 = 𝜋, (b) 𝜃𝑠 < 𝜋
and (c) 𝜃𝑠 > 𝜋.
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ure 6-2. Applying Castigliano’s theorem yields

𝑈𝑖𝑛 =
𝑁−1∑︁
𝑗=0

∫︁
𝑀2

𝑗,𝑖𝑛

2𝐸𝐼𝑧
𝑑𝑠 (6.4)

𝛿𝑥 =
𝜕𝑈𝑖𝑛

𝜕𝐹𝑥

(6.5)

𝛿𝑦 =
𝜕𝑈𝑖𝑛

𝜕𝐹𝑦

(6.6)

𝜃𝑟 =
𝜕𝑈𝑖𝑛

𝜕𝑀0

(6.7)

𝑈𝑜𝑢𝑡 =
𝑁−1∑︁
𝑗=0

∫︁
𝑀2

𝑗,𝑜𝑢𝑡

2𝐸𝐼𝑥
𝑑𝑠 +

𝑁−1∑︁
𝑗=0

∫︁
𝑇 2
𝑗,𝑜𝑢𝑡

2𝐺𝐽
𝑑𝑠 (6.8)

𝛿𝑧 =
𝜕𝑈𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝜕𝐹𝑧

(6.9)

where 𝛿𝑥, 𝛿𝑦, 𝛿𝑧, 𝜃𝑟 are the displacement in 𝑥, displacement in 𝑦, displacement in 𝑧

and rotation at the point of application of the forces and moment. 𝑈𝑖𝑛 and 𝑈𝑜𝑢𝑡 are

the strain energy due to the in-plane forces and the strain energy due to the out-of-

plane forces respectively. 𝐸 is the Young’s Modulus of the material, 𝐺 is the shear

modulus of the material, 𝐽 is the torsional rigidity of the material, 𝐼𝑧 is the bending

moment of inertia about the 𝑧 axis and 𝐼𝑥 is the bending moment of inertia about

the 𝑥 axis. Throughout this section, the assumption of a planar fabricated structure

is used. Thus, the cross section is rectangular, 𝐼𝑧 = 𝑤3𝑡
12

and 𝐼𝑥 = 𝑤𝑡3

12
, where 𝑤 is

defined to be the width of each structure and t is the cross-sectional thickness of the

structure. Using polar coordinates, 𝑑𝑠 = 𝑅𝑑𝜃.

Two boundary conditions are of interest for this application, namely fixed-free and

fixed-guided boundary conditions. In the case where the origin of the displacement

arises due to brain pulses during respiration or vascular pulsation, a fixed-guided

boundary condition would be more appropriate. For other cases such as motion

induced due to locomotion, a fixed-free condition is more appropriate.
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For the case of fixed-free boundary conditions

𝛿𝑥 =
𝜕𝑈𝑖𝑛

𝜕𝐹𝑥

⃒⃒⃒
𝑀0=0
𝐹𝑦=0

=

𝐹𝑥𝑁𝑅3

6𝐸𝐼𝑧
((2 + 4𝑁2)(𝜋 − 2𝜃1) + (4𝑁2 − 1)(𝜋 − 2𝜃1) cos(2𝜃1) − 3 sin(2𝜃1)) (6.10)

𝛿𝑦 =
𝜕𝑈𝑖𝑛

𝜕𝐹𝑦

⃒⃒⃒
𝑀0=0
𝐹𝑥=0

=
𝐹𝑦𝑁𝑅3

𝐸𝐼𝑧
((𝜋 − 2𝜃1)(sin

2 𝜃1 +
1

2
) − 3

2
sin(2𝜃1)) (6.11)

𝛿𝑧 =
𝜕𝑈𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝜕𝐹𝑧

=
𝐹𝑧𝑁𝑅3

12

(︁(︀
(5 − 3𝑁 + 4𝑁2)𝜃𝑠 + (4𝑁2 − 3𝑁 − 1)𝜃𝑠 cos(2𝜃1)+

4(4𝑁2 + 3𝑁 − 7) cos3(𝜃1) sin(𝜃1) + 3 sin(4𝜃1)
)︀
/𝐸𝐼𝑥+(︀

(11 + 3𝑁 + 4𝑁2)𝜃𝑠 + (4𝑁2 + 3𝑁 − 7)𝜃𝑠 cos(2𝜃1)−

4(4𝑁2 + 3𝑁 − 7) cos3(𝜃1) sin(𝜃1) − 3 sin(4𝜃1) − 24 sin(2𝜃1)
)︀
/𝐺𝐽

)︁
(6.12)

The spring constants are obtained by using the relations 𝑘𝑥 = 𝐹𝑥

𝛿𝑥
, 𝑘𝑦 = 𝐹𝑦

𝛿𝑦
and

𝑘𝑧 = 𝐹𝑧

𝛿𝑧
. The graphs of 𝛿𝑥, 𝛿𝑦 and 𝛿𝑧 are plotted in Figure 6-3. Over 𝜃𝑠, no stationary

point exists for 𝛿𝑦 but a maximum exists for 𝛿𝑥 and 𝛿𝑧.

For the case of fixed-guided boundary conditions, if 𝑑 is the direction of the test

force, 𝑘𝑑 = 𝐹𝑑

𝛿𝑑
when 𝛿 in all other perpendicular directions and the rotation 𝜃𝑟 is

fixed at zero. Due to the nature of vascular pulsation and respiration, only motion

in the radial 𝑦-direction needs to be considered. Applying (6.1) to (6.7) and solving

the system of equations yields:

𝛿𝑦 =
𝐹𝑦𝑁𝑅3

𝐸𝐼𝑧
(𝜃𝑠(sin

2 𝜃1 +
1

2
) − 3

2
sin(2𝜃1) − 𝑔(𝜃1, 𝑁)) (6.13)

where

𝑔(𝜃1, 𝑁) =
(−2 cos2 𝜃1 + (𝜋 − 2𝜃1) sin 𝜃1 cos 𝜃1)

2

− sin 2𝜃1+𝜋−2𝜃1
2

+ cos2 𝜃1
(𝜋−2𝜃1)(𝑁2−1)

3

for even 𝑁 , and

𝑔(𝜃1, 𝑁) =
(−2 cos 𝜃1 + (𝜋 − 2𝜃1) sin 𝜃1)

2

𝑁2(𝜋 − 2𝜃1)
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Figure 6-3: Calculated displacements in the 𝑥, 𝑦 and 𝑧 directions when 𝑅 = 100 µm,
𝑡 = 2.5 µm, 𝑤 = 10 µm for different 𝜃𝑠 and 𝑁 under a test force of 10−10 N in the
respective directions.
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for odd 𝑁 .

Based on (6.13), Figure 6-4 illustrates that for large 𝑁 , 𝛿𝑦 under fixed-guided con-

ditions approaches 𝛿𝑦 under fixed-free conditions since 𝑔(𝜃1, 𝑁) approaches zero. Since

neural probes are typically much longer in the 𝑦-direction than in the 𝑥-direction, this

condition holds true and thus, for the purposes of this work, it is only necessary to

consider the simpler fixed-free expression during the design of the structure.

6.1.2 Simulation of spring constants

Simulations are done in COMSOL Multiphysics using the following parameters: 𝜃𝑠

=0.5 to 4.5 radians (steps of 0.5 radians), 𝑅 = 100-1000 µm (steps of 100 µm), 𝑁 =

2-6 (steps of 2), 𝐸 = 4 GPa, 𝑡 = 2.5 µm, 𝑤 = 10 µm. The rms error in simulations

versus theoretical analysis for 𝑘𝑥 is 2.1% across all parameters simulated. For 𝑘𝑧, the

rms error is 3.3%.

Figure 6-5 shows the error in simulations of 𝑘𝑦 as compared with that obtained

from theoretical analysis. As seen, for small 𝑅 and 𝜃𝑠, there is a very large difference

between the simulated and theoretical results. This is attributed to the increased

ratio of axial strain energy to bending energy for small 𝑅 and 𝜃𝑠. By including the

axial strain energy,

𝑈𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑎𝑙 =

∫︁
𝐹 2
𝑦 sin2 𝜃

2𝐴𝐸
𝑟𝑑𝜃 (6.14)

where 𝐴 is the cross sectional area of the structure, the additional displacement due

to the axial strain energy can be found using

𝛿𝑦,𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑎𝑙 =
𝑑𝑈𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑎𝑙

𝑑𝐹𝑦

=
𝐹𝑦𝑅

2𝐴𝐸

(︀
(𝜋 − 2𝜃1) + sin(2𝜃1)

)︀
(6.15)

By including the axial strain energy, the difference between simulated and theo-

retical results for 𝑘𝑦 across all the parameters used is less than 0.5%.
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Figure 6-4: Ratio of spring constant under the fixed-guided boundary condition to the
fixed-free boundary condition when 𝜃𝑠 = 𝜋. The ratio approaches 1 as 𝑁 increases.
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6.1.3 Constrained optimization of 𝑘𝑦 for a single electrode wire

For a probe integrated with a delivery vehicle (i.e., a dissolvable needle)[108], it is

necessary to place constraints on the probes in order to fit the probe in the delivery

vehicle as shown in Figure 6-6(a). The target length 𝐿 is determined by the depth

in the brain of the target neural population that the probe is meant to sense and the

maximum width 𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥 is determined by the minimum width of the delivery vehicle to

avoid buckling during insertion into neural tissue. Under the assumption that a more

compliant probe would yield longer more reliable recordings, it is desired to minimize

the spring constant in the 𝑦-direction, 𝑘𝑦, under these constraints.

Increasing 𝑅 and decreasing 𝑁 by the same factor keeps the target length 𝐿

constant but reduces 𝑘𝑦 since 𝑘𝑦 is inversely proportional to 𝑁𝑅3. This increases the

compliance without changing the target length 𝐿 but requires larger𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥. Therefore,

the larger 𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥 is, the larger is the maximum obtainable compliance. Hence, the

constraints are expressed as:

𝐿 = 2𝑅𝑁 sin
(︀𝜃𝑠

2

)︀
(6.16)

𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 2𝑅
(︁

1 − cos
(︀𝜃𝑠

2

)︀)︁
+ 𝑤 (6.17)

There are additional constraints due to the finite wiring pitch for a physically realiz-

able device that limits the maximum possible 𝜃𝑠 and is discussed shortly. In addition,

these constraints are for the case where there is one electrode per needle. The case

with multiple electrodes is discussed in Section 6.1.4.

The two constraints, (6.16) and (6.17), can be combined to obtain equations that

define the design space (𝑁 , 𝑅, 𝜃𝑠) under these constraints:

𝜃𝑠 = 4 atan
(︁𝑁(𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑤)

𝐿

)︁
(6.18)

𝑅 =
𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑤

2(1 − cos(𝜃𝑠/2))
(6.19)

𝑁 = 𝐿 tan
(︁ 𝜃𝑠

4(𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑤)

)︁
(6.20)
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Figure 6-6: (a) Constraints imposed by a delivery vehicle of length 𝐿 = 1500 µm
and width 𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 110 µm. (b) Fixed-free 𝑘𝑦 under the constraint of 𝐿 = 1500 µm
and 𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 110 µm. Increasing 𝑁 reduces the spring constant. No stationary point
exists.

The two constraints, (6.16) and (6.17), reduce the three-dimensional space to a

one-dimensional one. There are no stationary points under these constraints in 𝑘𝑦

and thus, the optimal solutions are at the end points of the set of possible solutions.

In addition, 𝜃𝑠 is limited by the need to avoid meander overlap as shown in Figure 6-

7(d). This also limits the maximum 𝑁 because 𝑁 increases with 𝜃𝑠 from (6.20). From

(6.19), increasing 𝜃𝑠 also reduces 𝑅.

For the case 𝜃𝑠 < 𝜋, the minimum spacing between adjacent meanders is

𝑠 = 2(𝑅− 𝑤

2
) cos 𝜃1 (6.21)

For the case 𝜃𝑠 > 𝜋,

𝑠 = 4(𝑅−𝑅 cos 𝜃1) − 𝑤 (6.22)

Under the constraints (6.16) and (6.17),

𝑠 = 2
𝐿− (𝑁 + 1)𝑅

𝑁 − 1
− 𝑤 (6.23)
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For the case with 𝐿 = 1500 µm and 𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 110 µm, typical values of an insertion

vehicle for small animal brain studies[209]. As seen from (6.18), probes with larger

𝑁 have larger 𝜃𝑠. Figure 6-7 shows three probes that satisfy 𝐿 = 1500 µm and 𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥

= 110 µm.

Figure 6-6(b) shows the fixed-free spring constant in the 𝑦-direction under the

applied constraints. Since increasing 𝑁 under the applied constraints increases com-

pliance, 𝑁 should be as large as possible. However, 𝑁 is constrained by (6.23) since 𝑠

is constrained by lithographic resolution. For example, if there is a lithographic limit

of 𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛=1 µm between two adjacent structures, minimizing 𝑘𝑦 gives a value of 44 for

𝑁 , which gives a value of 0.12 N/m for 𝑘𝑦.

6.1.4 Constrained optimization of 𝑘𝑦 for multiple electrode

wires

Another important factor to consider in probe design is the probe packing density.

Given the lack of information about the exact location of individual neurons and the

desire to obtain recordings from as many neurons as possible, it is desirable to have

high electrode counts and electrode spacing matching the extent of individual neuron

signals on each implant. In other words, for a target depth 𝐿 in the brain, it is desired

to maximize the number of electrodes. Increasing the number of electrodes imposes

additional constraints to the design space that is considered in this work.

6.1.4.1 Minimizing spacing between multiple electrode wires

If the fabrication of these structures is performed using 2D planar MEMS fabrication

processes, maximizing probe packing density is equivalent to minimizing the horizon-

tal spacing, 𝑑, between two adjacent probes given the lithographic process constraint

of 𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛. This minimal horizontal spacing between probes, 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛, also imposes addi-

tional constraints to the shape of an individual meander. For optimal density, probes

should be arrayed horizontally with no vertical displacement as shown in Figure 6-

8(a). If a vertical displacement exists, the minimum gap size is reduced as shown in
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Figure 6-7: Three probes satisfying the conditions 𝐿 = 1500 µm and 𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 110 µm.
𝑤 is set to 10 µm. (a) 𝑁 = 12, (b) 𝑁 = 22 and (c) 𝑁 = 42. Large 𝑁 results in more
compliant probes but is limited by the need to avoid meander overlap. In addition, a
minimum spacing is required because of lithographic resolution. (d) Minimum spacing
for the probe with 𝑁 = 42.
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Figure 6-8(a). If there is no vertical displacement, as shown in Figure 6-8(b), using

trigonometry, for any 𝜃𝑠, an array of probes with distance 𝑑 between the probes will

result in a minimum distance between the probes

𝑔 =

√︂
𝑅2 + 𝑑2 + 4𝑅𝑑 cos

(︁𝜃𝑠
2

)︁
−𝑅− 𝑤 (6.24)

In other words, if there is a lithographic constraint on the minimum value of 𝑔, 𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛,

the probes should be spaced apart with a distance

𝑑 =

√︂
(𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 𝑤)2 + 4𝑅(𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 𝑤) + 4𝑅2 cos2

(︁𝜃𝑠
2

)︁
− 2𝑅 cos

(︁𝜃𝑠
2

)︁
(6.25)

For the multielectrode case, 𝑑 effectively plays the role of 𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥 in the single

electrode case in constraining the width of the individual structures. Substituting

(6.17) into the expression for 𝑑 yields

𝑑 =

√︂
(𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 𝑤)2 + 4𝑅(𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 𝑤) + 4

(︁
𝑅− 𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑤

2

)︁2

− 2
(︁
𝑅− 𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑤

2

)︁
(6.26)

This implies that if 𝑅 is increased, 𝑑 is reduced and hence, the probe packing density is

increased. However, based on analysis in the previous section, under the constraints,

increasing 𝑅 reduces 𝑁 and 𝜃𝑠 based on and also reduces the mechanical compliance

of the structure.

6.1.4.2 Maximizing compliance given a fixed probe density

If a particular number of electrodes, 𝑀 , is desired in a single needle, a new constraint

can replace 6.17) for the single electrode case:

𝑀𝑑 + 𝑤 = 𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥. (6.27)

By substituting (6.26) into (6.27), for each value of 𝑀 , an additional constraint on

𝑅 is obtained. Using the constraints of 𝐿 = 1500 µm, 𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 110 µm, 𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 1 µm
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(c) 

110 µm 

Figure 6-8: (a) Maximum probe density arises when probes are arrayed with no
vertical displacement. Segment with limiting spacing is shown with dotted red lines.
(b) Minimum spacing, 𝑔, between two identical circular probes shifted horizontally
by distance 𝑑. (c) shows the case of 3 probes in the delivery vehicle (𝑀 = 3)
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imposed by a delivery vehicle as shown in Figure 6-8(c), a graph showing optimized

fixed-free 𝑘𝑦 over𝑀 is shown in Figure 6-9. The other parameters used are 𝑤 = 10 µm,

𝑡 = 2.5 µm and 𝐸 = 4 GPa.

As shown from Figure 6-9, fitting a larger number of probes, 𝑀 , in a single

delivery vehicle, results in larger spring constants and hence, less compliant probes.

Ultimately, the optimum solution depends on the requirements of the application, and

the weight placed on the compliance versus the probe density during the optimization

process.
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Figure 6-9: (a) Maximum probe density arises when probes are arrayed with no
vertical displacement. Segment with limiting spacing is shown with dotted red lines.
(b) Minimum spacing, 𝑔, between two identical circular probes shifted horizontally
by distance 𝑑. (c) shows the case of 3 probes in the delivery vehicle (𝑀 = 3)

6.2 Design of probe cabling

Peripheral nerves are typically tougher than brain tissue. For example, in [210], rat

sciatic nerve is found to have a Young’s modulus of approximately 580 kPa. This

is compared to a Young’s modulus of 1 kPa for gray matter and 2 kPa for white

matter of the mammalian brain[211]. Hence, in this thesis, peripheral probes are

designed to be mechanically robust as shown in Figure 6-10. The probes consist of a

long cable region that allows for easy handling, a transition or stress-relief region and

the needle region which is inserted into the nerve. The stress-relief region provides a

gradual transition from the wider cable region to the narrower needle region so that

stress concentration is reduced. The parameterized design of the transition region is

shown in Figure 6-11 and consists of four circular sectors with radius 𝑟 and sector

angle 𝜃. The width of the cable region 𝑤𝑐 and the width of the needle region 𝑤𝑛 are

constrained by other considerations. This leads to the constraint

2𝑟(1 − cos(𝜃)) = 𝑤𝑐 − 𝑤𝑛 (6.28)
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Hence, for a larger radius, 𝑟, the angle 𝜃 has to be smaller.

Simulations are performed as shown in Figure 6-12 with 𝑤𝑐 = 5 mm and 𝑤𝑛 =

1 mm. The needle end is taken to be fixed and a 1 mN force is applied on the cable

end. With 𝜃 set to 𝜋
4
as seen in Figure 6-12(a), lower stress is seen in the stress

concentration regions along the curves compared to the case when 𝜃 is set to 𝜋
2
. This

is expected since using a smaller 𝜃 results in a more gradual transition. The smallest

𝜃 possible is limited by the length of the transition region which is given by

𝐿𝑡 = (𝑤𝑐 − 𝑤𝑏)/ tan(𝜃) (6.29)

For the design used in the fabrication of devices, 𝑤𝑛 = 255 µm, 𝑤𝑐 = 4 mm, 𝐿𝑡 =

10 mm, 𝑟 = 15.2 mm and 𝜃 = 41∘. A mechanical simulation with a 1 nN boundary

load of the transition region along with the needle region is shown in Figure 6-13.

The Young’s modulus of the parylene-C regions is taken to be 4 GPa, which is based

on the measurement of the Young’s modulus of thin film parylene-C performed in

Chapter 2 and is within the range of values of parylene-C reported in literature as

listed in Table 2.1. The Young’s modulus of Pt is taken to be 168 GPa based on the

bulk Young’s modulus of Pt[177].
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Figure 6-10: Design of a peripheral probe
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Figure 6-11: Parameterized design of transition region.
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 6-12: Mechanical simulation of two transition region designs within the pro-
posed design parameter space. (a) 𝜃 = 𝜋/4. (b) 𝜃 = 𝜋/2.
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Figure 6-13: Mechanical simulation of fabricated design with needle.
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6.3 In vivo experiments of implantable Si neural

probes and ultra-compliant probes integrated

with biodissolvable needles

In this section, process development to fabricate Si probes is guided by the desire

to emulate the size, structure and material of parylene-C based probes that will

eventually be integrated with a biodissolvable needle. These probes are used as a tool

to compare with probes integrated with dissolvable material. Since the purpose of

this study is to evaluate the acute in vivo properties of the probe integrated with the

biodissolvable needle, a simpler design of the probe is used as shown in Figure 6-15(a).

Using the meander design in Section 6.1 can result in significant initial movement of

the probes that are integrated with a biodissolvable needle due to fluidic effects during

dissolution unless certain insertion protocols such as flooding the insertion area with

saline is followed [212].

The process emulates soft probes made only out of parylene-C and allows testing

of the interface between the two layers of parylene-C. The silicon probe thus serves as

a tool to investigate the encapsulation properties in parylene-C based probes. Using

parylene-C as the only dielectric simplifies the process as only one etch is required to

define the dielectric pattern. Furthermore, the use of a bonding wax (BGL7080, AI

Technologies, NJ) as an adhesive to a handle wafer potentially allows the process to

be expanded to much thinner wafers by integration of the wafer thinning process with

the rest of the fabrication steps. The use of wet Si etchants like KOH is shown to

be detrimental to parylene-C adhesion[213]. Hence, a dry process is developed using

DRIE to define the Si probe.

6.3.1 Fabrication of Si probes

The condensed process to fabricate Si probes is described in Figure 6-14. 2.2 µm

of parylene-C is first deposited on a 4 inch, 250 ± 25 µm-thick Si wafer (Polishing

Corporation of America, Santa Clara, CA) that has been treated with A174 silane
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(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). 127 nm of Pt is then patterned by lift-off as shown

in Figure 6-14(a). A second layer of 2.2 µm parylene-C is then deposited. A 20 nm

thick chromium (Cr) mask is then deposited and patterned using Chromium Etchant

1020 (Transene, Danvers, MA) as shown in Figure 6-14(b). Both parylene-C layers

are then etched using a 50 W O2 RIE using a Phantom II (Trion Technology, AZ)

for 40 min. Following the etch, the Cr mask and any remaining resist is removed

using Chromium Etchant 1020 and acetone respectively as shown in Figure 6-14(c).

A protective resist is then spun on the wafer before the wafer is diced. All photoresist

development and strip steps are followed by a 1 min, 100 W O2 plasma descum using

a barrel etcher (International Plasma Corporation, Hayward, CA).

Following dicing, the protective resist is stripped off the fabricated chips using

acetone. The chips are then heated at 300∘C for 3 hours in a 10 mT nitrogen en-

vironment in order to improve the adhesion between the two parylene-C layers[105].

The fabricated chips are then bonded onto a handle glass slide with BGL7080 as an

adhesive. BGL7080 is first spun onto the glass slide at 1500 rpm for 30 s giving a film

thickness of 6 µm. The glass slide is then heated at 90∘C for 5 min to remove the

solvent in the BGL7080. The chip is then bonded at 115∘C, 40 N onto the BGL7080

coated glass slide using a M9A Device Bonder (Besi, The Netherlands) as shown in as

shown in Figure 6-14(c). In order to define the Si needle geometry, a 50 nm layer of

Cr as a hard mask is first deposited using a 2400-8L (Perkin-Elmer, Waltham, MA).

The Cr hard mask is then patterned using AZ4210 resist and etched with Chromium

Etchant 1020 as shown in Figure 6-14(d). The Si is then etched using a Multiplex ICP

RIE (Surface Technology Systems, UK). Following photoresist and Cr removal using

acetone and Chromium Etchant 1020 respectively, the structure is then immersed in

isopropyl alcohol (IPA) to remove the BGL7080 adhesive in order to release the neural

probes as shown in Figure 6-14(e). A 1 min 50 W Ar+ mill is performed using the

Phantom II (Trion Technology, Tempe, AZ) in order to remove the surface oxidation

as described in Chapter 2.

Optical images of fabricated probes are shown in Figure 6-15. The successful fab-

rication of probes using this method indicates that it possible to perform photolithog-
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Figure 6-14: Fabrication steps to pattern Si needle using BGL7080 as an adhesive.
(a) Parylene-C is deposited. Pt is patterned by lift off. (b) Second layer of parylene-C
is deposited. Cr is deposited and patterned. (c) Parylene-C is etched with O2 plasma.
Si is bonded to glass using BGL7080 adhesive. (d) Cr is deposited and patterned. (e)
Si is etched using DRIE. Device is released in IPA.
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raphy on substrates adhered to a handle wafer using BGL7080. Since BGL7080 is a

bonding wax that is meant for use as an adhesive during backgrinding, thinner devices

can be made by performing the bonding step on an unprocessed Si wafer followed by

a backgrinding step. The parylene-C and platinum processing can then be done on

the bonded wafer.

Following fabrication, anisotropic conductive film (ACF) is used to interface the

chips with a flat flexible cable (FFC). The bonding is performed by Mats Forssell.

ACF 7379 (3M, MN) is pre-tacked to a polyimide FFC 0150150423 (Molex, IL) which

is then bonded to the chip using the M9A device bonder applying ∼40 N of force for

2 min while heating the assembly at 165∘C from the chip side and 145∘C from the

cable side. The resulting yield is low, with only three pads successfully connected out

of 13. There are 13 pads but only 10 electrodes because three of the pads are used

for self-test loops. In order to improve connection yield, other ACFs or alternative

techniques like wire bonding could be explored. The FFC is then connected to a

custom built printed circuit board (PCB) through a 502598-2391 zero insertion force

(ZIF) clip (Molex, IL) mounted on the PCB. The PCB interfaces the ZIF clip with a

A79042-001 connector (Omnetics, MN).

6.3.2 In vitro experiments

In order to characterize the electrodes and validate performance for in vivo studies,

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is performed using a PGSTAT302N

potentiostat (Metrohm Autolab, Netherlands) in 1X phosphate buffered saline (PBS)

diluted from 10X PBS (Fisher BioReagents, NH) with a MF-2052 Ag/AgCl reference

(BASi, IN) and a MW-1033 Pt coil counter electrode (BASi, IN). A 30 mV sinusoidal

excitation voltage is applied with frequency ranging from 0.1 Hz to 100 kHz.

The EIS performed on one of the electrodes is plotted in Figure 6-16. The

impedance of the electrode measured at 1 kHz is ∼80 kΩ, indicating that it is possible

to detect extracellular neural recordings.
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Figure 6-15: (a) Optical image of a fabricated probe. (b) Zoomed-in image of the tip
of a fabricated probe.

Figure 6-16: Bode plot of Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) performed
on 115 µm by 15 µm electrodes in saline (𝑛 = 2). Measured impedance at 1 kHz is
∼80 kΩ. The red circles denote the average phase and the blue crosses the average
magnitude. Standard deviations are indicated by the dashed lines. Measurement is
performed by Mats Forssell.
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6.3.3 In vivo experiments

In order to test recording capability, neural probes are fabricated and inserted into the

substantia nigra area of a mouse brain. The substantia nigra is located approximately

5 mm deep inside the brain in a mouse. It contains sparsely spaced dopaminergic

neurons that influence many behavioral aspects such as motivation and learning[214].

The loss of dopamine neurons is also correlated with Parkinson’s disease[215], making

it an important region in the brain in the study of Parkinson’s disease. The inser-

tion set up is shown in Figure 6-17. No recordings are obtained after insertion of

fabricated neural probes integrated with needles made of CMC-glucose even 1 hour

after insertion. Evidence from histology indicates that swelling of the CMC-glucose

damages the surrounding tissue and could be a cause for the lack of recordings. An-

other hypothesis is that the swelled CMC-glucose separates the electrode from the

neurons, resulting in no signal under acute conditions. Swelling of CMC-glucose is

also observed when CMC-glucose needles are inserted in agar tissue phantoms. In

order to reduce the amount of damage and swelling, different types of dissolvable

materials are being explored by the Ozdoganlar group in the Mechanical Engineering

Department as part of the overall neural probe project. In addition, other designs of

probes that reduce the size of the needles may lead to proper electrode function.

In order to test probe functionality without the presence of the biodissolvable

material, the Si probes are inserted into a mouse targeting the substantia nigra re-

gion of the brain. The surgery and in vivo test is performed in Prof. Aryn Gittis’

lab by Amanda Willard. The setup to insert the Si probes is shown in Figure 6-17.

In preparation for the probe insertion, a C57BL/6J mouse is anesthetized with ke-

tamine/xylazine (100mg/kg: 30 mg/kg, intraperitoneal) and placed on a stereotaxic

frame (David Kopf Instruments, Tujunga, California, USA) and maintained through-

out surgery using 1-2% isoflurane. Bilateral 0.75 mm × 0.75 mm craniotomies are

drilled into the skull centered over −3.0 mm posterior and ±1.5 mm lateral from

bregma to target the substantia nigra. The dura is removed and a stainless steel head

bar is adhered to a section of the intact skull in front of the craniotomies using dental
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cement and superglue. The animal is permitted to fully recover prior to being placed

on the wheel. Experiments are conducted in accordance with the guidelines from

the National Institutes of Health and with approval from Carnegie Mellon University

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Head restraint is employed by positioning the stainless steel head bar within a

set of clamps positioned above the running wheel. The probe is then inserted using

a MPC200 micromanipulator system (Sutter Instrument, CA) to a depth below the

surface of the brain between −4.0 mm and −4.5 mm for neural recordings. Neu-

ral recordings are obtained using an OmniPlex D Neural Data Acquisition System

(Plexon, TX) and analyzed offline using NeuroExplorer (Plexon, TX). After record-

ings are completed, the animal is sacrificed and the brain is sectioned at 300 µm.

Tissue damage is observed by Amanda Willard around the insertion site, which indi-

cates that the probes have been inserted into the substantia nigra region. An image

of the mouse brain histology is shown in Figure 6-18.

Spikes are successfully recorded from the three functional electrodes as shown in

Figure 6-19. Comparatively, for parylene-C probes integrated with carboxymethyl-

cellulose needles with the same design as the silicon insertion device, no spikes are

observed even 1 hour after insertion, possibly caused by the swelling of the biodis-

solvable needle material.
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Figure 6-17: Insertion setup for acute in vivo experiment in a mouse.

~1 mm ~1 mm 
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Figure 6-18: (a) Image of mouse brain after post-insertion histology. (b) Image of
histology with annotations. Dotted lines represent the substantia nigra region. Probe
trace is marked by bold lines. Histology indicates that probe is inserted successfully
into target region.
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Figure 6-19: Recorded spike data from three different electrodes. (a-c) are data from
3 separate electrodes. (d-f) are plots that are zoomed-in to individual spikes.
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6.4 Actuation of neural probes using light-sensitive

liquid crystals

In the previous chapters, it is emphasized that proximity of the electrodes to the

site of interest is important to ensure good quality recordings and stimulation. The

methods employed to achieve this are however, passive; Once the probe is inserted, the

location of the electrodes is fixed. This remains a problem for probes as the percentage

of electrodes that record sortable single-units in reported cortical experiments is only

around 25%[53]. Hence, preliminary work on an active approach through the use of

actuation is provided in this section.

Actuation is achieved using light-sensitive nematic liquid-crystal polymers syn-

thesized in Prof. Ravi Shankar’s lab in the University of Pittsburgh by Dr. Arul

Clement. Actuation tests are done with the assistance of Junfeng Gao.

Nematic liquid-crystals have no positional order but have long-range directional

order, with the molecules pointing, on average, in the direction known as the

director[202]. The director of the liquid crystal can be controlled for example, by

using an electric field, which allows for applications such as the creation of liquid

crystal displays (LCDs)[216]. This anisotropy can also be exploited to allow for con-

trolled actuation using light since nematic liquid-crystals contract along the direction

of the local director and expand in the perpendicular direction when irradiated with

light at certain frequencies[217][218].

6.4.1 Controlling orientation of liquid-crystal molecules on

parylene-C

In order to control the bending of the polymer when irradiated, it is necessary to

control the alignment of the liquid crystal molecules. For simple alignment schemes,

such as for the case where the alignment of the entire region is desired to be uniform,

mechanical stretching and magnetic fields can be used[218]. For more complicated

schemes, grooves can be created on the surface prior to coating of the liquid crystal
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by rubbing, using an atomic force microscopy tip or by using photolithography to

pattern the surface[218]. Of these, photolithography is a more reliable method since it

does not generate particles, scratches or static charges[218]. However, it is important

to maximize the liquid crystal anchoring strength to ensure successful alignment,

which is dependent on the geometry of the grooves and surface chemistry[218]. In

this present work, liquid-crystals are integrated into parylene-C to demonstrate that

actuation is possible in parylene-C probes.

To allow for actuation, it is necessary to have an effective stress gradient along

the thickness of the film. This can be achieved by controlling the alignment of the

liquid crystal along the thickness of the film. For example, if grooves are patterned

on parylene-C, the grooves control the orientation of the liquid crystal so that the

directors of the liquid crystal will be facing in-plane within the grooves. Away from the

grooves, the director will be facing out-of-plane. Since liquid crystals contract along

the director and expand perpendicular to the director when exposed to light[218], a

stress gradient is produced along the thickness of the liquid crystal.

Polarized optical microscopy (POM) is used to determine if the liquid crystal

is aligned successfully. In POM, the liquid crystal sample is placed between two

polarizers that are orthogonal to each other. Polarizers configured in this way are

called crossed polarizers. Malus’ law states:

𝐼 = 𝐼0 cos2 𝜃𝑖 (6.30)

where 𝐼 is the intensity of light that leaves the polarizer, 𝐼0 is the initial intensity

of light and 𝜃𝑖 is the angle between the light’s polarization direction and the axis of

the polarizer. The intensity of light leaving the two polarizers is zero if no sample is

placed between the two polarizers. However, the anisotropy of the liquid crystal leads

to the birefringence property where light entering the liquid crystal is split into two

rays: the ordinary ray and the extraordinary ray whose polarization are perpendicular

to each other[219] unless the angle between the polarization direction of the light and

the director is 0∘ or 90∘. Hence, this means that some of the light will be able to
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pass through the second polarizer at certain angles and this property can be used to

determine the alignment of the grown liquid crystal.

To demonstrate parylene-C based devices that actuate, 1 µm deep grooves are

created in 9 µm-thick parylene-C using photolithography using 1.6 µm of patterned

AZ4210 photoresist over a Cr hard mask followed by O2 RIE timed etching at 50 W,

14.2 sccm O2 gas flow for 50 mins using the Phantom Reactive Ion Etch (RIE) System

(Trion Technology, Tempe, AZ). The groove pattern consists of 1 µm lines with

2 µm pitch shown in Figure 6-20. As seen from Chapter 4, this O2 etch results in

a hydrophillic surface of the remaining parylene-C. Since the surface chemistry can

affect the ability to align the liquid crystal, for some samples, a 1 min SF6 plasma

treatment is performed to make the surface hydrophibic as seen from Chapter 4. The

groove pattern consists of 1 µm lines with 2 µm pitch shown in Figure 6-20.

After the parylene-C is patterned, a 35 µm-deep parallel-plate gap between

the patterned parylene-C, which is on a glass substrate, and a second glass

slide is created using spacers. The liquid crystal, which consists of a mixture

of 2-Methyl-1,4-phenylene-bis[4[6(acryloyloxy)hexyloxy]benzoate] (RM82), 4,4’(-di(8-

(acryloxy)octyloxy)azobenzene and photoinitiator (Irgacure 784) (molar ratio =

89:10:1), is fed into the gap using capillary action at 120∘C to ensure homogeneous

mixing. The setup is then cooled to the nematic phase temperature of the mix-

ture (90∘C). The liquid crystal is then inspected using crossed polarizers to confirm

alignment. Photopolymerization is then performed using irradiation from a MI-150

high-intensity illuminator (Edmund Optics, Barrington, NJ) with a cutoff filter (𝜆 ≥

420 nm) for 1 h.

From the POM images shown in Figure 6-21 and Figure 6-22, alignment is unsuc-

cessful for the liquid crystal on the hydrophillic sample but successful for the liquid

crystal on the hydrophobic sample. This is evidenced by the low intensity of light

passing through the hydrophobic sample oriented at 0∘ with respect to the polarizer

and, conversely, a high intensity of light passing it when it is oriented at 45∘ with

respect to the polarizer. The groove patterns are also seen in the hydrophobic sample

when the sample is oriented at 45∘ with respect to the polarizer, indicating that the
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10 um 

Figure 6-20: Optical image of mask used to fabricate groove patterns.

groove patterns successfully patterned the alignment of the liquid crystal. However,

for the hydrophillic sample, there is no observed difference in the POM image when

the sample is oriented at 0∘ and 45∘ indicating lack of alignment.

Hence, to integrate the liquid crystal into parylene-C based probes, an SF6 plasma

treatment is used for all devices used in the actuation experiments so that alignment

of the liquid crystal is achieved.
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Figure 6-21: POM images of azobenzene on grooved hydrophillic parylene-C with (a)
sample oriented 0∘ with respect to polarizer and (b) sample oriented 45∘ with respect
to polarizer. The orientation of the polarizer (the first polarizer) and the analyzer
(the second polarizer) is denoted by P and A.
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Figure 6-22: POM images of azobenzene on grooved hydrophobic parylene-C with (a)
sample oriented 0∘ with respect to polarizer and (b) sample oriented 45∘ with respect
to polarizer. The orientation of the polarizer (the first polarizer) and the analyzer
(the second polarizer) is denoted by P and A.
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6.4.2 Actuation experiments

To verify that actuation is achieved with the aligned samples, experiments are done

in air and in 0.5% agar. 0.2% to 0.6% agar has similar properties as brain tissue

and is used as a brain tissue phantom[220]. The experiment in air is performed using

375 nm 100 mW/cm2 intensity UV laser focused on the device. In agar, a 375 nm

1000 mW/cm2 intensity UV LED flood lamp is used instead because it is not possible

to focus the UV laser through the agar onto the device. Due to absorption and

spreading of the light through the glass and agar, the intensity of light reaching the

device in agar is expected to be low. Due to equipment limitations, it is not possible

to increase the intensity of the UV LED flood lamp further.

As seen in Figure 6-23, in air, the device is initially bent with about 500 µm

tip displacement and moves in the out-of-plane direction by a further 600 µm after

49 min. The length of the beam is ∼2.5 mm and the width of the device is ∼0.5

mm. In the experiment with the device in agar, the length of the device inserted

is ∼850 µm and the width of the device is ∼0.5 mm. As seen in Figure 6-24, the

device moves by 10 µm after 5 s and reaches a steady state. The device moves a

lower distance in agar because of the low intensity of light that reaches the device

and the mechanical effects of the agar. Despite the low range of motion achievable,

this amount of movement is expected to be sufficient for regions such as the cortical or

hippocampus regions of the brain where the density of neurons is high and a typical

spacing between neurons is 13.6 ± 3.8 µm[221]. It is expected that with more efficient

methods of transferring light energy such as the use of waveguides, it will be possible

to increase the range of motion of the device.
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Figure 6-23: A liquid crystal on parylene-C sample exposed to UV laser in air. (a)
Sample prior to UV laser exposure. Sample after (b) 7 min, (c) 16 min, and (d) 49
min of UV exposure.
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Figure 6-24: A liquid crystal on parylene-C sample exposed to UV from an LED lamp
in 0.5% agar. (a) Sample prior to UV exposure. (b) Sample after 5 s of UV exposure.
(c) Images of (a) and (b) overlaid to show movement.
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6.5 Summary

Mechanical design and sizing of probes and their cabling is essential to meet appli-

cation specifications and to maximize compliance for chronic use. Circular meanders

improve the mechanical compliance of implantable neural probes. The design of grad-

ual transition in cable width between the cable connector and needle reduces stress

concentration. Parameterized design equations enable optimization under constraints

for each specific application needs.

The parylene-C surrogate process with a Si needle provides a path to validate the

parylene-C probe while removing the swelling effects of biodissolvable material. In

vivo results show successful recordings in Si probes but not in probes integrated with

biodissolvable material up to 1 hour after insertion. Hence, to determine the time

required before recordings are possible, chronic experiments have to be performed in

the future.

Preliminary work on actuation in neural probes is also performed using light sen-

sitive liquid crystals, indicating successful integration of liquid crystals in parylene-C

and actuation in air and in a brain tissue phantom.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

The design concepts and process technologies detailed in this thesis represent impor-

tant progress toward realizing ultra-compliant probes for neural prostheses that meet

the necessary capabilities for chronic applications, including elimination of deleteri-

ous glial tissue buildup, insulation that lasts a lifetime, and low-impedance electrodes

that effectively contact neurons. The additional capability of insertion of compliant

probes is a challenge for applications requiring penetration of the probe into neural

tissue. Probe integration with a biodissolvable needle is the solution taken up in this

work, which motivates development of the probe transfer processes.

The key contributions presented in this work fall into categories of probe design

concepts, device-level processes, and processes in support of final probe assembly. In

device-level processing, contributions include:

1) identifying that the oxidation of the surface of Pt due to O2-RIE used to define

electrodes is detrimental to electrode performance and that Ar+ ion milling removes

the surface oxidation,

2) finding that O2 plasma provides the best surface pre-treatment for improving

parylene-C to parylene-C adhesion out of the treatments studied,

3) interleaving layers of two different ALD ceramics to form a nanolaminate to

improve the encapsulation performance of the probe without compromising compli-

ance,

4) reducing the distance between the electrode and the site-of-interest by devel-
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oping a gray-scale lithography based technique to fabricate protruding electrodes,

and

5) creating probes that improve electrode yield through electrically controlled

actuation formed by integrating liquid crystal polymers into the parylene-C probe

structure.

In processes in support of final probe assembly (e.g., integrating the biodissolvable

needle with the probe), key contributions include:

6) developing a peel-based process that controls the adhesion between parylene-C

to Si using different HMDS conditions, and

7) A probe transfer process flow that enables high-temperature annealing or other

additional harsh processes to occur prior to final probe-needle assembly.

Contributions in probe design concepts include:

8) developing a generalized design of neural probes using meandering interconnect

and structures, and

9) developing a robust design for cables using curved tapered structures. Further

detailed conclusions stemming from these contributions are given below.

The conventional method of O2-RIE etching parylene-C to define the electrodes,

degrades the electrode performance by forming a layer of oxidized platinum on the

surface. A subsequent Ar+ ion etch removes this layer of oxidized Pt, in agreement

with the literature where it is reported that O2-RIE degrades the performance of Pt

electrodes, and methods such as electrochemical cleaning are employed to achieve

better performing electrodes. The XPS measurements show that the cause of the

electrode performance degradation is oxidation of the surface layer Pt and that us-

ing Ar+ ion etching can remove the 3 nm layer of oxidized Pt. This step is much

simpler compared with the other methods described in literature and reduces process

complexity and cost. Electrochemical cleaning is not possible with probes embedded

in biodissolvable needles because such cleaning requires immersion of the device in

an aqueous solution. By incorporating the Ar+ step, the performance of the Pt elec-

trodes, as measured by the magnitude of impedance at 1 kHz from electrochemical

impedance spectroscopy (EIS), is improved by 23 times from 2.3 MΩ to 100 kΩ. This
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significant reduction in impedance is critical to ensure sufficient spatial selectivity

while maintaining signal-to-noise ratio.

Exploration of different treatments (plasma fluorination, oxygen plasma, ion mill

and A174 chemical treatments) to improve parylene-C to parylene-C layer adhesion

led to the conclusion that oxygen plasma treatment, along with a 300∘C anneal,

provides the best adhesion based on EIS measurement results where impedance is

maintained even after 2000 h in saline. Furthermore, there is no correlation found

between the hydrophobicity of the tests and insulation performance, indicating that

the improvement in encapsulation is due to chemical bonding. This study provides

a means of improving adhesion for all parylene-C based devices, and also provides a

means of excluding intermediate processes such as ion-milling, which can be detri-

mental to parylene-C adhesion, unless a further O2 plasma treatment is performed.

Ceramics inherently have better water vapor transmission as compared to

parylene-C (or to any polymer). Hence, one way to improve the lifetime of com-

pliant neural probes even further is to combine ceramics with parylene-C. Thin ALD-

deposited ceramics achieve encapsulation without compromising flexibility, but re-

quire appropriate layering to provide adequate adhesion and chemically resistant

properties. Al2O3 âĂŞ TiO2 nanolaminate is resistant to etching in saline and is

not electrically conductive, while Al2O3 alone etches and TiO2 alone is electrically

conductive. Incorporation of a TiO2 adhesion layer solves the issue of poor adhe-

sion of Al2O3-TiO2 nanolaminate to parylene-C. The nanolaminate performs well,

maintaining a high ∼1011Ω impedance at 0.1 Hz even after 500 h at 60∘C in saline.

Protruding electrodes, developed using grayscale lithography, improve on an inher-

ent flaw with surface microfabricated neural probes: having a thicker insulation means

a larger electrode recess that increases the distance between the neuronal site of in-

terest and the electrode. The protruding electrode property should improve electrode

yield (the number of electrodes that successfully record single-unit action potentials)

through this hypothesis remains to be proven through in vivo studies. The process of

creating the protrusion roughens the electrode and improves its impedance to saline

at 1 kHz from 70 kΩ to 21.6 kΩ for 115 µm by 15 µm electrodes. The mechanical
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stability of the electrode is not compromised since the parylene-C is roughened prior

to Pt deposition rather than the Pt surface itself. Poor mechanical stability is a

problem for rough electrodes such as platinum black electrodes. This process concept

to fabricate protruding electrodes for in vivo use is new in the literature. Existing

protruding electrodes used for in vitro studies are created by electrodepositing thick

electrode material.

Incorporating water-soluble materials such as carboxymethylcellulose-glucose

(CMC-glucose) into MEMS-based processes is challenging because of the need to

use wet chemicals and various plasma chemistries that destroy or change the prop-

erties of the material. Integration of CMC-glucose needles with compliant probes

motivates development of processes to modulate the adhesion of the probe on its

handle wafer and to transfer probes onto a second handle wafer. In a peel-based pro-

cess flow (i.e., peeling the probe from its handle substrate), different surface coverage

of HMDS using different vapor prime conditions effectively controls the adhesion be-

tween parylene-C and the substrate. Successful peeling of devices is demonstrated;

however, there is large variation in the work of adhesion using this method. In addi-

tion, although the peel-based process is simple and cost effective, it is incompatible

with high-temperature annealing, which is critical for maintaining the insulation of

parylene-C probes.

In order to address these issues, the subsequently developed probe-transfer tech-

nique allows for the transfer of strongly adhered structures. The key to this process is

the complete removal of the original handle substrate (made of Si), which is necessary

to remove the dependence of parylene-C to Si adhesion. The wax, BGL7080, provides

suitable characteristics to act as the bonding agent for transfer of the probe to the sec-

ond handle substrate. The ability of BGL7080 to act as a sacrificial material to release

the probe with isopropyl alcohol allows maintenance of the properties of the attached

CMC-glucose needle. In addition, the ability to reflow the wax without the use of

solvents is critical in ensuring a high yield process, since the formation of bubbles

due to any residual solvent exposure would result in probe damage. The versatility

of the transfer process allows it to be extended to other applications that involve
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assembly of materials that otherwise would be incompatible with microfabrication

temperatures or chemistries. Probes that have been annealed have been transferred

successfully using this process. In addition, by bonding prefabricated needles to the

probes in order to reduce stress on the probes during molding, devices fabricated

using this technique have been demonstrated to maintain similar impedance before

and after incorporation of the biodissolvable needles, indicating that insulation qual-

ity is maintained by this process. Comparatively, stresses arising in the prior direct

molding process for incorporation of CMC-based needles degrades the probe leakage

impedance by two orders of magnitude.

For the design of probes, geometric parameterization of curved meander intercon-

nect leads to optimization for the maximum probe compliance given realistic con-

straints imposed by the biodissolvable needle size. Parameterization of the design

space enables a generalized design methodology for widely varying applications, lead-

ing to rapid optimal mechanical design of probes. Using this methodology, the least

compliant direction of the neural probe is optimized. Analyzing the trade-off between

probe density and mechanical compliance informs decisions for each application.

The design of a smooth mechanical transition region in the parylene-C cables

connecting the electrodes to the pad minimizes stress concentration and improves

robustness. The analysis extends to other probes since all penetrating neural probes

(at least all such probes today) require a transition from a larger cable region to

an electrode region on the scale of individual neurons. The design of the transition

region involves structures that gradually taper from the relatively wide (1 cm scale)

cable to the relatively narrow (0.1 mm scale) needle region. The more gradual is the

transition, the less is the stress concentration as determined by FEA. By reducing

the stress concentration region, cable robustness improves since areas of high stress

are minimized in the event of manual handling or the presence of other external

mechanical factors.

Finally, the preliminary work on probes that actuate using liquid crystal polymers

shows promise for future probes having manipulation capability. Controlling the hy-

drophobicity of parylene-C using SF6 plasma treatment and etching grooves into the
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parylene-C successfully aligned the liquid crystal directors. Parylene-C incorporated

with the liquid crystal polymer moves 600 µm in air and 10 µm in 0.5% agar, which

is used as a brain tissue phantom. This initial experiment illustrates the potential

to integrate the liquid polymers into parylene-C to instill manipulation capabilities

into compliant probes. The amount of movement in agar is comparable to the typical

spacing between neurons in regions such as the cortical or hippocampus regions of

the brain and hence, the ability to actuate can be used to improve electrode yield or

track multiple neurons.

7.1 Future Work

The interest in microfabricated neural probes spans a very broad and application

specific set of needs. New challenges in design and processing will arise when probes

for new applications are developed. However, the basic principles and constraints in

design and processing of compliant parylene-C neural probes maintain their relevance

irrespective of the specific application. The techniques and technologies presented in

this thesis have broad utility and can benefit new neural probe applications as they

arise.

As is true of almost all research efforts, the work in this thesis points toward many

future extensions. Given the practically infinite number of possible ALD materials, it

is expected that even more effective encapsulant coatings can be developed. Coatings

should have very strong adhesion, be mechanically compliant, chemically inert to

various chemicals found in the body, be biocompatible and have very low water vapor

transmission. The material should also have very low dielectric constant to reduce

capacitive coupling across the material. The methods used in this thesis extend to

such other ALD materials. Future development of these new materials may, one day,

lead to commercially available compliant neural probes that last for a human lifetime.

The preliminary work on liquid-crystal polymer integration with neural probes for

actuation is promising and inspires further research. Although currently only 10 µm

of movement in 0.5% agar is demonstrated, the experiment is performed with an
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external source of light. By integrating the probes with waveguides, for example, it

may be possible to actuate probes in vivo and demonstrate the ability to move and

improve electrode yield.

More research may also lead to even better biodissolvable needle materials. The

ideal biodissolvable material has minimal swelling and dissolves quickly within the

body. These properties allow for minimal initial damage to cells around the body

and rapid acquisition of neural recordings.
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Appendix A 
Process Flow for Parylene-C Process 
No. Process Process Steps Equipment Materials Comments 

1 Clean wafer 

Load wafers into 
Spin-Rinse-Dry 
(SRD) machine 
and press run. 

Semitool spin 
rinse dryer 

100 mm Si 
wafer or 100 
mm glass 
wafer 

Each parylene-C deposition 
run allows for 3 wafers. 
Prepare 3 wafers at one go.  

2 
A174 
Adhesion 
Promotion 

Mix IPA, DI 
water and A174 
in the ratio 
100:100:1. For 
three 4" wafers, 
use 1000 ml DI 
water, 1000 ml 
IPA, 10 ml A174. 
Measure volume 
of A174 using a 
syringe. 
Cure this 
solution 
overnight. 

4000 mL 
beaker     
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3 Parylene-C 
deposition 

Turn on chiller. 
Load parylene-C 
dimer. Load 
wafers. Start 
machine. 

SCS Labcoter 
Parylene 
Deposition 
System 

Parylene-C 
Dimer 

Deposition rate is controlled 
by amount of dimer placed into 
the machine. 4 g = 2.2 µm of 
parylene-C. 8 g of parylene-C 
dimer is used for 4.5 µm runs. 
Set points for parylene-C: 175 
degrees C Vaporizer, Pyrolysis 
heater set point 690 degrees 
C. If base pressure does not 
get below 20 mT, please 
inform nanofab staff. 

4 Spin coat 
AZ5214E 

Load wafer using 
the appropriate 
4" wafer chuck.  
For patterns 
with large (> 4 
µm features) 
Spread speed = 
600 rpm for 6s. 
Spin speed = 
2000 rpm for 30 
s giving 2 µm 
thick 
photoresist. 
For patterns 
with small 
features < 4 µm 
) Spread speed = 

Solitec spinner     
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600 rpm for 6s. 
Spin speed = 
4000 rpm for 
30s giving about 
1.4 µm thick 
photoresist. 

5 Soft Bake 

Place wafer on 
hotplate using a 
manual timer for 
1 minute at 100 
degrees C. 

Hotplate     
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6 Expose 

Intensity = 5 
mW/cm2 
40s for soda 
lime glass masks 
with 1.4 µm 
photoresist. 
60 s for soda 
lime glass masks 
with 2 µm 
photoresist. 
80 s for plastic 
masks, 
regardless of 
resist thickness. 

Karl-Suss MA6   Contact alignment mode. 

7 Reversal 
Bake 

115 degrees C 
for 2 minutes Hotplate   

This is a critical step. Please 
ensure that the wafer is 
centered on the hot plate and 
time it very carefully. 

8 Flood Expose 80 s for all steps. Karl-Suss MA6   Use flood exposure mode. No 
glass mask should be placed. 
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9 Development 

Mix AZ 
developer, (2 
AZ developer:1 
DI water by 
volume). 
Immerse the 
wafer slanted to 
prevent the 
wafer from 
floating. Agitate 
and ensure no 
bubbles stick to 
the surface of 
the wafer. Time 
is 1 minute.  

Glassware 
AZ 
Developer 
DI water 

Have a second glass container 
ready to quench the process 
prior to rinsing in DI water. 

10 Inspect Ensure complete 
development 

Olympus MX-
80 Microscope   

If development is incomplete, 
continue development for 0.2 
minutes and inspect again. 
Repeat until development is 
complete. Look in narrow 
regions with steep curvatures. 

11 Descum 1 min, 100 W, 1 
T O2 plasma 

International 
Plasma 
Corporation 
(IPC) Barrel 
Etcher 

  Tune reflected power to 0. 
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12 Deposit Pt 
5 mins, 50 W 
DC, 65 sccm Ar, 
20 mT  

Perkin-Elmer 
2400-6J   

20 minutes gives 500 nm. For 
lift-off processes typically 5 
mins is used which gives 125-
128 nm. 20 mT of Ar gives low 
stress Pt. Ensure base pressure 
is below 5e-7 T. Using 5 mT, 
25 sccm Ar results in high 
stress film. 

13 Lift-off 

Immerse in 
beaker acetone 
for 2 hours. 
Change the bath 
and apply 
ultrasonic in the 
new acetone 
beaker for a 
further 2 hours. 

Ultrasonic Bath   Wafer should be facing down. 

14 Descum 1 min, 100 W, 1 
T O2 plasma 

International 
Plasma 
Corporation 
(IPC) Barrel 
Etcher 

  Tune reflected power to 0. 
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15 Parylene-C 
deposition 

Turn on chiller. 
Load parylene-C 
dimer. Load 
wafers. Start 
machine. 

SCS Labcoter 
Parylene 
Deposition 
System 

Parylene-C 
Dimer 

Deposition rate is controlled 
by amount of dimer placed into 
the machine. 4 g = 2.2 µm of 
parylene-C. 8 g of parylene-C 
dimer is used for 4.5 µm runs. 
Set points for parylene-C: 175 
degrees C Vaporizer, Pyrolysis 
heater set point 690 degrees 
C. If base pressure does not 
get below 20 mT, please 
inform nanofab staff. 

16 Cr 
deposition 

3 mins, 30 W 
DC, 65 sccm Ar, 
20 mT. 

Perkin-Elmer 
2400-8L   

3 minutes gives 20 nm of Cr. 
Use 20 mT for low stress Cr. 
Use 5 minutes (33 nm Cr) for 
etching 9 µm thick parylene-C.  
Note: maximum thickness is 
determined by the opacity of 
the Cr. The underlying features 
have to be visible for 
alignment. 
Ensure base pressure is below 
5e-7 T. 
Process using 5 mT, 25 sccm 
Ar has high stress. 
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17 Spin Coat 
AZ4210       

Note: Cr is susceptible to 
stress. After spin coating 
AZ4210, please complete 
exposure and development, Cr 
etching and parylene-C etching 
immediately after. Leaving 
AZ4210 overnight can cause 
the Cr and underlying 
parylene-C to crack. 

18 Soft Bake 
20 minutes in 
the 90 degrees 
C oven. 

Oven     

19 Expose 

Intensity = 5 
mW/cm2 
120 s using glass 
mask, 170 s with 
transparency 
mask.  

Karl-Suss MA6   Contact alignment mode. 

20 Development 

Use pure AZ 
developer. 
Immerse the 
wafer slanted to 
prevent the 
wafer from 
floating. Agitate 
and ensure no 
bubbles stick to 
the surface of 

Glassware AZ developer 
Have a second glass container 
ready to quench the process 
prior to rinsing in DI water. 
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the wafer. Time 
is 1 minute. 

21 Inspect Ensure complete 
development 

Olympus MX-
80 Microscope   

If development is incomplete, 
continue development for 0.2 
minutes and inspect again. 
Repeat until development is 
complete. Look in narrow 
regions with steep curvatures. 

22 Descum 1 min, 100 W, 1 
T O2 plasma 

International 
Plasma 
Corporation 
(IPC) Barrel 
Etcher 

  Tune reflected power to 0. 

23 Etch Cr 

Immerse in 
Transene 
Chromium 
Etchant 1020 for 
about 20 to 30s. 
The change in 
color is 
observable. 

Glassware 
Transene 
Chromium 
Etchant 1020 
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Allow for 5 s 
additional etch 
time after end 
point is 
observed. 

24 Descum 1 min, 100 W, 1 
T O2 plasma 

International 
Plasma 
Corporation 
(IPC) Barrel 
Etcher 

  Tune reflected power to 0. 

25 Etch 
parylene-C 

14.2 sccm O2, 
50 W 

Trion Phantom 
II RIE   

This is not a timed etch. So a 
longer time is used than 
necessary. 40 minutes is used 
to etch 4.5 µm of parylene-C. 
80 minutes is used to etch 9 
µm of parylene-C. 

26 Strip resist 

Immerse in 
acetone. Spray 
acetone using a 
spray bottle. 

Glassware     

27 Descum 1 min, 100 W, 1 
T O2 plasma 

International 
Plasma 
Corporation 
(IPC) Barrel 

  Tune reflected power to 0. 
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Etcher 

28 Etch Cr 

Immerse in 
Transene 
Chromium 
Etchant 1020 for 
about 1 minute. 
The change in 
color is 
observable. 
Allow for 5 s 
additional etch 
time after end 
point is 
observed. 

Glassware 
Transene 
Chromium 
Etchant 1020 

  

29 
Spin 
protective 
photoresist 

600 rpm spread 
at 6s, 3000 rpm 
at 30s AZ4620 

      

30 Soft bake 1 min, 100 
degrees C Hotplate     

31 Dice   
Kulicke and 
Soffa dicing 
saw 
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Appendix B 

Process Flow for Parylene-C/Nanolaminate Process 

No. Process Process Steps Equipment Materials Comments 

1 Clean wafer 

Load wafers into Spin-

Rinse-Dry (SRD) 

machine and press run. 

Semitool spin 

rinse dryer 

100 mm Si 

wafer or 100 

mm glass 

wafer 

Each parylene-C 

deposition run allows for 3 

wafers. Prepare 3 wafers 

at one go.  

2 

A174 

Adhesion 

Promotion 

Mix IPA, DI water and 

A174 in the ratio 

100:100:1. For three 4" 

wafers, use 1000 ml DI 

water, 1000 ml IPA, 10 

ml A174. Measure 

volume of A174 using a 

syringe. 

Cure this solution 

overnight. 

4000 mL 

beaker 
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3 
Parylene-C 

deposition 

Turn on chiller. Load 

parylene-C dimer. Load 

wafers. Start machine. 

SCS Labcoter 

Parylene 

Deposition 

System 

Parylene-C 

Dimer 

Deposition rate is 

controlled by amount of 

dimer placed into the 

machine. 4 g = 2.2 µm of 

parylene-C. 8 g of 

parylene-C dimer is used 

for 4.5 µm runs. Set points 

for parylene-C: 175 

degrees C Vaporizer, 

Pyrolysis heater set point 

690 degrees C. If base 

pressure does not get 

below 20 mT, please 

inform nanofab staff. 
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4 

ALD 

Ceramic 

Deposition 

Precursor used for 

alumina: trimethyl-

aluminum (TMA) and 

water H2O. Precursor 

used for TiO2: 

tetrakis(dimethylamido) 

titanium (IV) (TDMA-

Ti) and H2O. 

Precursors used for 

NL: TMA, O2 plasma, 

TDMA-Ti, O2 plasma. 

Temperature is 150 

degrees C. Pressure is 

held at 200 mT. 

Fiji ALD 

(Cambridge 

Nanotech) 

  

The platen is large enough 

to load two 4" wafers. 

Please load at least one 1 " 

Si test piece to ensure that 

there is nothing wrong 

with the deposition. 

Problems that can happen 

include: Ar+ gas runs low, 

resulting in a gradual drop 

in pressure. Precursor 

runs out etc. etc. The 

color of the film deposited 

on the Si piece gives a very 

good indication of whether 

anything went wrong 

during the 

process.Deposition rates: 

500 cycles for TMA-H2O 

process gives 48 nm of 

Al2O3.1100 cycles for 

TDMA-Ti and H2O gives 

42 nm of TiO2.550 cycles 

of TMA-O2-TDMATi-O2 

gives 78 nm of Al2O3-TiO2. 
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5 
Spin coat 

AZ5214E 

Load wafer using the 

appropriate 4" wafer 

chuck.  

For patterns with large 

(> 4 µm features) 

Spread speed = 600 

rpm for 6s. Spin speed 

= 2000 rpm for 30 s 

giving 2 µm thick 

photoresist. 

For patterns with small 

features < 4 µm ) 

Spread speed = 600 

rpm for 6 s. Spin speed 

= 4000 rpm for 30s 

giving about 1.4 µm 

thick photoresist. 

Solitec 

spinner 
    

6 Soft Bake 

Place wafer on hotplate 

using a manual timer 

for 1 minute at 100 

degrees C. 

Hotplate     
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7 Expose 

Intensity = 5 mW/cm2 

40s for soda lime glass 

masks with 1.4 µm 

photoresist. 

60 s for soda lime glass 

masks with 2 µm 

photoresist. 

80 s for plastic masks, 

regardless of resist 

thickness. 

Karl-Suss 

MA6 
  Contact alignment mode. 

8 
Reversal 

Bake 

115 degrees C for 2 

minutes 
Hotplate   

This is a critical step. 

Please ensure that the 

wafer is centered on the 

hot plate and time it very 

carefully. 

9 Flood Expose 80 s for all steps. 
Karl-Suss 

MA6 
  

Use flood exposure mode. 

No glass mask should be 

placed. 

10 Development 

Mix AZ developer, (2 

AZ developer:1 DI 

water by volume). 

Immerse the wafer 

slanted to prevent the 

wafer from floating. 

Agitate and ensure no 

bubbles stick to the 

surface of the wafer. 

Time is 1 minute.  

Glassware 

AZ 

Developer 

DI water 

Have a second glass 

container ready to quench 

the process prior to 

rinsing in DI water. 
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11 Inspect 
Ensure complete 

development 

Olympus MX-

80 

Microscope 

  

If development is 

incomplete, continue 

development for 0.2 

minutes and inspect again. 

Repeat until development 

is complete. Look in 

narrow regions with steep 

curvatures. 

12 Descum 
1 min, 100 W, 1 T O2 

plasma 

International 

Plasma 

Corporation 

(IPC) Barrel 

Etcher 

  Tune reflected power to 0. 

13 
Deposit 

Ti/Pt/Ti 

5 mins, 50 W DC, 65 

sccm Ar, 20 mT. Use 

37 s, 100 W DC for 

each Ti layer. 

Perkin-Elmer 

2400-6J 
  

20 minutes gives 500 nm. 

For lift-off processes 

typically 5 mins is used 

which gives 125-128 nm. 

20 mT of Ar gives low 

stress Pt. Ensure base 

pressure is below 5e-7 T. 

Using 5 mT, 25 sccm Ar 

results in high stress film. 

14 Lift-off 

Immerse in beaker 

acetone for 2 hours. 

Change the bath and 

apply ultrasonic in the 

new acetone beaker 

for a further 2 hours. 

Ultrasonic 

Bath 
  

Wafer should be facing 

down. 
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15 Descum 
1 min, 100 W, 1 T O2 

plasma 

International 

Plasma 

Corporation 

(IPC) Barrel 

Etcher 

  Tune reflected power to 0. 

16 

ALD 

Ceramic 

Deposition 

Precursor used for 

alumina: trimethyl-

aluminum (TMA) and 

water H2O. Precursor 

used for TiO2: 

tetrakis(dimethylamido) 

titanium (IV) (TDMA-

Ti) and H2O. 

Precursors used for 

NL: TMA, O2 plasma, 

TDMA-Ti, O2 plasma. 

Temperature is 150 

degrees C. Pressure is 

held at 200 mT. 

Fiji ALD 

(Cambridge 

Nanotech) 

  

The platen is large enough 

to load two 4" wafers. 

Please load at least one 1 " 

Si test piece to ensure that 

there is nothing wrong 

with the deposition. 

Problems that can happen 

include: Ar+ gas runs low, 

resulting in a gradual drop 

in pressure. Precursor 

runs out etc. etc. The 

color of the film deposited 

on the Si piece gives a very 

good indication of whether 

anything went wrong 

during the 

process.Deposition rates: 

500 cycles for TMA-H2O 

process gives 48 nm of 

Al2O3.1100 cycles for 

TDMA-Ti and H2O gives 

42 nm of TiO2.550 cycles 

of TMA-O2-TDMATi-O2 
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gives 78 nm of Al2O3-TiO2. 

For process with TiO2 

adhesion layer, combine 

the recipes. 

17 
Spin Coat 

AZ4210 

Spread = 600rpm for 

6s 

Spin = 4000 rpm for 1 

minute 

Solitec 

spinner 
    

18 Bake 
90 degrees C, 20 

minutes 
Oven     

19 Expose 

Intensity = 5 mW/cm2. 

120 s using glass mask. 

170 s with 

transparency mask. 

Karl-Suss 

MA6 
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20 Development 

Use pure AZ 

developer. Immerse 

the wafer slanted to 

prevent the wafer from 

floating. Agitate and 

ensure no bubbles stick 

to the surface of the 

wafer. Time is 1 

minute. 

Glassware 
AZ 

developer 

Have a second glass 

container ready to quench 

the process prior to 

rinsing in DI water. 

21 Descum 
1 min, 100 W, 1 T O2 

plasma 

International 

Plasma 

Corporation 

(IPC) Barrel 

Etcher 

  Tune reflected power to 0. 

21 Etch 

Cl2 ICP-RIE. 35 sccm 

Cl2, 15 sccm Ar, 3 mT, 

Bias power = 100 W, 

ICP power = 600 W. 

Electrode temperature 

= 25 degrees C. Lid 

temperature = 170 

degrees C. Spool 

temperature = 120 

degrees C. Liner 

temperature = 70 

degrees C. 

Plasma-Therm 

Versaline ICP 

RIE 

  

Etch rate is about 40 

nm/min for TiO2, 50 

nm/min for Al2O3, 30 

nm/min for NL. 
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22 Strip Resist 

Immerse in acetone. 

Spray acetone using a 

spray bottle. 

Glassware     

23 Descum 
O2-RIE. 14.2 sccm O2, 

50 W, 5 mins 

Trion 

Phantom II 

RIE 

  

This descum is necessary 

to remove the resist which 

becomes very hard to 

remove after Cl2 ICP-RIE. 

Acetone alone or O2 

barrel etch is found to be 

insufficient and using 

piranha results in low yield. 

Other methods could be 

attempted such as more 

toxic materials like post-

etch remover. However, 

O2 RIE is found to be 

effective. 

20 
Parylene-C 

deposition 

Turn on chiller. Load 

parylene-C dimer. Load 

wafers. Start machine. 

SCS Labcoter 

Parylene 

Deposition 

System 

Parylene-C 

Dimer 

Deposition rate is 

controlled by amount of 

dimer placed into the 

machine. 4 g = 2.2 µm of 

parylene-C. 8 g of 

parylene-C dimer is used 

for 4.5 µm runs. Set points 

for parylene-C: 175 

degrees C Vaporizer, 

Pyrolysis heater set point 

690 degrees C. If base 
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pressure does not get 

below 20 mT, please 

inform nanofab staff. 

21 
Cr 

deposition 

3 mins, 30 W DC, 65 

sccm Ar, 20 mT. 

Perkin-Elmer 

2400-8L 
  

3 minutes gives 20 nm of 

Cr. Use 20 mT for low 

stress Cr. Use 5 minutes 

(33 nm Cr) for etching 9 

µm thick parylene-C.  

Note: maximum thickness 

is determined by the 

opacity of the Cr. The 

underlying features have to 

be visible for alignment. 

Ensure base pressure is 

below 5e-7 T. 

Process developed using 5 

mT, 25 sccm Ar which has 

high stress. 
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22 
Spin Coat 

AZ4210 
      

Note: Cr is susceptible to 

stress. After spin coating 

AZ4210, please complete 

exposure and 

development, Cr etching 

and parylene-C etching 

immediately after. Leaving 

AZ4210 overnight can 

cause the Cr and 

underlying parylene-C to 

crack. 

23 Soft Bake 
20 minutes in the 90 

degrees C oven. 
Oven     

24 Expose 

Intensity = 5 mW/cm2 

120 s using glass mask, 

170 s with 

transparency mask.  

Karl-Suss 

MA6 
  Contact alignment mode. 

25 Development 

Use pure AZ 

developer. Immerse 

the wafer slanted to 

prevent the wafer from 

floating. Agitate and 

ensure no bubbles stick 

to the surface of the 

wafer. Time is 1 

minute. 

Glassware 
AZ 

developer 

Have a second glass 

container ready to quench 

the process prior to 

rinsing in DI water. 
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26 Inspect 
Ensure complete 

development 

Olympus MX-

80 

Microscope 

  

If development is 

incomplete, continue 

development for 0.2 

minutes and inspect again. 

Repeat until development 

is complete. Look in 

narrow regions with steep 

curvatures. 

27 Descum 
1 min, 100 W, 1 T O2 

plasma 

International 

Plasma 

Corporation 

(IPC) Barrel 

Etcher 

  Tune reflected power to 0. 

28 Etch Cr 

Immerse in Transene 

Chromium Etchant 

1020 for about 20 to 

30s. The change in 

color is observable. 

Allow for 5 s additional 

etch time after end 

point is observed. 

Glassware 

Transene 

Chromium 

Etchant 

1020 

  

29 Descum 
1 min, 100 W, 1 T O2 

plasma 

International 

Plasma 

Corporation 

(IPC) Barrel 

Etcher 

  Tune reflected power to 0. 
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30 
Etch 

parylene-C 
14.2 sccm O2, 50 W 

Trion 

Phantom II 

RIE 

  

This is not a timed etch. So 

a longer time is used than 

necessary. 40 minutes is 

used to etch 4.5 µm of 

parylene-C. 80 minutes is 

used to etch 9 µm of 

parylene-C. 

31 Strip resist 

Immerse in acetone. 

Spray acetone using a 

spray bottle. 

Glassware     

32 Descum 
1 min, 100 W, 1 T O2 

plasma 

International 

Plasma 

Corporation 

(IPC) Barrel 

Etcher 

  Tune reflected power to 0. 

33 Etch Cr 

Immerse in Transene 

Chromium Etchant 

1020 for about 1 

minute. The change in 

color is observable. 

Allow for 5 s additional 

etch time after end 

point is observed. 

Glassware 

Transene 

Chromium 

Etchant 

1020 

  

34 

Spin 

protective 

photoresist 

600 rpm spread at 6s, 

3000 rpm at 30s 

AZ4620 

      

35 Soft bake 1 min, 100 degrees C Hotplate     
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36 Dice   

Kulicke and 

Soffa dicing 

saw 
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Appendix C 

Process Flow for Parylene-C on Si Needles Process 

No. Process Process Steps Equipment Materials Comments 

1 Clean wafer 

Load wafers into 

Spin-Rinse-Dry 

(SRD) machine 

and press run. 

Semitool spin 

rinse dryer 

100 mm Si 

wafer or 100 

mm glass 

wafer 

Each parylene-C deposition 

run allows for 3 wafers. 

Prepare 3 wafers at one go.  

2 

A174 

Adhesion 

Promotion 

Mix IPA, DI 

water and A174 

in the ratio 

100:100:1. For 

three 4" wafers, 

use 1000 ml DI 

water, 1000 ml 

IPA, 10 ml A174. 

Measure volume 

of A174 using a 

syringe. 

Cure this 

solution 

overnight. 

4000 mL 

beaker 
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3 
Parylene-C 

deposition 

Turn on chiller. 

Load parylene-C 

dimer. Load 

wafers. Start 

machine. 

SCS Labcoter 

Parylene 

Deposition 

System 

Parylene-C 

Dimer 

Deposition rate is controlled 

by amount of dimer placed 

into the machine. 4 g = 2.2 µm 

of parylene-C. 8 g of parylene-

C dimer is used for 4.5 µm 

runs. Set points for parylene-

C: 175 degrees C Vaporizer, 

Pyrolysis heater set point 690 

degrees C. If base pressure 

does not get below 20 mT, 

please inform nanofab staff. 

5 
Spin coat 

AZ5214E 

Load wafer using 

the appropriate 

4" wafer chuck.  

For patterns 

with large (> 4 

µm features) 

Spread speed = 

600 rpm for 6s. 

Spin speed = 

2000 rpm for 30 

s giving 2 µm 

thick 

photoresist. 

For patterns 

with small 

features < 4 µm 

) Spread speed = 

Solitec spinner AZ5214E   
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600 rpm for 6s. 

Spin speed = 

4000 rpm for 

30s giving about 

1.4 µm thick 

photoresist. 

6 Soft Bake 

Place wafer on 

hotplate using a 

manual timer for 

1 minute at 100 

degrees C. 

Hotplate     
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7 Expose 

Intensity = 5 

mW/cm2 

40s for soda 

lime glass masks 

with 1.4 µm 

photoresist. 

60 s for soda 

lime glass masks 

with 2 µm 

photoresist. 

80 s for plastic 

masks, 

regardless of 

resist thickness. 

Karl-Suss MA6 

Glass mask, or 

transparency 

mask manually 

attached to a 

blank glass 

mask 

Contact alignment mode. 

8 
Reversal 

Bake 

115 degrees C 

for 2 minutes 
Hotplate   

This is a critical step. Please 

ensure that the wafer is 

centered on the hot plate and 

time it very carefully. 

9 Flood Expose 80 s for all steps. Karl-Suss MA6   
Use flood exposure mode. No 

glass mask should be placed. 
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10 Development 

Mix AZ 

developer, (2 

AZ developer:1 

DI water by 

volume). 

Immerse the 

wafer slanted to 

prevent the 

wafer from 

floating. Agitate 

and ensure no 

bubbles stick to 

the surface of 

the wafer. Time 

is 1 minute.  

Glassware 
AZ Developer 

DI water 

Have a second glass container 

ready to quench the process 

prior to rinsing in DI water. 

11 Inspect 
Ensure complete 

development 

Olympus MX-

80 Microscope 
  

If development is incomplete, 

continue development for 0.2 

minutes and inspect again. 

Repeat until development is 

complete. Look in narrow 

regions with steep curvatures. 

12 Descum 
1 min, 100 W, 1 

T O2 plasma 

International 

Plasma 

Corporation 

(IPC) Barrel 

Etcher 

  Tune reflected power to 0. 
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13 Deposit Pt 

5 mins, 50 W 

DC, 65 sccm Ar, 

20 mT  

Perkin-Elmer 

2400-6J 
  

20 minutes gives 500 nm. For 

lift-off processes typically 5 

mins is used which gives 125-

128 nm. 20 mT of Ar gives low 

stress Pt. Ensure base pressure 

is below 5e-7 T. Using 5 mT, 

25 sccm Ar results in high 

stress film. 

14 Lift-off 

Immerse in 

beaker acetone 

for 2 hours. 

Change the bath 

and apply 

ultrasonic in the 

new acetone 

beaker for a 

further 2 hours. 

Ultrasonic Bath   Wafer should be facing down. 

15 Descum 
1 min, 100 W, 1 

T O2 plasma 

International 

Plasma 

Corporation 

(IPC) Barrel 

Etcher 

  Tune reflected power to 0. 
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17 
Parylene-C 

deposition 

Turn on chiller. 

Load parylene-C 

dimer. Load 

wafers. Start 

machine. 

SCS Labcoter 

Parylene 

Deposition 

System 

Parylene-C 

Dimer 

Deposition rate is controlled 

by amount of dimer placed 

into the machine. 4 g = 2.2 µm 

of parylene-C. 8 g of parylene-

C dimer is used for 4.5 µm 

runs. Set points for parylene-

C: 175 degrees C Vaporizer, 

Pyrolysis heater set point 690 

degrees C. If base pressure 

does not get below 20 mT, 

please inform nanofab staff. 

18 
Cr 

deposition 

3 mins, 30 W 

DC, 65 sccm Ar, 

20 mT. 

Perkin-Elmer 

2400-8L 
  

3 minutes gives 20 nm of Cr. 

Use 20 mT for low stress Cr. 

Use 5 minutes (33 nm Cr) for 

etching 9 µm thick parylene-C.  

Note: maximum thickness is 

determined by the opacity of 

the Cr. The underlying 

features have to be visible for 

alignment. 

Ensure base pressure is below 

5e-7 T. 

5 mT, 25 sccm Ar has high 

stress. 
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19 
Spin Coat 

AZ4210 
    AZ4210 

Note: Cr is susceptible to 

stress. After spin coating 

AZ4210, please complete 

exposure and development, Cr 

etching and parylene-C etching 

immediately after. Leaving 

AZ4210 overnight can cause 

the Cr and underlying 

parylene-C to crack. 

20 Soft Bake 

20 minutes in 

the 90 degrees 

C oven. 

Oven     

21 Expose 

Intensity = 5 

mW/cm2 

120 s using glass 

mask, 170 s with 

transparency 

mask.  

Karl-Suss MA6 

Glass mask, or 

transparency 

mask manually 

attached to a 

blank glass 

mask 

Contact alignment mode. 

22 Development 

Use pure AZ 

developer. 

Immerse the 

wafer slanted to 

prevent the 

wafer from 

floating. Agitate 

and ensure no 

bubbles stick to 

the surface of 

Glassware AZ developer 

Have a second glass container 

ready to quench the process 

prior to rinsing in DI water. 
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the wafer. Time 

is 1 minute. 

23 Inspect 
Ensure complete 

development 

Olympus MX-

80 Microscope 
  

If development is incomplete, 

continue development for 0.2 

minutes and inspect again. 

Repeat until development is 

complete. Look in narrow 

regions with steep curvatures. 

24 Descum 
1 min, 100 W, 1 

T O2 plasma 

International 

Plasma 

Corporation 

(IPC) Barrel 

Etcher 

  Tune reflected power to 0. 

25 Etch Cr 

Immerse in 

Transene 

Chromium 

Etchant 1020 for 

about 20 to 30s. 

The change in 

color is 

observable. 

Glassware 

Transene 

Chromium 

Etchant 1020 
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Allow for 5 s 

additional etch 

time after end 

point is 

observed. 

26 Descum 
1 min, 100 W, 1 

T O2 plasma 

International 

Plasma 

Corporation 

(IPC) Barrel 

Etcher 

  Tune reflected power to 0. 

27 
Etch 

parylene-C 

14.2 sccm O2, 

50 W 

Trion Phantom 

II RIE 
  

This is not a timed etch. So a 

longer time is used than 

necessary. 40 minutes is used 

to etch 4.5 µm of parylene-C. 

80 minutes is used to etch 9 

µm of parylene-C. 

28 Strip resist 

Immerse in 

acetone. Spray 

acetone using a 

spray bottle. 

Glassware     

29 Descum 
1 min, 100 W, 1 

T O2 plasma 

International 

Plasma 

Corporation 

(IPC) Barrel 

  Tune reflected power to 0. 
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Etcher 

30 Etch Cr 

Immerse in 

Transene 

Chromium 

Etchant 1020 for 

about 1 minute. 

The change in 

color is 

observable. 

Allow for 5 s 

additional etch 

time after end 

point is 

observed. 

Glassware 

Transene 

Chromium 

Etchant 1020 

  

31 

Spin 

protective 

photoresist 

600 rpm spread 

at 6s, 3000 rpm 

at 30s AZ4620 

      

32 Soft bake 
1 min, 100 

degrees C 
Hotplate     

33 Dice   

Kulicke and 

Soffa dicing 

saw 

    

34 

Remove 

photoresist 

Acetone. 

Immerse in 

acetone and use 

a spray bottle Glassware Acetone   
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35 Anneal 

Heat at 300 

degrees C, 10 

mT N2 for 3 

hours 

Custom built 

annealer   

Allow temperature to rise 

gradually to 300 degrees C 

(This takes about 15 minnutes 

or so). Start timing once 300 

degrees C is reached. After 3 

hours, turn off the heat. It will 

take about 2 hours for 

temperature to ramp down to 

room temperature. Maintain 

N2 pressure at 10 mT 

throughout ramp up and cool 

down. 

36 

Clean glass 

slide Acetone, IPA 

Use the 

squeeze bottle. 

Dry using N2 

gun.     

37 

Spin coat 

BGL7080 

1500 rpm, 30s, 

about 6 µm 

thickness on the 

glass slide. No 

spread step. Solitec spinner     

38 Bake 

To remove IPA 

solvent, bake at 

90 degrees C for 

at least 5 mins Oven     

39 Bond 

115 degrees C, 

40 N force for 1 

hour 

M9A Device 

Bonder (Besi, 

The   

Chips are facing upwards for 

this process. 
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Netherlands) 

40 

Cr 

deposition 

7.5 mins, 30 W 

DC, 65 sccm Ar, 

20 mT. 

Perkin-Elmer 

2400-8L 
  

50 nm of Cr is used. as a hard 

mask. Use 20 mT for low 

stress Cr. Use 5 minutes (33 

nm Cr) for etching 9 µm thick 

parylene-C.  

Note: maximum thickness is 

determined by the opacity of 

the Cr. The underlying 

features have to be visible for 

alignment. 

Ensure base pressure is below 

5e-7 T. 

 5 mT, 25 sccm Ar has high 

stress. 

41 

Spin coat 

AZ4210 

600 rpm for 6 s 

spread, 3000 

rpm spin coat Solitec spinner     

42 Bake 

20 minutes in 

the 90 degrees 

C oven. Oven     

43 

Expose 

5 mW/cm2 for 

170 s with 

transparency 

mask.  

Karl-Suss MA6 

Transparency 

mask manually 

attached to a 

blank glass 

mask 

Contact alignment mode. 
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44 Development 

Pure AZ 

developer.  

Immerse the 

wafer slanted to 

prevent the 

wafer from 

floating. Agitate 

and ensure no 

bubbles stick to 

the surface of 

the wafer. Time 

is 1 minute.  Glassware AZ developer 

Have a second glass container 

ready to quench the process 

prior to rinsing in DI water. 

43 

Descum 
1 min, 100 W, 1 

T O2 plasma 

International 

Plasma 

Corporation 

(IPC) Barrel 

Etcher 

  Tune reflected power to 0. 

44 

Etch Cr 

Immerse in 

Transene 

Chromium 

Etchant 1020 for 

about 1 minute. 

The change in 

color is 

observable. 

Allow for 5 s 

additional etch 

time after end 

Glassware 

Transene 

Chromium 

Etchant 1020 
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point is 

observed. 

45 

Etch Si using 

DRIE 

About 300 

cycles used. 

Anisotropic etch 

used. Passivate 

time: 8s. Etch 

time: 12s. C4F8 

pressure is 85 

sccm (passivate). 

SF6 pressure is 

130 sccm (etch). 

O2 pressure is 

13 sccm (etch). 

RF Coil power is 

600W for both 

passivate and 

etch. 12 W 

platen power 

only for etch.   STS-ASE 

Bond the glass slide onto a 4" 

Si wafer using heat release 

tape. Etch rate is about 1 µm 

per cycle. Process name is 

called "stdaniso" 

46 

Remove 

photoresist 

Spray with 

acetone       
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47 Descum 

1 min, 100 W, 1 

T O2 plasma 

International 

Plasma 

Corporation 

(IPC) Barrel 

Etcher 

  Tune reflected power to 0. 

48 

Etch Cr 

Immerse in 

Transene 

Chromium 

Etchant 1020 for 

about 1 minute. 

The change in 

color is 

observable. 

Allow for 5 s 

additional etch 

time after end 

point is 

observed. 

Glassware 

Transene 

Chromium 

Etchant 1020 

  

49 Release 

Immerse in IPA 

for 2 hours to 

dissolve BGL Glassware   

Immerse until the device 

comes off easily i.e. a very 

gentle nudge will get the entire 

device off. Do not force the 

device off! 

50 Anneal 

300 degrees C 

for 3 hours, 10 

mT N2 

Custom Built 

Annealer 
  

51 Ar+ etch 1 min 50 W  

Trion Phantom 

II RIE   

To remove surface oxidation 

of Pt 
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